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ABSTRACT

The natural convective cooling of the MITR-II, in a
transitory period due to loss of electrical power to the
main panel is studied in this work.

The transient behavior of the Reactor after scram
due to loss of flow is examined for an infinite operation
at the steady state power of 5 MWth. The shutdown energy
due to fission of the delayed neutrons, decay of fission
products and the activated core materials is transferred
by the pump coast down and natural convection flow,

A series of incore temperature measurements were
made as part of the reactor startup procedure to full
licensed power. A computer program was written to compare
the nominal calculation of the average core temperature
distribution with the experimental values. The calculated
and measured temperatures are in general agreement except
that the calculations predict the peak temperature at an
earlier time than observed experimentally. The analysis is
expanded to the hot channel temperature evaluation during
loss of primary forced flow.

A single channel model is used to simulate the hot
channel for calculation of temperature distribution in
five possible cases that the accident might occur.

It is calculated that the hottest point in the core,
due to loss of flow accident for steady state power of
5 MWth will be below the saturation temperature, even if
one of the natural convection valves remains in the closed
position.

In the case that two of the incore check valves do not
open after the accident, boiling will occur about 10 seconds
following the accident. Although the fuel surface temperature



exceeds saturation at a height of approximately 12 inches
from the bottom of the fuel plate, it is still far below
the softening point of aluminum, (4500C).

Increasing the core inlet temperature encourages the
onset of nucleation boiling. The fuel surface temperature
increases to 104.50C. Boiling will occur for a few seconds
on the uppermost part of the fuel plate if the primary heat
exchanger outlet temperature is increased to 520C.

Thesis Supervisor: David D. Lanning

Title: Professor of Nuclear Engineering
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

The modified Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Research Reactor, MITR-II, is cooled with H20 that is

circulated by two primary pumps. Sufficient cooling is

provided in order to operate at five thermal megawatts

steady state power within the acceptance criteria. The heat

generated is transferred to the secondary water system

and is rejected into the atmosphere by force draft cooling

towers.

The MITR-II is designed to function within a safety

limit in all possible ways with regard to loss of coolant

flow. The reactor will scram whenever there is a reduction

in primary coolant flow or pressure below a set point.

There is a backup low level scram protection in the con-

tainment tank to keep the water not any lower than three

inches below overflow. Two antisiphon valves which are

maintained in the closed position by the primary pumps

pressure, open automatically to prevent siphoning of the

main tank water in the unlikely event of pipe break. Four

incore check valves are designed and installed to remove

the after scram heat generation due to loss of flow accident.
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These valves open to produce a loop for natural convection

heat removal as soon as the pressure on both sides of them

balances.

As part of the Safety Analysis Report of the MITR-II,

loss of flow accident was studied by Choi (Ref. 1.1 and 1.2)

and it was shown that "cooling by natural convection flow

after a shutdown is sufficient to prevent the wall temp-

erature from reaching the boiling point during the first

50 minutes".

To demonstrate that the decay heat resulting from

long term operation at 5 MWth can be removed by natural

convection, a series of temperature measurements were

made as part of the startup procedure. A thermocouple

fuel element was inserted into a central position (A-2)

to measure fuel wall temperatures at 0.1 and 4.0 inches

from the bottom of the fuel plates. Spider hole inlet

and fuel element average outlet temperatures were also

measured. The transient experiments above 2 MWth were

done based on the assumption of loss of electrical

power to the main panel. Therefore both primary pump

switches as well as the reactor minor scram button were

pushed at the same time. The temperature measurements

were made for loss of flow accident up to 2 MWth. In this
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case the primary pumps were stopped and the reactor was

scrammed automatically due to flow coast down. The

MITR-II, Core-4, transient behavior is studied in this

work analytically and compared with the experimental

results. A computer code is written to analyze the

reactor function after a scram due to loss of flow

accident. It is capnble of solving transient problems

involving loss of primary flow such as loss of electrical

power, pump trip or breakdown, and pipe break in the

reactor inlet system. To compare with the startup experi-

ments, the first case is considered here and it is

assumed that before the accident the reactor was oper-

ating at steady state conditions. A single channel model

is used to analyze the average core power distribution

or hot channel separately. It is also shown how the

computer program could be modified for multi-channel

calculations.

1.2 Description of the MITR-II

The MITR-II is a light water cooled and moderated

and heavy water reflected nuclear reactor which uses

flat plate-type, finned aluminum clad highly enriched

uranium fuel elements. It is designed to operate at a

steady state power of five thermal megawatts. Figure 1.1
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shows a vertical cross sectional layout of the MITR-II.

The reactor is located at the center of a gastight

cylindrical steel building equipped with a controlled

pressure relief system. The reactor is located inside

of two concentric tanks and a core shroud. The outer-

most tank is a four foot diameter D20 reflector tank

and is used to maintain a D 2 0 level for neutron reflec-

tion. Heat generated in the core is removed by primary

light water forced convection system. Primary coolant

enters the reactor through the inlet plenum and into

the annular area between the core tank and the core

shroud. It then flows downward through the upper plenum

to the bottom of the hexagonal core support housing

assembly where it is directed upward through the fuel

elements. It then moves slowly within the chimney and

core shroud to the three exit ports which form the outlet

plenum, just above the level of the inlet plenum.

The fuel is arranged in a compact core configura-

tion to minimize the thermal neutron flux in the reflec-

tor region where the experimental beam ports are located.

Because of rather high heat generation in the core, the

fuel plates are finned to augment heat transfer. The

fuel element consists of fifteen fuel plates assembled
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between two grooved side plates. The fuel plates are

slightly over 2.5 inches wide with 110 longitudinally-

milled square fins on either side; 0.01 inches high

and 0.01 inches wide grooves. More detail about fuel

elements can be found in Reference 1.3. The fissionable

material consists of uranium enriched to approximately 93%

U-235. Each fuel element contains about 445 grams of

U-235.

The control blades come down around the outside

of the core and are effective by cutting off thermal

neutron transport between the reflector and the core.

The control blades are made of Cadmium in an aluminum

sandwich.

On August 14,1975, MITR-II reactor went critical

for the first time with 20 fuel elements loaded which

was considerably less than the 27 positions available in

the core. Because of the small control bank worth,

only one additional element could be added to the core

without exceeding the shutdown margin required by

Technical Specifications. However, a twenty-one element

core would not have sufficient heat transfer area for

5 MWth operation and also the empty fuel position

would allow too much bypass flow and unacceptable power

peaking.
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In order to be able to load more fuel into the

reactor, the fixed absorber was lowered and the reac-

tor went critical for the second time, with a loading

of 22 active fuel elements,3 solid dummy elements, and

one sample assembly containing a neutron source. Two

additional active elements were loaded and one dummy

was removed. The Core-I loading at the beginning of

power distribution measuring is shown in Figurel.2.

In February,1976, when an attempt was made to

remove a fuel element from the core, it was discovered

that about 2/3 of the reactor fuel elements were stuck

in the core because the cadmium fixed absorber sandwiches

were swollen beyond the acceptable tolerances for the

compact core arrangement. Water had leaked into the

sandwich from the seal weld and corroded the cadmium.

Hydrogen from the corrosion process had built up a gas

pressure inside the sandwich and caused swelling,(Ref.1.4).

In order to prevent damage to the fuel elements,

the fixed absorbers were removed. Core-II was designed to

contain fewer fuel elements and more solid dummies in

order to counter balance the positive reactivity effect

of removal of the fixed cadmium absorbers. To minimize

the power peaking effect of the water gap produced by
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removing the fixed absorbers, and to decrease the worth

of solid dummies in the B ring they were loaded into

positions B-3, B-6 and B-9 , as is shown in Figure 1.3.

By placing solid dummies in these positions and because

of "notch up" plate arrangement, no single plate was

directly against the water gap caused by removal of the

fixed absorbers.

To prevent swelling, Hafnium was selected as the

absorber material for the fixed absorber. In November,1976,

Core III went critical with the same loading as Core I.

Calculations showed that for long term operations, only

2 dummies could be placed in the core. Therefore the final

Core III loading had 25 fuel elements and 2 dummies as is

shown in Figure 1.4.

Core III had all the requirements of Technical

Specifications, except that due to high negative reac-

tivity of hafnium, too many fuel elements were loaded

into the core. Since the MITR-II is a research reactor,

it was decided to provide more space in the core for ex-

perimental facilities. Therefore the hafnium fixed absor-

bers were removed to be able to put more dummy elements in

the core.

Core IV was designed with 4 dummies and 23 fuel

elements with no fixed absorber, to be the final core

configuration for long term operation at full licensed

power of 5 MWth. Figure 1.5 shows Core IV loading at the

time of startup natural convection measurements.
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1.3 Natural Convection Loop

A natural convective cooling loop is predicted in the

Safety Analysis Report to be produced in the case of primary

pump failure, to remove the decay heat from the core. This loop

as is shown in Figure 1.6, is maintained closed by natural

convection valves due to primary coolant pressure and opens

automatically when the flow decreases. In the case that the

pump forced flow is not considerable and natural convection

valves are opened, the decay heat released into the channels

produces a density difference between the core and the down-

commer which transfers the cold water in the lower plenum

up into the core cooling channels. As this proceeds, the heat

exchanger outlet water from the annular space between the core

tank and the core shroud mixes with the containment tank water

coming through the chimney in the upper plenum and enters the core.

The chimney was installed at the top of the core to pro-

tect the shim blades from turbulency of the core outlet. It

also helps to increase the driving pressure in the natural

convection. The hot water outlet of the core goes up through

the chimney and mixes with the containment tank water before enter-

ing the natural convection loop.
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CHAPTER II

REACTOR BEHAVIOR AFTER LOSS OF FLOW ACCIDENT

2.1 General

Startup Natural Convection Tests, at power level above

2 MWth, were done based on the assumption of loss of electrical

power to the main panel. This loss of power would trip both

primary pumps at the same time that the magnets holding the

shim blades are disabled and therefore scram the reactor.

Choi (Ref.1.2) estimated the maximum release time of the

magnetic clutches in the control rods to be 0.06 seconds.

Weekly startup procedure sheet shows that it takes about 0.45

seconds for the shim bank to reach 80% of full insertion.

In startup natural convection tests above 2 MWth, both

the minor scram and primary pump switches were pushed at the

same time. Assuming a scram delay time of 0.41 seconds (Ref.1.2)

it takes about 0.86 seconds from the time of scram to 80% of full

insertion of the shim bank. To be more conservative a value

of 0.9 seconds is assumed where in reality it takes about 0.51

seconds.

Shim bank integral reavtivity measurements shows a reactivity

worth of 4.8(3 for 80% full insertion of the shim bank for a

critical height of 7.9 inches. This value is smaller than the

individual blade worth measurements due to perturbation of shim

bank on them.
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I Although it takes about one second to insert all the

control blades, the power does not die rapidly. After a sudden

shutdown, about 90% of the neutron population dies off in about

0.01 seconds (Ref.?.2), but only a few percent of the precursors

decay in that time. Then the rest of the neutron and precursor

population dies away with .a decay period of more than 10 seconds.

This decay period depends on the half life of the longest

delayed neutron group.

Energy released from fission products in the form of

beta and gamma radiation, contributes to the energy sources after

the scram.

Decay heat from activated core materials can be considered

as one of the other shut-down energy sources.
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2.2 Pump Coast-Dowiuand Loss of Flow

The coolant flow rate during a coast-down transient was

measured for MITR-I (Ref.1.1) and it was found that after about

3.25 seconds the pump flow rate was almost zero. In MITR-II

the transient flow rate is larger due to the differences in

core and piping design. The flow rate and pressure drop have

been measured in the MITR-II by using differential pressure

transmitters and a voltage recorder. These values are normalized

according to the calibration curve of flow v.s. voltage,

(Ref.2.3). The results are calculated at the flow meter MF-1,

for reference.

It is found that in MITR-II the pump flow goes to zero after

about 7.5 seconds, as shown in Fig.2.1, and pressure at MF-I

reaches infinite value after 7.0 seconds.

In order to be able to use flow rate and pressure coast-

down values in calculations related to the initiation of natural

convection, the following equations are used where the constants

are values chosen to fit the experimental values.

G(t)/G(t 0 ) = 2.283 exp(-O.lt) + 0.0283t - 1.283-'(21)

P(t)/P(t0 ) = [0.48t + 1]/[2t + 1] (2.2)



FIG.. 2.1 Flow and Pressure at MF-1 after Pump Coast-down in MITR-II
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where,

t is the time after loss of power in seconds,

G(t) and P(t) are flow rate and pressure at time t

at MF-1 respectively, and

G(t,) and P(t,) are those values at steady state condition.

It is noted that the maximum deviation from true value

is 8.5% for flow rate and 4.0% for pressure.

As the flow coasts down in the primary loop, pressure

in the upper plenum decreases to a value that balances the

pressure at the top of the natural convection valves. This valve

balancing pressure is the sum of atmospheric pressure, static

head of water in the containment tank, and pressure due to

weight of the natural convection ball. At this time the ball

drops and the pressure at the bottom of the valve exceeds the

static pressure at the top by some amount equal to the weighted

value of the ball. This causes some flow forced up through the

natural convection valves which decreases with the pressure

in the upper plenum, and stops as soon as the transient pressure

balances the static head above the natural convection valves.

The total time that this reverse flow takes is found to

be less than 0.1 seconds due to; fast pressure drop in the

upper plenum, small contribution of the balls to the static

pressure, and large pressure drop in the natural convection

valves. As will be shown by the calculations, the contribution
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of the natural convection to. heat transfer from the core

is not significant before the valves are opened. Even then,

the coast-down flow still remains dominant until it decreases

to a value of about 10 lbs./ft**2/seconds. Thereafter

natural convection takes over and transfers the decay heat

from the core.

2.3 Energy Release by Delayed Neutrons

Energy released by delayed neutrons can be found by

solving the non-stationary neutron diffusion equation. If the

neutron flux in the reactor is4$ up to the moment of shutdown,
0

equation 2.3 will give the thermal neutron flux as a function

of time, t, after shutdown:

(Ref.2.6): m
$ A exp(w.t)

J=O J

M (2.3)
E A. = 1

j=0 3

M
A A./(a + A)1 i

j=0

where m is the number of neutron precursors,

8 is the frai-tion of the total number of neutrons

emitted from the precursor ,

m

A1 is the decay constant for fission products of ith group,

and LU is the eigen value of the inhour formula.
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Equation 2.3 is simplified for the cases that:

P/Keff ~P and x i <<1/T

and the following equation is found:

1 /(p + ))exp[(-p/(p + ) 1 t)
I=1

(2.4)

where Kff is the effective neutron multiplication factor,

T is the neutron lifetime in the reactor, and

P is the instantaneous reactivity reduction at the moment

of shutdown.

Equation 2.5 is therefore suggested (Ref. 2.7) for

decay energy due to delayed nuetrons:

(2.5)t m " Ap i
P x[ exp( -)I

p0 1 =1 eff P +0 f

Where the value for effective total delayed neutron

fraction, $ eff,- is taken to be 0.00786(Ref.2.1), and six delayed

neutron precursors are chosen with Si andlifor U-235 as shown

in Table 2.1 (Ref.2.8).

The effect of delayed photoneutrons produced in the

D20 reflector, due to fission of U-235, is not considered in

equation 2.5.

The half-lives and yields of photoneutrons from fission

products of an atom of U-235, in an infinite medium of D20

is shown in Table 2.2, (Ref.2.14). Summation of the numbers

presented in the last column shows that a total number of

(t)/$0 =



Group Decay constant Yield,9 ,(nt/fiss.)
(sec. 1)

1 0.0124 0.000215

2 0.0305 0.001424

3 0.1110 0.001274

4 0.3010 0.002568

5 1.1400 0.000748

6 3.0100 0.000273

Table 2.1

Decay Constant and Yield Of the Delayed Neutrons



Table 2.2

Half-li Decay cond Photoneutron yield Photoneut.10
j 22 s.delayed nt.yield Fission

1 2.5 s 2. ??x1 0 0.469 158.00

-2
2 41.0 s 1.69x10 0.147 49.50

3 2.4 M 4.81x1O 0.0504 17.00

-3
4 7.7 m 1'.50x10 0.0242 8.14

-4
5 27.0 m 4.28x10 0.0149 5.01

-46 1.65 h 1.17x10 0.0168 5.65

-5
7 4.37 h 4.37x10 0.00232 0.78

-6
8 53.00 h 3.63x10 0.00074 0.25

Sum =244.33x10

Half Lives and Yields of Photoneutrons from U23 5 Fission Products

in D20
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-32.44 x 10 photoneutrons are produced per fission of U-235.

This is even less for finite system as in the case of MITR-II

because of the leakage of a considerable number of photons out

Yarmen (Ref.2.14) showed that about 0.093 x 10,3

photoneutrons are generated by photons having had one and

only one collision, in the time interval of 2-1000 seconds

after fission, and the rest (2.44 x 10~3 - 0.093 x 10?3)

is due to those photoneutrons produced by the uncollided

photons, (with an approximation of about 12%).

The threshold energy for photoneutron reaction is 2.23.Mev

and the maximum photon energy in MITR-II can be assumed to

be six M.ev (Ref.2.13). For a uniform photon energy, the number

of photoneutrons produced per second, per fission of U-235,

at time t after fission, can be found in the Equation 2.6 :

J -X.T

N(t)= E YA.e .j (2.6)
j=1

where A is the decay constant of the time-wise group j

(j=1,2,... ), and

Y. is the total number of photoneutrons of group

produced per fission of U-235.

Note that the total number of 2.44 x 10~ 3 photoneutrons per

fission can be obtained by intergrating N(t) over the infinite

time after fission.

The energy released by photoneutrons at time t after

shutdovm is therefore found from the following equation :
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Pph(t) t'. J -At
SE Y Ae ]dt (2.7)

P () 0 J=1

where P(o) is the steady state power, and

P ph (t) is the, power released by photoneutrons at

time t after shutdown.

2.4 Heat Generation From Decay of Fission Products

The power emitted by fission products is evaluated in

the form of a curve as a function of time after shutdown,

(Ref. 2.7).

For infinite reactor operation Dudziak (Ref.2.8) fits

the following equation to experimental curves :

P(t) -3 -a
=5x10 A t (2.8)

P0

Where t is the time after shutdown in seconds,

P (t) and Po are the power at time t and the steady state
power respectively.

The values of A and a are given as a function of time for

U-235 as following :

Applicable Time
Interval (Sec.) A a

1061;t <101 12.05 0.0639

101 ; t <1.5x102  15.31 0.1807

1.5x102 t < 4X106 26cO2 0.2834
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The following equation is suggested when to c& t5 :

P (tS) 5x10 3 to a A t;(a+1) (2.9)

P (t0 )

where t0 is steady state operational time before shutdown (sec.),

and t5 is the time after shutdown (sec.).

2.5 Heat Stored in Activated Core Materials

Aluminum is the major metal used in the core structure.

It becomes radioactive and decays with emittingflandY rays.

Choi, (Ref.1.1) derived the following equation Lor the

decay power of activated aluminum in the core for an average

thermal flux of 1 x 1014 (n/cm2 sec.).

P (t) = 1.94 x 104 e-0.0052t (Btu/hr)

Three-dimensicral CITATION calculation for no fixed

absorber in the core and shim bank at 7.9 inches from the

bottom shows an average flux of 2.0 x 101 3 (n/cm2 . sec.),

in the core. This value does not change significantly for a

critical shim bank height of 10 inches. The average thermal

neutron flux is assumed reasonably to be 3 x 1013n/cm2.sec.
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Therefore :

P (t) -0.052t f

P)= 3.41 x 10r4e 0(2,10)
P0

where t is time after shutdown in seconds,

P (f)&P are decay power due to activated core material
and the Steady state reactor power respectively.

2.6. Heat Distribution in the Core

By comparing the energy sources during reactor steady

state operation and shutdown transient condition, one will

find out that K rays contribute to a larger extent in after

scram decay sources, whereas in fission 80% of the energy

comes from fission products. In other words 80% of the energy

is produced within a very short range of the source in

reactor at power. But in a shutdown reactor, due to long range

of 9 radiation, energy production appears far from the source

and therefore has a smoothing effect on the heat flux

distribution in the core.

Since the spatial heat distribution in the core has a

relatively smooth shape, the power distribution after the

scram can be assumed to have the same shape as in the steady

state operation.

Core power distribution was first evaluated by a

finite difference diffusion code, Exterminator II (Ref.2.11),

and then by using Computer Code CITATION, (Ref.2.12). Radial

peaking factor, for the shim bank at a height of 10 inches from
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the bottom was found to be 1.30 for center plate, and 1.22

for a plate at the edge of the core next to the D20 reflector.

Removing the fixed absorbers from the core has changed

the power distribution in the core,

Axial flux distribution was measured by copper wire

activation analysis. Copper wires of 0.0252 inches diameter

were covered with 0.01 inches clear polyolefin, (unsaturated

ethylene) and placed in coolant channels between fuel plates.

They were irradiated at 200 nominal watts for one hour and

then left for at least one more hour for Cu to decay.

The wires were scanned and activities due to Cu64isotopes

at various axial positions were recorded. The activities were

corrected for decay and background countrate, and different

irradiations were correlated to one power.

The following equation is suggested by Allen(Ref.1.4 )

for initial countrate calculation :

C- B SMCOB (2.11)
e -xt COB(K)

where t is the time from the end of irradiation to the beginn-

ing of the count,

Ct is the raw countrate at time t,

B is the background countrate,

X is the decay constant for Cu ,
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SMCOB is the reference cobalt countrate from plate

scanning,

COB(K) is the cobalt foil countrate for the Kth

irradiation, and

C0  is the normalized initial countrate.

The activity induced in the copper wire was caused by

both thermal and resonance neutrons. To find the fission

rate in U235 , Equation 2.11 should be multiplied by a factor

f defined as :

fission rate in U 2 3 5

f=

activity due to Cu64

Sf3  43 + f2 2 + f1 (1(2.12)

Cu 3 3 + CU2 2+ CU 1

where $ is the neutron flux,

f is the macroscopic fission cross section for U2 35

cuis the macroscopic absortion cross section for Cu, and

subscripts 3,2, and 1 refer to thermal (0.0025 ev-0.4 ev),

epithermal (0.4 ev -3 key ) and fast neutron energy group

in CITATIONrespectively.
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Using the folowing approximations;

and since

cu3

Cu
CY 3

Cu3

hu2

"Cu3

f2

of 3

,Equation 2.10 can be simplified

as follows:

f = 1 -

2 yCu2 _ 0f2

3 0 Cu3 C3

+ 2  Cu2

c3
0 Cu3

where G is the microscopic cross section, and

Cu3ll/v resonance

0Cu:

+ Cu3non 1/v resonance 0 H20

3 3 H20

and a subscript 0 (zero) refers to 2200 m/sec. neutron

energy group.

Substituting the values for cross sections, Equation 2.13

is found :

f = 1 -

2 (0.1729 - f2
3 f3

1 + 0.1729
3

0 Cu2

CCu3 -

(2*13)
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Table 2.3

Ratio of Epithermal to Thermal Fission Cross section

for Different Fuel Specifications

Region Fuel Element Cf2/ 63

1 C 0.07733

3 A 0.07711

4 A 0.09153

5 C 0.09080

6 C 0.07690

13 A 0.09130

14 c 0.09210
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FIG. 2.2 Core Power Distribution with Shim bank at 7.9
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The neutron flux ratio $2 /*3 is obtained by taking

the ratio of epithermal to thermal flux at each wire position

from the three-dimensional CITATION computer calculation.

The value of Gf2 /Gf 3 is found from Table 2.3, where the

Region number is the one used in CITATION for fuel specification.

Figure 2.2 shows axial heat flux distribution measured

by copper wire for different heights of shim bank and different

positions in the core with no fixed absorber in the core.

2.7 Dissipation of Decay Energy in the Reactor

The three different kinds of decay energy produced

in the core after shutdown are transferred to the containment

tank by pump coastdown and natural convection flow. One

can assume that the steady state power is removed by primary

heat exchangersi.e. the temperature in the containment

tank is the same as steady state core outlet temperature.

Therefore due to decay heat addition to the tank, the temperature

of the water increases. Although part of the energy is trans-

mitted to the outside through the reactor shielding and the

off-gas monitoring system, and since the rate of enthalpy

increase in the containment tank is slow (about 0.02 Btu/lbm

per minute) heat transfer from the tank can be neglected.

Energy dissipated in the reflector and the shielding is estim-

ated by Choi (Ref.1.1), and it is found that about 5.31% of the

fission energy is deposited in the D20 reflector, and only
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0.91% in the shielding. This value is not considerable in

the shutdown reactor. On the other hand due to high thermal

resistance of the helium gap it can be assumed that no heat

is transmitted through the gap from the relatively hot

graphite into the reflector.

Therefore after the natural convection begins and the

hot water in the tank starts flowing down into the lower

plenum, there might be. some heat convection between the

down-commer and the D20 reflector. Due to high conductivity

of the aluminum walls (188 Btu/hr/ft*F), free heat convection

can be considered between the hot water flowing down into

the down-commer and relatively stagnant flow in the D20

reflector tank.

In the steady state operation a pump and heat exchanger

remove the heat deposited in the reflector with a flow rate

of about 140 gpm. Heavy water enters the reflector tank

at a temperature of 360 C and leaves at about 38CC. Therefore

after scram, due to loss of electrical power, D2 0 is left

enclosed between the core and the reflector tank at the

exit temperature.

Natural convection flow in the down-commer will lose

some heat by free convection to the'reflector through the

core tank wall. Eckert (Ref.2.10) suggests Equation 2.1 4

for natural convection to a fluid enclosed between two

vertical walls&



. ke
q = - (Th - T0)b

where q"

b

Th

k e

is the average heat flow per unit time and area,

is the normal distance between the two walls,

and Tc are the temperatures on the hot and cold

sides of the system, and

is equivalent heat conductivity.

The values of k are found experimentally and plotted

versus a dimensionless factor GrbPr, Grashof's number times

Prandlt's number. For the special case of interest with :

containment tank mixed temperature, Th = 1250F

D2 0 reflector tank outlet temperature, Tc =1000 F

reflector thickness next to the down-commer,b=1.114 ft.,

the ratio ke/k for heavy water reflector is found to be 1.38.

Therefore the rate of heat flux transmitted to the reflector is

about 10.836 Btu/ft2/hr, or the total leakage power from

the down-commer after scram is only about 33.77 watts.

47

(2.14)
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CHAPTER III

THERMAL HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS IN STEADY STATE AND TRANSIENT

3.1 General

Although natural convection valves are closed in

steady state operation, the buoyancy of relatively hot water

in the core will also help to remove the heat insignificantly.

Average core outlet temperature is about 500C at 5 MWth

steady state power and 2050 gpm flow rate. This energy is

removed from the water in two primary heat exchanges and water

enters the core at 400C. When natural convection vaJves

open, a loop is produced ; cold water coming from the heat

exchangers is in one leg, and decay heat is being added

to the core coolant channels in the other leg. The density

difference between the two legs initiates a small flow

which is directly proportional to the driving force. Decay heat

addition to.the core flow increases the driving force and

therefore the natural convection flow. Since shutdown energy

generation decays exponentially, a time is reached that natural

convection flow is just enough to remove the decay heat

without increasing the enthalpy. Thereafter the flow rate

decreases with decay power.

During the normal reactor operation, a flow disparity

is observed at the core inlet (Ref.1.4). This flow disparity

is more uniform during natural convection because the

down-coming flow is laminar, so each of the n, channels
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should take 1/nth of the total flow. But the flow rate in

natural convection depends on the heat flux, or in other

words , on the amount of energy released into the channel.

Eselgroth and Grifith (Ref.3.1) show that "for an array

of channels, the pressure drop across any individual channel

is independent of the flow through it" and is common to all

channels, for the case flow passing from one header to another

through n identical charels with low flow rate.

In natural conve tion both flow rate and pressure drop

are governed by heat flux in different channels. Therefore

if there is a uniforW pressure distribution in the lower

plenum at the core inlet, right above at the core outlet,

there should be both pressure and flow distribution due to

density variation. These different temperature and flow

streams will mix due to turbulency, and a height will be reached

where there is a mixed temperature, density, and pressure.

This point can be well considered to be at the top level

of the chimney,

3.2 Conservation Equations and Their Application to Natural

Convection

The natural convection loop described in the last

section, can be analyzed as a single channel. Momentum

Integral Model is applied to one dimensional transient fluid flow.

In this model, variation of mass flow rate with position
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in the channel due to axial changes in density and vapor

content with time is considered. Also because of small

pressure difference along the core (less than 1 psia), single

pressure can be used for evaluating all fluid properties

(Ref.3.2).

The following equations express the conservation

of mass, momentum and energy in the constant area channel

with z being the axial direction from bottom to top of the core

(Ref.3.2)

9p G(31)
+ -= 0

y(VG=2) _ _ -PfgVG-

P+ G = ( +r ")/(3 3)

where q is fuel surface heat flux per unit time

q" heat generation rate per unit fuel surface area,

r is fraction of q" directly produced in the collant,

9, is the half channel thickness,

G is the mass flow rate per unit area,
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Dh is hydraulic diameter (4 flow area/ wetted perimeter),

g is component of accelleration of gravity in the

negative z direction,

P is absolute pressure and

p, V, and H are thermal properties; density, specific

volume and enthalpy respectively with p = p(H)

andv = V(H) .

Substituting Equation 3.3 into Equation3.1 will give

a more convenient form of mass conservation :

G = 1 (P._ +_rq"_-_ G ] OeO
az p, 3H a z

where it is assumed that: =P/3t (dp/dH)(dH/dt)

Momentum Equation 3.2 should be integrated over the

entire loop, L, to be consistant with the assumption of

single reference pressure. This yields Equation 3.5 for average

mass velocity, G:

-= ( AP -F) (3.5) ct L 35

where = !fL Gds
L 0
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Ap is pressure difference between core inlet and outlet

F is the total resistance to fluid flow, composed of

friction, shock,elevation, and spacial accelleration

portions of channel pressure drop.

Axial and radial heat conduction in the fuel plates

are neglected. All the energy is assumed to be deposited in

the coolant because of small thickness and high conductivity.

Steady State Solution - Conservation equations for steady

state condition can be obtained

from Equations 3.1 to 3.3:

aG/az = o (3.la)

a ( 2_p fvG2  (3.2a)
az G) z 2D

G _ c + rq"
3z 9.(3.3a)

where all the parameters were defined before.

Mass conservation will give constant flow rate through

the channels which are forced by primary pumps at G lbm/ft2/sec.
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Application of first order forward difference method

to energy equation gives enthalpy at every mesh point,j,

knowing the steady state core inlet enthalpy, 1i

Q. + 1/2
H =H. + J 5Z
j+1 3 Z1G 0

where AZ. is the selected mesh distance , and

Qj+1/2 = 1/2 (pj+1 + # ) + 1/2[(rq")j+ + (rq") ]

then the fuel wall temperature can be found directly from

enthalpy as following :

T = H./Cp +0/h

where h. and C are heat convection coefficient and specific

heat at constant pressure, and they are evaluated as functions of

enthalpy at mesh point j. In appendix A the values Lor CP are

normalized to the constant pressure specific heat at the

enthalpy corresponding to 100 OF . Therefore wall temperature

is found in OF from Equation 3.6, where H; (Btu/lbm), C; (Btu/lbm OF)

and p and h are evaluated in corresponding dimensions:

T -= (H - 68.05)+ $P/h + 100F (5.)
j Cj iJ(36

Determination of Time-Step Size - To proceed the calculations

in transient from known values

at time t to unknowns at ti+1 , a correct evaluation of time

step t-= ti+1 -t should be made.
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Minimum fluid transport time is determined by :

At = Min AZ (p + p ()
j=1 to N (G + G )

SJ j-1

where this quantity differs from time-step to time-step in

transient calculations.

The time-step size will finally be chosen the smaller

value of Equation 3.7 and the specified time interval toe

Transient Enthalpy Calculation - Having the time-step size,

the enthalpy at the advanced

time may be determined by applying any finite difference

method to Equation 3.3. Integration of this equation, using

the Cuachy polygon formula (3.4), will give the following three-

point equation

+ 1 . i
where Gj-l/2 = (Gj + G )

j-12 j i 1

pj- 1 / 2 = j+ -

1 1i 1(3.9)
Q.~ - (ctj + 4._) + 2=-[(rq") + (rq"_]j -1 2Z= Gj-/ j- 1 29

OtG Ati/p AZ 1
j-/ j12 jj/
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For the first node, H1 is determined from down-commer enthalpy

in pump coastdown or mixed containment tank enthalpy calculation

in natural convection as is described tn appendix A. This method,

known as characteristic explicit method, is stable for positive

and negative flow rates, and values ofl(x such that al < 1.

The characteristic values of ofor natural convection are less than

0.2.

The wall temperature can be found from energy balance

between the fuel plate and fluid enthalpy. This allows the fuel

plate to be an energy sink in some region, usually in the top

of fuel, where the heat flux is small. Normalizing the constant

pressure specific heat to enthalpy at 1000 F, the fuel wall

temperature may be found from Equation 3.10 :

T. = [H - 68.05]/Cp. + $./h. + 100*F (3.10)Wi j j i

i iq i _ heat generation rate per unit length
where $ =- 2,YJje - effective fuel plate parameter ,and

y = (base channel perimeter covered by fins) x
ej (fin effectiveness)

I
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Evaluation of Transient Flow- The total fluid resistance in

the natural convection loop, shown

as F in Equation 3.5, may be decomposed in terms as following;

F p K /2p + (1- 2)G2/2p + 0 ds + 0 pgds
F=oZ KGp / lo+op 2Dp

where the terms on the right hand side are recognized as shock,

spacial acceleration, friction and elevation pressure drop in the

loop. K is loss coefficient, a is the area ratio ( a < 1) at cross-

sectional area changes, and f is Darcy friction factor.

In steady state and pump coast-down, AP in Equation 3.5 is

the pressure drop forced in the loop by primary pumps. In natural

convection there is no hydraulic force applied to the loop, therefore

AP=O. The main driving force to natural convection flow is the

density difference between the two legs, namely down-commer and

core coolant channels. This is included in the last term shown in

Equation 3.11. Expansion of elevation pressure drop over the loop

gives:

0 pgds= f pgdz + f pgdz + f pgdz+ f pgdz
core tank chim d.c.

f 
-k (P -n )gdz +~f h (P -p )gdz =pd.c. rcored + chim tank
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Where 1 is the height of the core and h is the one of the chimney.

Average flow rate in the loop can now be evaluated in terms of

four different components of -the loop. Assuming that no heat is

transferred to or from the water in the containment tank and chimney,

average flow rate in this part of the loop remains constant. For

the core and down-.commer it can be evaluated as follows:

1 ko01kE
G -a of Gdz +91f G(-dz)]= 1 f Gdz

9, 0

Substitution into Equation 3.5 gives the following:

k h
dG/dt = (i/L) [ 0pD.C. core )gdz + 0 f ch tank) gdz]

(3.12)

- [(f K(G2 /2p)ds + f(1-a2 )(G2/2p)ds + f(fG2/2Dp)ds)
core

+ (E KG2/2p + Z(1-c 2)02/2 + -(fa 2/2Dp)d.c.

Equation 3.12 simply states that the rate of change of average

flow in the natural convection loop is equal to the difference

between driving force; density difference between down-flow and

up-flowand the total pressure loss in the loop. In finite difference

form Equation 3.12 may be written as follows:

51+1 -i+ +Ai jT'(3.13)

where T4 is the function on the right hand side of Squacion 3.12

evaluated at the conditions at time i.
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The finite difference solution of Equation 3.4 can be shown as:

G1+1 _ 1+1 Gi+1 i+1
j j j-1 j

where it is assumed that

1+1
(dp/dH) j-* = [(~i - p._)/(H - H. ]

i+ i 1 )n 1+1
A. 1  = (d/dH) + [(H. - H. /P i

-2 j3 3-

i+ i= (2+ -A1 )/(2 - A i+

1+1 2(dp/dH)i+1 i+1 AZ /pi+1 12A+1
S = 2 ( d p / d-H ) - A Z-i5j - ( 2- A .1

I1
(3.15)

and the other notations are defined in Equation 3.9.

For determination of individual mass velocity values at the

advanced time interval, ( i + 1 ), from the channel average flow

rate given by- Equation 3.13, Equation 3,14 may be rewritten as :

G1+1

Yi+

_ 1+1 G1+1 + 1+1

= 0 , i6+1 =

(3.16)

(3l4)

where



i+1 1 +l 51+1 +1
J ~ji-i j

_ A. .+ + 6+:1 j-1 j

In addition let:

- i+1 I
2y, Z AZ. ( + 5)+-

l J J

i+ 1 Z(i+1+ i+1
2 9, E AZ. (5. +5.11 l

Then

i+1 1i+1 -1+1 _i+1
0

Gi=1and j may be found by substitution of Equation 3.17 into

Equation 3.16, or resubstitution into Equation 3.14.

Stepwise procedure for transient calculation can be summerized

in a flow chart as shown in Fig. 3.1.

3.3 Containment Tank Mixed Temperature Evaluation

It was shown before that it takes about 0.41 seconds from

the initiation of scram signal until the control rods start dropping.

During this time interval the reactor is operating at full power,

but the pump coast-down has alreadY started and flow is decreasing.

Therefore the core outlet temperature increases to a maximum

and

59

(3.17)
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Steady State Calculat

-ion :given flow rate

, , find enthalpy

and wall temperature

Pump coast-down ;

given G and P

Eq.(3.8) = H

Eqo(3.10) = T

Eq.(3.&) 9 H3

I E q (3 . 0) = Tw i+ 1 1
I1+1

Eq.(3.13) =G

Eq.(3.17) =,+G

Eq.(3.16) G+1

-0UT

FIG.-.3.1 Summary of Transient Calculation

Knowing values at
(i+1 ),driving force
and pressure drop
in the loop is
found for time
step (i+1).
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and then decreases rapidly due to scram. As the decay heat is built

up in the core, the coolant temperature increases to a point that

natural convection flow can remove all the energy deposited in the

core. The outlet temperature decreases then with decay of shutdown

energy.

The reactor containment tank can be divided into two portions;

the shroud, and chimney plus the upper part tank. In steady state

operation both parts can be considered to be at the core average

outlet temperature. At this time the down-commer has the same temper-

ature as the heat exchangers outlet, namely 40*C. With the start

of transientan average tank mixed temperature, or enthalpy, can be

found at any time. It may be assumed that the core outlet is mixed with

the latter part of the containment tank all at once, This is of course

conservative, but in reality, hot water moves up gradually in the

shape of a mushroom. If the water level in the tank remains constant,

from mass conservation, the amount of hot water entering the tank

is equal to the amount leaving the down-commer to the lower

plenum and into the core. From energy conservation the following

equation can be written:

1+-i:+1.i+1 I 1 -1 1 1+1
Hix VHP (3H.8A)t + HPV-HMAt *1t

mix t NM mix t mix

-i i
where p = P(HMix) is the density of water at tank mixed enthalpy;

i
Hmix
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1+1
i+1is core average outlet enthalpy at time t ,

Vt is volume of the chimney plus upper tank, and

.1+1
m is the mass flow rate at the core outlet

at time .

Equation 3.18 can be written in a more convenient form:

i+1 i 1+1 -i i+1 I
H. = H +( i+At/PVt]L -H mi) (3.19)

At the time that natural convection begins the down-commer,

from upper plenum to lower one,has the same temperature as the heat

exchangers outlet, and the water in the shroud may be assumed to

have the same temperature as the containment tank at steady state

operation. As soon as natural convection begins, some of the cold

water in the lower plenum moves up into the core, and some relatively

hot water from the tank enters the shroud. This goes on continuously

with time until some time, t1 , all the cold water is removed from

the down-commer and the first wave of hot water enters the core.

At some later time, t2  the first containment tank transient

mixed enthalpy will arrive at the bottom of the core. Therefore

the core inlet enthalpy is constant and has the same value as

heat exchangers outlet for t 1 seconds after natural convection

begins, and from time t until t2 it is constant and equal to

the steady state core outlet temperature. Thereafter, depending

upon the natural convection flow rate, containment tank mixed enthalpy
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calculated at any time, may enter the core at some later time t2 *

This depends upon the relative mass velocity leaving the core,

Gi and the one which left the core some time ago whose mixed
NM i-M
tank enthalpy is now entering the lower plenum, GNM

3.4 Onset of Nucleation Boiling and Two Phase Flow

Water coming from the heat exchangers in steady state

operation is very much subcooled and its temperature is still

far below saturation when it leaves the core. Therefore the only

time that boiling may occur is when pump flow is lost and water

temperature might exceed saturatibn condition. Because of relatively

larger heat flux at the lower part of the fuel plates, nucleation

boiling might start on the channel wall if the fuel wall temperature

reaches saturation. Even then, fully developed subcooled boiling

does not begin immediately. A region of "partial boiling" exists

between the subsaturation condition and fully developed subcooled

boiling. Fig. 3.2 shows qualtative relationship between surface

heat flux and wall temperature in different zones, (Ref. 3.5).

For constant inlet subcooling, the relationship between wall

temperature Tw and surface heat flux , q", will follow the line

AB in single phase liquid and then BC until the first bubbles

nucleate at C . Then the surface temperature drops immediately

to C and then further increase in q" follows the line CDE. A higher

degree of superheat is neccessary to initiate the first bubble
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nucleation at a given heat flux, than indicated by the curve BCD.

Bergles and Rohsenow (Ref.3.6) suggested the following

equation for experimental data for water over the pressure range

15-2000 psia:

N = a(AT )b (3.20)
ONB sat ONB

where #ONB is the surface heat flux for onset of nucleation

boiling, Btu/ ft2 /sec.

(Atsat)oNB is the degree of superheat for wall temperature

at the initiation of boiling, 0 F, and

a and b are given as functions of pressure, in psia:

a = 4.33 x 10- 3 p1 .156

b = 2.30 / PO. 02 3 4

Natural convection tests showed that in pump coast-down

even at the peak value the fuel surfaceor channel bulk temperature,

does not reach the .saturation point if all the natural convection

valves are open to flow. It will be seen in Chapter V of this

work, that the first peak temperature,which occurs at about 30

seconds after the accident, all the temperatures are still subcooled

and no boiling is predicted. Analytical calculations show that for

5 MWth steady state power and 400C core inlet, the maximum bulk

temperature in the hot channel will not reach saturation point

even if one of the natural convection valves remains closed.

Two phase flow is analyzed in more detail in Appendix D

for long term transients after loss of flow accidents due to pump trip.
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3.5 Heat Transfer Coefficient inLaminar and Turbulent Flow

The best known and most widely used correlation for heat

convection coefficient in turbulent regeme is Dittus-Boelter

equation (Ref.3.7):

Nu = 0.023Re 0.8Pr0 4 , for Re > 4000 (5.21)

where all the physical properties in dimensionless numbers are

evaluated at the bulk temperature, and

h is heat transfer coefficient

Nu = hD/kD is hydraulic diameter of the coolant channel

k is thermal conductivity of the coolant,

G is mass velocity,
Re = GD/P P is absolute viscosity, and

Pr = pCp/k Cp is constant pressure specific heat.

For laminar flow a variety of theoretical relationships

are available. Rohsenow and Choi (Ref.3.8) recommend a constant

value of 7.0 for Nusselt number, for laminar flow in rectangular

channel with aspect ratio of 25. Aspect ratio is the ratio of

the larger to the smaller side of the channel.

Nu = 7.0 for Re < 2300 (3.22)

The other empirical equation based on experimental data

(Ref.3.5) takes into account the effect of varying physical

properties acros's the flow stream and the influence of free

convection.
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hD/kf = 0.17 [GD/Pf]0.33[Cpp/k] 0 .4 3 [Pr /Pr 10.25[D2p2gATf2/14].

(3.23)

Re < 2000

where is coefficient of expansion, and subscripts f and w

refer to evaluation of physival properties at film or wall

temperature respectively. Film temperature is defined to be the

average of wall and bulk temperature. To be more conservative,

the smaller values of Equations 3.22 and 3.23 can be used in

calculations.

In the intermediate transition area, 2300 < Re< 4000,

a linear interpolation on Re is made between the turbulent and

laminar values of heat transfer coefficient.

To be more conservative the entrance effect on the heat

coefficient is ignored.

3.6 System Geometry

Primary coolant coming from heat exchangers join into

an 8" diameter pipe and after passing through a flow meter (MF-1)

enters the reactor tank at the top of the core shroud Fig .3. 3

Flow cross-sectional area at core shroud is 3.648 sq.ft.,

and it becomes smaller to 1.193 sq.ft.. Primary water then

enters the upper plenum, whose average area and volume is estimated

to be about 2.206 ft2 and 0.2637 ft3 respectively. The down-

commer has an average flow area of 0.31 ft2 for a height of

about 2.026 ft. The equivalent diameter of the down-commer
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based on the definition of:

De = 4 x flow area/wetted perimeter

is 0.13 ft.

Core housing has 27 spaces for orthorhombic fuel assemblies

with perpendicular distance between the flats of 2.405 inches.

Each fuel element has 15 cooling channels with aspect ratio of 25,

flow area per channel of 0.00141 ft2 , and hydraulic diameter of

0.00734 ft. The core channel length is 23 inches, of which only

22.375" is heated. The distance from channel exit to hold down

plate exit is 3.125 inches.

The core outlet is guided through a rectangular shaped

chimney of 2.5 ft. height to prevent the shim blades from turbulency

at the top of the core. The volume of the water between the fuel

storage rack and chimney is estimated to be about 5.145 cu.ft.

Total volume of the containment tank, with water level

at the over flow-height is 106.9 ft3 which includes the volume

behind the chimney. In steady state operation, the water level

in the tank is controlled by the over-flow pipe which keeps

it at 3" below the top of the tank, or 10.04 ft. above the hold-

down plate. The heat transfer area of fuel plates in MITR-II

is increased by building longitudinally-milled square fins on

both sides of them. These fins are 10 mills height with a repeat-

ing cycle of 0.02 in.. To introduce the increase in area to heat

transfer, a "surface effectiveness" factor is defined as the ratiio
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of heat dissipated by the finned surface to heat transferred by

an unfinned surface at the same wall temperature, convection coef-

ficient and back area. Taborda (Ref.3.9) gives the following

equation for heat effectiveness:

TO= (Afb/AB) + (Aft/AB) [tanh m(t + w/2)/m(t + w/2)] (3.24)

where
t is the height of the fin (0.01 in.)

w is the fin width (0.01 in.),

AB is the repeating base area,

Aft is the total fin surface area,

Afb is the fin base area, and

m = for long fins, with h and k convection
kw

and conduction heat transfer coefficient, respectively. The averag

value found for surface effectiveness using Equation 3.24 is

about 1.95, which is larger than the conservative constant value

of 1.486 used in SAR (Ref.2.1).

3.7 Friction Coefficients and Form Factors

Final design of the natural convection valve is composed

of an aluminum housing and a stainless steel ball to reduce the

chance of remaining closed after pump coast-down, Fig.3.4. The

resistance made to natural convection flow is a function of

mass velocity. Based on this the-total height of the valve is
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divided into 17 sections. The expansion and contraction coefficiemte

are found (Ref.3.10) from charts for infinitely-wide-gap tube

system at a Reynold number of 2000 which is equivalent to a

flow rate of about 8)Tbm/ft2/sec., that is shown to be & good

number for natural convection flow. These values are normalized

to the down-commer area to be able to use them more easily in

loop calculations. The total natural convection form factor is

found to be a function of the number of valves open to the flow

as follows:

K = 190. 38/NOVO2

where NOVO is the number of valves open to flow. The numerator

is found to be 160.37 for turbulent flow. Therefore even if

the natural convection flow is not the same as it was estimated

above the pressure drop in the valve will not differ considerably.

For the reverse flow, which might occur after the valves

open, the form factor is estimated to be:

Kr = 57.88/NOVO
2

then the pressure drop could be found from standard equation:

AP = KG2/2pg0

where G is mass velocity lbm / ft2 / sec

P is density of water lbm / ft3 , and

g is conversion factor, 32.2 lbm.ft/ lbf.sec2
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The form coefficient at the core in)et was estimated by

Morales (Ref.2.7) to be 1.05, based on the coolant velo-city at

the channel inlet.

Assuming that all the kinetic energy is lost at the

channel exit, form factor could be taken as unit at the core

exit.

Friction loss coefficient due to abrupt changes at

cross-sections,are evaluated from Reference 3.11.

The Darcy-Weisbach friction factor, f, is found from the

following general equation:

f = n Rem (3.25)

where Re is Reynold' s number and n and m are defined as

as follows:

for laminar flow in circular pipes; n = 64, m = 1

for laminar flow in rectangular cross-section

with aspect ratio of 25, n = 91.5, m = 1

for turbulent flow 4000 i Re < 51094 ; n = 0.3164,m=0.25

for turbulent flow 51094f Re ; n = 0.184, m = 0.20

and in transition region, 2300 <Re<4000, linear interpolation

is made on Reynold's number between the turbulent and laminar

values.



All the values given above are for isothermal flow.

In non-isothermal conditions, like those in core channels,

they should be multiplied by ( 1-0.0025 A Tf I , (Ref.3.12),

where ATf is the film temperature drop in 'OF.

For long-term transients where boiling might occur, two-

phase friction multiplier is defined in Appendix D.
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CHAPTER IV

START-UP NATURAL CONVECTION TEST

4.1 General

To demonstrate that the decay heat resulting from long-

term operation at 5 MWth can be removed by natural convective

cooling, a series of pump trip transient temperature measure-

ments were made during the MITR-II step-wise startup to full

power with Core-4. Decay heat removal performance from only

the initial transient was also investigated by short power

operations. The time at power was minimized, (about 5 minutes)

to keep fission product inventory low. After successfull

completion of the short run and transient test, the test was

repeated after at least three hours of power operation.

Temperature measurements were made by inserting stainless

steel clad chromel-alumel type.K thermocouples into various

positions. Table 4.1 shows a summary of thermocouples and their

places in Core-4. Figure 4.1 also shows the in-core thermocouples.

Thermocouple installation and wiring is shown in construc-

tion and startup procedure of MITR-II (Ref.2.14). The main

design.criteria was to affix the holder so that it could not

break free during both primary pumps operation and yet would

have minimum effect on the element flow.
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Table 4.1

Thermocouple Position in Core -4 Startup Test

T/C number Position Element

C-13

C-15

A-2

B-6

3Gu6

spider hole #3

A-2

A-2

mixed outlet

mixed outlet

mixed outlet

mixed outlet

graphite plug

bottom of core inlet

T/C on inside of the
last plate 4 I" from
bottom, toward A-3

T/C On center plate
of the element 0.1"
from bottom , away
from A-3

cadmium shutter

Place

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

16
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A - T/C #12 at 4.0" from the bottom

FIG. 4.1 Incore Thermocouple Position
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To measure the fuel element outlet temperature the

thermocouple tip is positioned in the element exit plenum

under the end nozzle bale. Since the distance to channel

exit is less than one inch, the measured temperature may not

be the mixed mean element outlet temperature.

Fuel plate surface temperature was measured by using

a"thermocouple fuel element". The thermocouple fuel element

was inserted into position A-2, for Core-4 with two thermocouples

fixed on two different plate surfaces at 0.1 and 4.0 inches from

the bottom of the fuel, (Table 4.1).

4.2 Experimental Proedure

Addendums number 1 and 2 to subprocedure 5.10.1 provide

procedure for raising the reactor power of Core IV to a maximum

level of 2.5 and 5 MW respectively.

Both primary pumps were used to prevent overmoderation

at the center of the core. An aluminum rod of 1" diameter was

installed to fill at least 18" of ISCA thimble from the bottom.

It was transferred from flask to core position A-1 and was

locked down by the hold-down grid. Fuel element outlet and

inlet plenum thermocouples were thea installed. Top lid was

positioned and prerequisites specified in subprocedure 5.10.1

and 5.11.2 (Ref.4.1) were completed and verified.

Reactor power was raised in steps to 200KW for radiation

survey and after approval it was increased tol MW. At this power
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the specified transient tests in subprocedure 5.10.1 and 5.11.2

were conducted. Power was raised then in 0.5 MW steps to 2.5 MWth

following the subprocedures.

To increase the power from 2.5 MW to 5.0 MW three additional

thermocouples were installed in graphite plug, blister tank, and

medical boron water shutter.

Using the thermocouple data available at each power

level, the maximum fuel plate temperatureand temperatures

at hot spot during steady state and transient operation were

also plotted. Correction factors should be applied as is shown

in the following section, to estimate the actual surface temperatu

The acceptance criteria was conservatively chosen to account

for the uncertainty of fuel plate surface temperature measurement.

At any power level, two sets of measurements were made.

Decay heat removal performance from the initial transient of

fission power was obtained from short interval operation. The

reactor was started up following normal procedure at full

core water flow rate of 2000 gpm. Power was raised to 1MW and

was kept constant for 5 minutes. Core inlet, outlettemperature

difference along the coreincore temperature,flow rateand

power level were recorded, Shutdown coolant pump MM-2 was stopped

The thermocouple corresponding to the fuel surface temperature

at 4.0 inches was selected on the recorder at high speed and then

booster pumps HM-2 and HM-2.A and secondary pumps HM-1 and HM-1A
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were stopped respectively. Primary pumps MM-1 and MM-1A were stopped

simultaneously right after the other pumps. At 2 MW and above by

using minor scram the reactor was shutdown simultaneously with flow

stopping. Data was recorded for about 60 seconds at high speed

(12 in./min.), and 15 minutes at low speed (2 in./min.). The

results were evaluated with acceptance criteria before proceeding

with the tests.

Removing the decay heat resulting from long term operations

by natural convective cooling was the other part of the startup

tests. It was shown that decay heat buildup after about three

hours operation was almost equal. to that of infinite operation.

Therefore after each short interval operation, core water pumps

MM-2,MM-1 and MM-1A were restarted followed by starting up

the reactor with normal procedure. The reactor power was kept

constant for at least three hours before all temperatures were

measured in the same way as for ten-minute operation. Thermo-

couple number 12 was selected on the recorder to show the

transient behavior of fuel surface temperature at 4.0 in. from

the bottom while all the pumps were stopped and the reactor

was scrammed in the same order as in the short interval operation.

This transient was observed long enough to pass the maximum

wall temperature which occured at about 30 seconds after the

scram. The recorder was then switched to the other thermocouples.
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This was repeated for power to increase from 1 MW to 4.9 MW

in 0.5 MW steps.

At each power,the level trip was set less than 20% above

the next step if the data was approved.

The acceptance criteria for decay heat removal testing is as

follows:

" 1. Measured fuel plate temperatures are equal to or

less than those calculated in Section 3 of the SAR.

2. Temperatures in the reflector tank are less than 550C

and minimum flow requirements are established.

3. Temperature in the graphite region are equal to or

less than those in the MITR-I.

4. Temperature of medical water shutter is less than 70C

and minimum flow requirements established.

5. Temperature of D20 blister tank less than 60*C."

4.3 Preliminary Calculations

Aluminum melts at 66000 and begins to lose strength at

4500C, so the latter temperature could be a suitable criterion

for guarenteeing the structural integrity of the fuel element.

Since MITR operates at atmospheric pressure at the pool level,

it is estimated that boiling occurs at the core mid-height, at about

107 C.
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In startup natural convection tests, the maximum wall

temperature in the hottest channel was to be estimated at any

power by extrapolating the known data. Therefore from installed

thermocouple readingshot spot temperature had to be evaluated.

Thermocouple number 12 measured (Table 4.1) fuel plate wall

temperature at a height of 4 in. from the bottom of the element.

Actual film temoerature drop (T -Tf) at that point could'be estimated

from thermocouple reading and core average temperature increase:

ITW - T]actTA-2 " T 1 2 - T11 ) Fr Z AT + AT(er 4.)

where

Tw is actual wall temperature at the point of

thermocouple in A-2-15

Tf is fluid temperature at 4 in. height in A-2 ,

T 12 is maximum transient temperature reading of T/C no.12

T 11 is maximum transient temperature reading of T/C no.1

ATcav is the core average temperature increase,

ATer is correction temperature for thermocouple installatf

Fr is radial peaking factor for fuel element A-2, and

Zq is fraction of power produced up to the height of

thermocouple.
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The wall temperature measured by a thermocouple, relative

to the actual fuel surface temperature depends upon the thermo-

couple attachment effectiveness. A properly attached thermocouple

reads a temperature close to the actual surface temperature,

while a poorly attached theamocouple reads a temperature that is

closer to bulk fluid temperature at that point. Thermocouple

installation factor, I, was developed by Szymzak (Ref.4.2) as a

function of fin effectiveness, 1, and heat transfer coefficient

obtained by using the Dittus-Boelter correlationh:

I = (T0 - Tf)/[Q/AI (4.2)

where, Q/A is the heat flux at thermocouple location,

T 0 is the temperature observed by the thermocouple, and

Tf is the bulk coolant temperature at the thermocouple

location.

The actual fuel surface temperature can be obtained from

the measured wall temperature by knowing the calibration factor, Zc'

used by Szymzak (Ref.4.2) as follows:

Z [T ~ /[IT ~Tf](4o3)

where,

T w is the actual surface temperature,

T 0 is the temperature measured by the thermocoupleand

Tf is the bulk fluid temperature at the thermocouple tip

location.
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The calibration factor is plotted against 9gh, as defined

before,in Figure 4.2. Equation 4.3 can be rearranged to yield:

T - T = (T0 - Tf)/(1 - .(4.4)

Figure 4.2 shows that for lower values of rh which would

be in natural convection cooling, the thermocouple would read

close to the actual wall temperature even if they were poorly

installed.

The correction temperature, ATer, used in Equation 4.1 was

estimated to be about 4.50C.

The hot spot temperature in fuel element C-13, could be

estimated from Equation 4.1 by evaluating the relative power

produced in the hot channel, in fuel element C-13 to that of

A-2 at 4" :

TW - Tf c-13/[T - Tf]A-2  =[Fr Falc- 13/[Fr FaA-2

where Fr and F a are the radial and axial peaking factor respectively,

and the subscript C-13 and A-2 refer to their position in the core.

Fluid temperature at the hot spot, T fc 1 3 in Equation 4.5

can be found by heat addition to the hot channel :

T =T. +AT (Fr Z) (4.6)
f,c-13 in cay q c-13
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where the term in parenthesis is the fraction of power generated

in the hot channel up to the height of hot spot and Tin is

the fluid inlet temperature. Other parameters in Equation 4.6 were

defined before. Assuming that the core outlet scram set is at 550C,

the core inlet temperature could be found conservatively from power

balance. A temperature difference of 8OC is evaluated for 5 MWth

power and 2000 gpm flow rate.

4.4 Natural Convection Test Measurements

Transient in-core temperature measurements for 4 MWth power

after 11.5 hours and 10.0 minutes steady state operation are shown

in Figures4.3 and 4.4. The fuel tip temperatture in the first few

minutes after scram was not measured, so the dashed line shows

only the shape that it would follow in short transient. Transient

temperature measurements of the in-core thermocouples for other

power discussed in the earlier section are shown in Appendix E.

The coolant outlet temperature increases for a few degrees

right after the scram signal is initiated because of the scram

delay time. This relative peak could not be measured and recorded

due to delay time of the thermocoupling wiring system and relatively

low speed of the recorder.

Maximum wall temperature in the hottest channel could be

evaluated by combining Equation 4.1, 4.5 , 4.6. These temperatures

are shown in Figure 4.5 based on the peak values of thermocouples

11 and 12, inlet temperature of 470C and the following peaking factors
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at hot spot in C-13 element with shim bank and at 10" from

the bottom; Fr = 1.315 Fa = 1.630

at 4.0 " from the bottom in A-2 with shim bank at a height

of 8"; Fr = 1.175 Fa = 1.050.

Extrapolation of Figure 4.5 shows that the maximum wall

temperaure in the hottest channel during transient pump coast down

will be much below saturationeven if the steady state power is

6 MWth . Figure 4.6 shows the steady state hot spot temperature

for different powers evaluated from Equation 4.5.

Acceptance criteria for startup of MITR-II requires some

limitations on the out core temperatures. Therefore along with the

in core temperature measurements, thermocouples were installed to

measure the temperatures of graphite, cadmium shutter, boron water

and D20 shutter tank. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the maximum transient

temperatures for different reactor powers. It is shown that all

temperatures are within acceptable limits.
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FIG 4.7 OUTCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
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CHAPTER V

COMPUTER RESULTS

5.1 General Assumptions

The Computer Code LOFA is written to analyze the

steady state, forced flow transient, and natural

convection behavior of the MITR-II during a Loss of

Flow Accident. A single channel model is applied to

the equations derived in previous Chapters II and III

to consider the core average power distribution. The

computer code output is compared with the startup

temperature measurements in the fuel element B-6, in

order to be able to use the code in the prediction of

hot channel behavior in natural convective cooling.

The startup natural convection tests above 2MWth

were based on the assumption of loss of electrical

power to the main panel. The same assumption is made

in all the computer code calculations which are made in

this work. In other words, after steady state calculation,

the reactor is scrammed at the same time that both

primary pumps are stopped.

A scram delay time of 0.41 seconds is assumed for

the reactor shut down. Therefore until 0.41 seconds after

941
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the loss of ele-ctrical power, the reactor is assumed

to be at full steady state power, whereas the primary

coolant flow starts decreasing as soon as the power

goes off. To be more conservative, the time that it

takes for 80% of the shim bank insertionis added to

the scram delay time. Thus, it is assumed that a reactiv-

ity of -4.8 beta is inserted at 0.9 seconds after the

accident. This is equivalent to the insertion of 80%

of the shim bank worth at once.

For the time between 0.41 and 1.0 seconds after

the accident, the heat deposition rate in the core is

determined by interpolating on time between the values

at 0.41 and 1.0 seconds.

Delayed' phdtoneutrons produced due to gamns absortion

in the D20 reflector were discussed in Section 2.3 for

infinite medium. Although those values are used here

conservatively it is seen that the contribution of

delayed photoneutrons to decay power is only a few percent.

In steady state operation, more than- 5% of the

fission energy is deposited in the D20 reflector and

shielding. This energy loss is neglected in the after

scram decay heat deposition in the core.
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The heat transfer from the containment tank

by the tank gas system or by conduction through the

wall is neglected in the tank mixed enthalpy calculations.

In Section 2.7 it was found that the heat trans-

ferred from the down commer to the D20 reflector around

is about 33.8 watts. This could be ignored

in comparison to the decay heat produced in the core

which is comparatively large. The decay power at about

three minutes after the scram is approximately 250 KW.

Axial power distribution in the core after

shut down is assumed to be the same as that which is

at steady state operation. Due to gamma ray energy

contribution, the decay energy is actually more

uniformly distributed along the core than normal

steady state power.

Due to the small thickness of fuel plates and

high conductivity of aluminum cladding, no axial or

radial heat conduction is considered in the calculations.

Five percent of the total decay energy is assumed

to be generated directly in the coolant. Heat produced

in the core is presumed to be deposited in the coolant

to allow the fuel plates to be the energy sink if the

heat flux is negligibly small.
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For hot channel calculations, a value of 1.265

is taken for the total radial peaking factor, (Ref.5.1).

The antisiphon valves are installed in the reactor

to prevent the containment tank water from flowing out

into the inlet pipes when the pressure in the primary

loop drops below a specified level. As soon as the

natural convection valves open, the cold water in the

shroud and down commer is assumed to be mixed with

the water around the chimney for core inlet calculations.

The water in the primary loop will flow into the shroud

due to the pump leakage, whose effect on the tank mixed

enthalpy calculation is ignored.

Aside from the moderate assumptions discussed

in this section, whenever an uncertainty existed in

calculations or evaluations of input data, the most

conservative values were chosen.

5.2 Pump Coast-Down and Natural Convection Flow

Loss of electrical power to the main panel,

stops both primary pumps at the same time. Due to

momentum conservation in the flywheels, the flow

coasts down as is shown in Figure 2.1. Equation 2.1

is used to evaluate the flow rate due to pump coast-

down for the first few seconds until natural convection

flow dominates.
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Although the natural convection valves are closed

during pump coast-down, there is a small contribution

to the flow due to the buoyancy of the hot water in the

core. Natural convection flow increases rapidly as

soon as check valves open and reaches a maximum at the

same time that maximum core outlet temperature occurs.

Figure 5.1 shows the flow behavior after scram for

Core-4 with average power distribution. The maximum

natural convection flow is about 13.65 (lbm/ft.2/sec.),

which is due to small water density in the core at the

time of peak outlet temperature of 810C. Thereafter

the natural convection flow decreases slowly with

decay power.

Free convection flow rate decreases less rapidly

when the relatively hot water in the containment tank

reaches the down commer.

5.3 pore Temperature Calculations

A comparison was made between the computer results

and the temperature measurements of the startup

natural convection test for the average core outlet

temperature.

Figure 5,2 shows that the core outlet temperature

increases to a maximum value of 81.60C in both cases.
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The difference between the computer results and the

experimental values is that the calculated peak temper-

ature values occur at a time af about 10 seconds after

shutdown, while the experimentally measured peak

temperature occured at about 30 seconds. A delay time

of about 20 seconds is observed between the peak

outlet temperatures in Figure 5.2. Considering core

inlet temperature shown in the same figure, it can be

assumed that the relatively rapid increase in the core

inlet temperature after the initiation of natural convec-

tion is due to heat transfer from the core to the

down commer.

Decay heat could be transferred through the

aluminum core housing to the down coming flow during

the high decay energy release period. This would increase

both the core inlet temperature and the heat deposited

in the relatively thick aluminum wall. When the energy

released in the core decreases, the inlet temperature

and heat transfer from the core housing to the coolant

become considerable. This would shift the maximum core

outlet temperaure to a later time than that predicted

by the computer output in which the heat transfer to

the core housing is not considerred.
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Figure 5.2 shows that the assumption of no heat

transfer to the down commer and neglecting the energy

ddposition and release from the core housing is conser-

vative with regard to the evaluation of the time

that maximum temperature or probably the onset of

nucleation boiling occurs.

Based on the average core outlet temperature

calculations, a single channel model is used to

evaluate the hot channel behavior in five cases of

loss of flow accident in MITR-II, Core-4. In all cases

the reactor is assumed to be at 5 MWth steady state

power long enough to build up decay heat as if it

were at full power for infinite time. The total steady

state primary flow rate is taken to be 2000gpm and

the containment tank is assumed to be at the core exit

temperature.

Case-1 All the natural convection valves are open

after the accident. Steady state primary heat

exchanger outlet temperature is assumed to be

40 0 C.

Case-2 Core inlet temperature is the same as in Case-1

but it is assumed that one valve remains closed
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and only three natural convection valves are

open to flow.

Case-3 Only two incore check valves are considered to

open after loss of flow accident for core inlet

temperature of 400C.

Case-4 The core outlet temperature scram set is

assumed to be at 550C. For the steady state

power of 5 MWth. This allows the primary

heat exchangers exit temperature to increase

to 470C All natural convection valves are

open in this case.

Case-5 The core inlet temperature is considered to

be 520C, this is equivalent to setting the core

exit temperature scram at 600C. Four natural

convection valves are allowed to open after

the accident.

1. Case-i is natural convection analysis of the hot

channel in normal conditions at 400C inlet temperature

and all the valves open to flow. Figure 5.3 shows the

inlet and outlet transient temperature calculations of

the computer code LOFA for Case-1. The inlet temperature
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increases slowly after the pump coastdown due to mixing

of the relatively hot water between the chimney and

the shroud and the cold water in the down commer.

The hot channel outlet temperature increases to

a value of about 630C rapidly right after the accident

due to the scram delay time of 0.41 seconds. It then

decreases with the insertion of the shim bank. When

the coolant flow is not enough to remove the decay

heat due to pump coast-down, the fluid outlet temperature

increases rapidly to an absolute maximum of about 940 C.

This augments the natural convection flow rate to about

11 (lbm/ft.2 sec.), which is enough to remove the decay

heat and decreases the channel outlet temperature.

With the decrease in the fluid temperature, the free

convective coolant flow rate decreases to a value

which is not able to remove the decay heat from the

core at the same constant rate. Therefore the fluid

temperature starts increasing with a very small slope

after going through a minimum.

From Figure 5.3 it can be predicted that the

bulk boiling will occur at about 58 minutes after

the accident at the top of the hot channel assuming no

heat transfer to the D20 reflector.
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Fuel surface temperature calculations for Case-1

are shown in Figure 5.4 for the hot spot and also at

a mesh point at four inches from the bottom of the fuel

plate.

The maximum fuel surface temperatu:re occurs at

the top of fuel plate for Core-4. Figure 2.2 shows the

axial power distribution in hot channel for MITR-II

Core-4. Due to removal of the fixed absorber, the heat

flux at the top of the fuel plate is large compared to

the Core-i. This shifts the maximum temperature to the

top of the fuel plate unless the heat production per unit

area is very small.

At twelve inches from the bottom of the fuel

plate, the surface temperature goes to a relative

maximum due to the shim bank height.

Figure 5.4 shows that the fuel plate surface

temperature follows the same shape as the fluid bulk

temperature in the hot channel. The hot spot temperature

increases to a maximum of about 980C at about 10 seconds

after the accident. This is still far below saturation

temperature. The onset of nucleation boiling on the wall

is predicted to occurs at about 64 minutes after loss

of flow accident. This is a little later than initiation

of' bulk boiling at the top of hot channel because the
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fuel surface temperature increases with a smaller

slope than the fluid bulk temperature.

The top part of the fuel plate changes from heat

source to energy sink after a long time following the

accident. This is due to small contribution of the

heat flux at the top of the fuel plate long after the

accident. This makes the bulk fluid hotter than the

fuel surface at the top of the hot channel.

Figure 5.5 shows the axial fuel surface temperature

and the heat flux distribution in the hot channel at

the peak value.

2. The effect of closing one natural convection

valve is studied in Case-2. The Computer Code LOFA

is used to calculate the hot channel behavior with

a core inlet temperature of 40 0 C and only three natural

convection valves open to flow.

Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the transient fuel

surface and fluid bulk temperature for Case-2. The

maximum channel outlet temperature occurs at almost

the same time as in Case-1. However its value is

increased to about 9800. The combination of increase

in the core enthalpy and pressure drop in the down

commer augment the natural convection flow rate to a
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value of about 13 (lbm/ft/sec.). The maximum surface

temperature, which is at the top of the fuel plate is

970. At this point the top of the fuel plate could be

considered an energy sink.

The assumption of closing one of the incore

check valves, delays the start of natural convection

for a few seconds. When there is no forced flow due

to pump coast-down, for a very short period of time

the water is stagnant in the core and therefore allows

the enthalpy to increase. Natural convection begins

and increases rapidly as soon as the driving force

balances the pressure drop in the loop.

In this case, because of relatively high natural

convection flow, long term transient bulk temperature

increases with a smaller slope than Case-1. It is

predicted that when one natural convection valve

remains closed , the bulk boiling occurs after about

87 minutes from the time of the accident.

3. In Case-3 it is supposod that when the accident

happens, two of the natural convetion valves remain

closed after pump coast-down. The reactor is assumed

to be at steady state power with the primary heat exchanger
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outlet temperature of 40 0C at the time of loss of

electrioal power to the main panel.

Closing two of the valves increases the pressure

drop in the down commer. To start natural convection

flow, this relatively large pressure drop should be

balanced by the driving force, which is the density

difference between the two legs of the loop.

Computer calculations show that the core

flow rate goes to zero with pump coast down, and it

takes a while for natural convection to begin. During r
this short time, the decay heat released into the

water increases the bulk temperature rapidly.

Although natural convection starts after a

few seconds, the water flow is not enough to remove

the decay energy from the core before boiling occurs.

About 10 seconds after the accident, fuel surface

temperature exceeds saturation at a height of 12 "

from the bottom of the fuel plate in the hot channel.

The natural convection mass flux at this time is

about 7.8 (lbm/ft.2sec.). This flow rate is not

enough to remove decay heat and boiling proceeds

to the top of the channel.
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The fuel surface temperature at the time of

boiling is found to be 137.50C at 12 inches from

the bottom and 145.50C at the top of the fuel plate.

The sudden increase in the wall temperature is due

to single phase heat convection coefficient used in

the computer code. The correlation between the heat

transfer coefficient of single phase, hsp and two

phase flow, htp could be shown as follows (Ref.3.5):

h 1

-- (5.1)
h 1- OL
sDp

where is the void fraction.

Using the right heat transfer coefficient,

suggested in Appendix D, would give a better and

more correct answer for the fuel surface temperature

above the saturation point.

4. Natural convection behavior of the MITR-II,

Core-4 is also studied for higher core outlet tempera-

ture scram set. In Case-4 it is supposed that scram

point is set at 55C for an average core exit temper-

ature at steady state power of 5 MWth. This is

equivalent to a maximum temperature of 470C for the

primary heat exchangers outlet temperature.
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Figure 5.8 shows the hot channel inlet and

outlet temperatures. Although the fluid outlet temp-

erature reaches 100*C at the very top of the core,

boiling does not occur because the saturation temp-

erature at the corresponding pressure is 1060C.

The water temperature passes the peak point

at about 10 seconds after the accident. At this

time the fuel surface temperature is 104.50C which

is still a few degrees below saturation, Figure 5.9.

Natural convection flow rate at the peak temperature

is about 12 (lbm/ft.2 sec.), which decreases slowly

with time.

The hot channel outlet temperature decreases

to a minimum of 730C and then increases slowly as

the natural convection flow decreases. It is pre-

dicted that bulk boiling will occur at the top of

the channel about 27 minutes after the accident.

Fuel surface temperature will reach saturation

a few minutes later, about 32 minutes after the accident

due to low energy production at the top of the fuel

plate.

5. The computer analysis of the hot channel shows

that boiling will occur at the top of the fuel plate

if the core exit temperature scram set is at 600 C.
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Figures 5.10 and 5.11 show the hot channel transient

calculations for the core inlet temperature of 520C

which gives an average outlet temperature of 60*C

for 5 MWth steady state power.

Although all the natural convection valves are

open to flow, the fuel surface temperature exceeds

saturation point for one inch at thetop of the fuel

plate. Figure 5.11 shows that the wall peak temperature

occurs at about 10 seconds after the accident. It can

be seen in Figure 5.12 that nucleation boiling

starts at a height of 22 inches from the bottom of

the fuel plate at a temperature of 106.20 C. The

maximum fuel surface temperature, at this time, is 109.1 0C

which is at the top of the fuel plate.

Boiling does not proceed in time and the wall

temperature decreases rapidly due to exponential

decay of the after scram heat generation.

The natural convection flow at the peak temp-

erature is about 13.2 (lbm/ft.2sec.) which decreases

with decay heat.

The slow increase in the fluid temperature

due to natural convection flow reduction, leads to

boiling approximately 21 minutes after the accident.

Wall temperature reaches saturation a few minutes

later, at 23.5 minutes after the loss of flow accident.
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5.4 Steady State Operation with Natural Convective Cooling

The previous section analyzed natural convection and

its efficiency during a loss of flow accident.

In order to measure the power removal capacity

of the natural convective cooling system in MITR-II,

a case will be considered of steady state low power

(100 KWth) operation with no forced flow in the core.

To be able to use Computer Code LOFA for this

analysis, the initial conditions of a short term opera-

tion of 5 MWth is assumed in calculations. That is

to say, it is supposed that the reactor was at full

power long enough to give a containment tank mixed

temperature equal to that of the core exit. Meanwhile,

there was not a considerable decay heat buildup in the

reactor prior to the test.

The reactor power, it is assumed, is lowered

to 100 KWth at the same time that both primary pumps

are stopped. Figure 5.13 shows the transient temperature

calculation for average core power distribution. The

rapid increase in the bulk and fuel surface temperature

is due to pump coast-down. The natural convection flow

rate increases to a maximum of 4.5 (lbm/ft.2sec.) about

9 seconds after the pumps are stopped. Thereafter it

decreases with a very small slope (0.004 lbm/ft.2sec./sec.)
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due to the temperature increase in the down commer.

From Figure 5.13 it can be predicted that boiling

will begin on the surface at the top of the fuel plate

about 49.5 minutes following the low power startup.

Bulk boiling occurs one minute later at the top of the

channel.

Although Figure 5.13 gives the transient temp-

erature for average core distribution, the onset of

nucleation boiling could be assumed to occur at the

same time as in the hot chamnel. Figure 2.2 shows

that the heat flux produced at the top of the average

core channel %s about 1.27 times that of the hot channel.

This ratio is almost equal to the radial peaking factor

for the hot channel. Therefore it can be assumed that

nucleation boiling will occur at the same time in

the hot channel as well as in the average core channel

on the surface at the top of the fuel plate.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary and Conclusion

The comparison between the computer code output

and the startup natural convection test measurements

for 5 MWth steady state power showed that single channel

code LOFA could be used for transient hot channel

calculations following a loss of flow accident.

The maximum temperature in the hot channel due

to loss of flow accident will not exceed saturation

during tie first 58 minutes after the accidenteven if

one of the natural convection valves remains closed.

For the primary heat exchanger outlet temperature

of 40OC, 5 MWth steady state power and 2000 gpm flow

rate, bulk boiling will start at the top of the hot

channel approximately 58 minutes following the accident,

if all the natural convection valves are openned.

In the case that one valve remains closed, the

hot channel fluid temperature increases immediately

to 98*C, however boiling will not occur any sooner

than 87 minutes after the accident. In this case

natural convection flow goes to zero and then reaches
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a maximum of 13 (lbm/ft.2 sec.) at about 7 and 10 seconds

respectively after loss of flow.

Boiling will occur about 10 seconds following

the loss of flow accident, if two of the natural

convection valves remain closed. Fuel surface temperature

exceeds saturation point at a height of 12 inches

from the bottom of the fuel plate. For steady state

power of 5 MWth and core inlet temperature of 40*c, the

driving force after pump coast-down is not enough to

dominate the pressure drop in two of the incore check

valves. Boiling starts before natural convection flow

becomes large enough to remove the decay heat.

Changing the core outlet temperature to 55*C will

not cause boiling immediately after loss of flow

accident, if all the natural convection valves are openned

to flow. The maximum bulk temperature occurs about

10 seccnds after the accident and is 1000C which corres-

ponds to a wall temperature of 104.50C which is still

below saturation.

The bulk boiling, for core inlet temperature

470 C at 5.MWth steady state power, begins approximately

27 minutes after the accident.

Increasing the core exit temperature scram set

to 600C will initiate boiling at the top of the fuel
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plate about 10 seconds after loss of flow accident,

even if all the natural conevection valves are openned

to flow. The fuel surface temperature exceeds saturation

by a few degrees C on the uppermost one inch of the top

of the fuel plate. This nucleation boiling disappears

due to exponential decrease in the decay heat.

Bulk boiling will start about 21.7 minutes

following the accident for 5 MWth steady state operation

if the containment tank scram set is at 600C and all

the natural convection valves are openned.

It is noted that long term transient boiling

occurs in the bulk fluid at the top of- the hot channel

rather than on the fuel surface due to small contribution

of that part of the fuel to the decay heat production.

Natural convective cooling is able to remove

the steady state low heat generation in the core as well

as the decay heat after loss of flow accident. The

MITR-II could be operated for about 49 minutes at a

steady state power of 100 KW with no forced flow

before nucleation boiling starts. The operating time

may be increased by decreasing the containment tank

temperature. The time interval is for steady state

full power tank temperature.
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Low power natural convection steady state oper-

ation leads to nucleation boiling on the fuel surface

at the top of the fuel element.

6.2 Recommendations for Future Works

The natural convection analysis of the MITR-II

was previously studied by D.Choi (Ref.1.1) and by

A.Morales (Ref.2.5). The accidents were considered

to be primary pumps failure and reactor inlet coolant

pipe rupture, respectively.

The present work is one step closer to the final

analysis of the problem. It has the capabilty of

being used as a basis program for future works. The

computer code LOFA is written for single channel

calculations of the MITR-II during Loss of Flow Accident.

This includes loss of primary coolant due to pump trip,

reactor inlet pipe rupture, and failure in the electrical

power to the main panel.

A suitable finite difference model is used to

be able to consider the reverse flow in the cas.e of

multi-channel calculations. It is found that Explicit

Cauchy Polygon Method which is used to intergrate

the energy equation is stable and applicable for.both

upflow and reverse flow in the core.
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The method used for natural convection flow

calculation, allows the coolant channel not to contribute

to the flow circulation, partially or as a whole. This

happens when the driving force is just enough to

balance the friction pressure drop or when the flow

oscillation or reversal is about to occur.

A two' dimensionalarray is used for major thermal

properties such as enthalpy, temperature, density,

vapor quality, heat flux and mass flow rate. The

dimensions are on axial mesh points and transient time

after the accident. Variables Jand I are used for

space and timerespectively.

In order not to use toomuch memory of the computer

for long term transient calculations, only 100 spaces

are specified for I. The computer program locates the

new 100 transient calculations in the past memory storage

as they are evaluated. This could be reduced to 20

positions in the memory, but it was found that 100

was the best condition for the down commer temperature

and density calculations.

A sensitivity analysis of the computer code

showed that 25 mesh points should be taken along the

fuel plate to yield the most stable enthalpy calculations.

This corresponds to a mesh distance of ore inch.
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A third dimension could easily be added to the

thermal properties to take into account the multi-

channel effect. In other words a three-dimensional

array could be used tor transient variables to

consider; time, axial position, and the corresponding

channel location.

It is found in this work that bulk boiling occurs

in the hot channel about 58 minutes following the

loss of flow accident, even though all of the natural

convection valves are openned to the flow. This

requires two phase flow analysis for long term transient

calculations. In Appendix D two phase flow parameters

are suggested for future work.

A more detailed natural convection analysis of

MITR-II could be made by combining the computer codes

LOFA and COBRA-IV. COBRA-IV is capable of natural con-

vection calculations if the pressure drop along the

core or flow rate is given as input to the code. Since

natural convection flow rate is governed by pressure

drop along the core, neither one could be used as input

to calculate the other one.

The computer code LOFA could be used to complete

an iteration cycle with COBRA-IV. In other words, COBRA-IV

can be used in stead of sub-program TRANS in LOFA for
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transient calculations. The iteration cycle is completed

in subroutine DOCO where the natural convection flow

rate should be checked with the pressure drop along the

loop.

Due to radial heat distribution in the core,

pressure is not uniform at the top of the core in

natural convection. To be able to use uniform pressure

distribution in the computer code COBRA-IV, the height

of the chimney could be added to the core length.

This requires the cross flow calculations of COBRA-IV

for the chimney, with zero heat generation, zero

fuel thickness and water gap thickness equal to the

fuel plate's.

This water gap allows cross flow between the

nominal channelsin the chinney due to density and

pressure variation produced by different heat generations

and different core channels.
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A.3 Transient Core Calculations

A.4 Calculation of Core Entrance Properties
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTER CODE DESCRIPTION AND FLOW CHARTS

A. 1 Code Description

The Computer Code LOFA is written in FORTRAN and is able

to follow the behavior of MITR-II after scram due to Loss of

Flow Accident. It is capable therefore9 of calculating the single

channel steady state forced flow transient and natural convection.

Calculations start in Main program by evaluating the steady

state operational conditions as is shown in Figure A.1.

Transient primary coolant mass velocity and pressure in the

upper plenum is found in subroutine DOCO and the flow characteristic

is decided and carried through by two factors NC and FFF. Positive

values chosen by Natural Convection and Forced Flow Factor ,

NC and FFF respectively determine the domination of that flow.

Transient thermal properties in the core are evaluated in

subprogram TRANS and based on themmass velocity is calculated.

Subroutine TANK calculates the containment tank mixed enthalpy

and thermal properties at the core entrance.

Time step size is determined in subroutine TIME as the smallest

time interval it takes for flow to sweep the corresponding mesh

distance.

Subfunctions CP, VISCH and DENSH are used to tabulize

constant pressure specific heatabsolute viscosity and density

of water againbt enthalpy respectively.
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FIG... A.1 Flow Diagram of MAIN Program
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Heat Convection Coefficient is evaluated for different flow

regemes in subprogram HCC as a function of enthalpy and mass velocit

Function subprogram PDROP calculates pressure drop in the dowr

commer for both forced flow and natural convective cooling.

Friction Coefficient is evaluated in Function FRIC for

various flow cross sections, pipe as well as rectangular channels,

for different flow regemes.

Average density in the down commer is found in subfunction

DAVDC from containment tank mixed density and thermal properties

in the lower plenum.

A.2 Transient Pressure Drop in the Down Commer

Starting with the steady state flow conditions at the main

flow meter (MF-1), Figure 3.3, Coastdown Equation 2.1 and 2.2

give transient mass velocity and pressure at that point. Subroutine

DOCO evaluates the pressure drop along the flow up to the upper

plenum. The natural convection valve opens as soon as the static

pressure at the top of the ball balances the hydraulic pressure at

the bottom. When the ball drops there will be a pressure difference

equal to the weight of the ball which causes upflow through the

valve, until the driving force becomes zero due to flow coastdown.

The reverse flow in the natural convective valve can be

found from conservation of mass and momentum through the valve:
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G 2+ G2-C2 + 2pg (P +A P )= (A.1)
rv dc en c up rv

A G + A CG=A G(C2
rvrv+ dcdc n Gen

where

G is the mass velocity (lbm/sq.ft./sec.)

Pup is the pressure in the upper plenum at the time of opc

Prv is the pressure drop in the valve due to reverse flow

A Pr= KrG2 /2pg , with K being the form factor for rever,
rv rv rv C

flow,

A is the flow cross sectional area,

p is the density of water (lbm/cu.ft.),

9C is the conversion factor (32.2 lbm.ft./lbf.sec.2)

and subscript rv, en, and dc refer to reverse flow, upper plenum en-

trance and down commer respectively. It is assumed that pressure

at the bottom of the natural convection valve is equal to that of

the entrance of the down commer. Solving Equations A.1 and A.2

simultaneously gives the upflow in the natural convection valve

and mass velocity in the down commer right after the valves open.

Subroutine DOCO is shown as flow diagram in Fiagure A.2 to

solve Equations A. and A.2. It also determines, after the valve

opens, when natural convection will occur. The values for natural

convection and forced flow factors, NC and FFF, discussed earlier

in this chapter are also determined in this subprogram.
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Calc. GDC and PRESS fromEqs.(2.1) and (2.2).
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FFF <0?
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FIG:. A. Flow Diagram of Subprogram DOCO
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I
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A.3 Transient Core Calculations

Decay heat generation is evaluated based on Equations 2.5,

2.7, 2.8 and 2.10 for delayed neutrons, delayed photoneutrons,

fission products and activated core materials respectively.

Transient core calculations are done in subroutine TRANS, whose

flow diagram is shown in Figure A.3.

As discussed before, natural convection flow depends on

the pressure drop in the loop as well as the driving force which

is the density difference between down-flow and up-flow. These

forces might balance and as a result there will be no flow in the

loop for a while until the density in the core reduces due to

release of decay heat into the water.

Another reason for no flow in the core is when flow reversal

happens. For a short period of time there is no flow in the loop

until one of the forces dominates and the fluid goes in that direc-

tion. Reverse flow is not included in the computer program, but to

be conservative, its effect is considered in subprogram TRANS. In

the case of reversed flow, the fluid is assumed to be stationary

and transient calculations are performed in the direction of the

reversed flow. In this case the core inlet properties are assumed

to be those right at the top of the core, namely core outlet

characteristics in the past time intervals. This yields more conser-

vative values for core calculations and also makes the computer

code more suitable for reverse flow transients.
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CALL
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At any advanced time interval, ti+1 , average natural convective

coolant flow is evaluated from Equation 3.13 by using thermal

properties at time (i+1) and then corresponding mass velocity for

each mesh point is calculated from Equations 3.17 and 3.16 as was

shown in Figure 3.1. If the calculated flow is negative, which

means that the flow is reversed the mass velocity is presumed to

be zero or 0.0001 lbm/sq.ft./sec..

Logic START is used in this subprogram to specify the start

of natural convection only. As soon as natural convection flow

dominates, START picks positive values.

A.4 Calculation of Core Entrance Properties

Using Characteristic Method for enthalpy calculation, needs

the core entrance enthalpy to be evaluated from the loop properties.

Subroutine TANK is written to find the enthalpy and density of

water in the lower plenum at any time to proceed the core calculations

Figure A.4 shows the Subprogram TANK.

In transient forced flow, neglecting the friction power trans-

mission, the core entrance properties are the same as the heat

exchangers outlet.

When natural convection starts, the relatively cold water in

the down commer is removed by the hot water coming down the chimney
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through the natural convection valves. At any time interval the

amount of water entering the core is the same as that moving

down from the containment tank into the chimney.

Stepwise enthalpy rise is considered for the tank mix

calculations. A volume of VF(L) is assumed to enter the down flow

path at some mixed tank enthalpy of HVF(L). This volume is moved

down at constant temperature, by some amount of water VF(L+1)

entering in the next time interval with some temperature. This

continues until VF(L) reaches the lower plenum and enters the core

gradually by natural convection. Depending on the flow ratethe

temperature of the water entering the core is constant for a while

until the next constant temperature volume of water reaches the

lower plenum.

The amount of time it takes for any amount of water to reach

the lower plenum is calculated from the down flow path volume,

nately the volume between the containment tank and the chimney,

VCHY, and the down commer volumes, VDC.
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APPENDIX B

Input Data Cards

Nomenclature to the Computer Code LOFA

B.1

B.2

m

ff
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Input Data Cards or

Card No. Variable Format and Explanation

CARD 1 219,3F9.O

NM Number of axial mesh points, considering

the first one to be in the lower plenum.

NOV Number of Natural Convection Valves open to --

the flow.

TL Time Limit for transient calculations, (sec.)

PTI Printing Time Interval, every PTI calculation

will be printed in output.

CHN Total Number of heated channels in the core.

CDT Coast-down time which is from pump trip to

zero flow of primary pumps, (seconds).

DTS Specified time intervals for transient calcu-

lations. This will be compared with time

intervals determined in subroutine TIME

and the minimum will be chosen, (seconds).

ZL Total axial length of fuel plates (heated -
and unheated), (ft.).

U
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Card to. Variable Format and Explanation

CARD 2 7E9.5

THMW Thermal power of the reactor before scram,

(MWth).

GPM Total primary flow rate of the reactor

before scram, (gpm).

HIN Steady state enthalpy at the entrance

of the core, (Btu/lbm).

PIN Total steady state pressure of the

primary coolant measured at the nozzle

MF-1, (psia).

THE Primary Heat Exchanger outlet temperature,
(0C).

SPV Primary Heat Exchanger outlet specific

volume, (ft.3/lbm).

CPP Primary Heat Exchanger outlet specific

heat capacity at constant pressure,

(Btu/lb*F).
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Gard No, Variable Format and Explanation

CARD 3 ?E9.5

HSAT Saturation liquid enthalpy at the core

exit pressure,(Btu/lbm).

HFG Latent heat of evaporatiOn of water at

the core exit pressure, (Btu/lbm).

RO Total negative reactivity insertion,

(AK/K).

BEFF Effective total delayed neutrons fraction,

(Beff).

GAMA Fraction of heat generated directly in
the coolant.

FR Radial peaking factor.

VTANK Volume of the water in the containment

tank, above the core.

CARD 4 6E9.5

GAGB, Constants which determine the curve

GCGD fit to the flow as a-function of time

after pump coastdown;

G(t)=(GIN)[GA/exp (GB)t + (GC) t-(GD)j.

PAPB Constants which determine pressure as a

function of time after pump coastdown

PRESS(t)=(PIN)[(PA)t+1 / (PB)t+I] 0
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CardNo. Variable Format and Exlanation

CARD 5 8E9.5

DSL Hydraulic diameter of the shroud (shown

by cross section A93,(ft.).

DP Primary coolant pipe diameter between

nozzle MF-1 and the entrance to the

reactor tank (shown as A1 ), (ft.).

DDC Down Commer hydraulic diameter (shown as

A4 ), (ft.).

DSA Hydraulic diameter for the upper part of

the reactor tank (shown as A2 *), (ft)*

DBL Natural convection ball diameter (ft.).

DCH Core flow channel equivalent diameter(ft.).

DCL Down Coming flow passway length which is

the summation of the height of the chimney,

natural convection valve, and the down

commer itself,(ft.).

BP Base perimeter of the coolant channel used

in fin effectiveness calculation, (ft.).

* It is referred to Figure B.1
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Card No.

CARD 6

Variable

AP

ASH

ASHL

AUP

AVI

AVO

ACH

AENT

Format and Explanation

8E9.5

Cross sectional area of the primary

coolant pipe to the reactor,(ft 2 ).

Reactor tank upper part flow pass

(shown as A2), (f2).

Flow pass cross sectional area for
the shroud (shown as A3 ),(ft2)0

Upper plenum average cross sectional

area (shown as A6 ), (ft2) *

Natural convection valve inlet flow

area (ft2 )a

Natural convection valve outlet flow

area (ft2).

Core coolant channel flow area,(ft 2 )e

Upper plenum entrance cross sectional

area (shown as A5 ), (ft2) *.

* These values are used for expansion pressure drop in the

upper plenum
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.Card No, Variable Format and Explanation

CARD 7 8E9.5

FKN Friction coefficient for primary

coolant pipe knee bends,(dimensionless).

FKO Orifice friction coefficient for flow

meter MF-1.

FKP Primary coolant pipe surface friction

coefficient.

FKS Shock friction coefficient for area

change in reactor tank (shown as point P3).

FKD Shock friction coefficient for flow

entering the upper plenum,(shown as point

P4).

FEN Core entrance form coefficient.

FKV Form coefficient for the natural convec-

tion valve(down flow).

FKR Form coefficient for the natural convec-

tion valve (up flow).
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Card No. Variable Format and Explanation

CARD 8 8E9.5

HTK Height of water in the tank above the

natural convection valve,,(ft.).

HV Height of the natural convection valve(ft.

HC Core height which includes fuel plate

and endings,(ft.).

HSU Vertical height of the upper part of

the reactor tank (shown as P2 P3),(ft.).

HSL Vertical height o.f the shroad (shown as

P3P4,(ft.).

HLP The lengt.h of the primary coolant pipe-

line from the Main flow meter (MF-1) to

the reactor entrance (shown as P1 ),(ft.)

HPI Vertical height of the reactor entrance

to the center line of the main flow meter
(shown as H0H ),(ft.)

Total height of the chimney,(ft.).CHYH



Card Nog

CARD 9

Variable Format and Elanation

8E9.5

HCH Core coolant channel half width,(ft.).

WFIN Width of the fin(ft.).

HFIN Height of the fin,(ft.).

FEX Form coefficient of the core channel exit,

(dimensionless).

FKUP Form coefficient at the exit of the

natural convection valve to the upper

plenum per unit area ratio.*

AUC Down commer flow cross sectional area,

(ft.2 )0

ALK Aluminum thermal conductivity used

for fuel cladding, (Btu/ft.sec.0 F).

RSS Stainless steel density used for natural

convection valve,(lbm/ft.3).

* Depending on how many valves are openned to flow, the total

form coefficient is found as follows:

K=(1-FKUP* AVO*NOV/AUP)
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Card No. Variable Format and Explanation

CARD 10 8E9.5

HFGTK Latent heat of evaporation of water at

the average containment tank pressure,

(Btu/lbm).

HSATK Saturation enthalpy of water at the

average containment tank pressure,
(Btu/lbm).

VDC Total volume of the down commer from

the upper plenum to the lower plenum,

(cu.ft.).

VCHY Total volume of the water between the

chimney and the shroud,(cu.ft.).

VG Specific volume of saturated vapor at

the core exit pressure,(cu.ft./lbm).

VF Specific volume of the saturated water

at the core exit pressure,(cu.ft./lbm).

TCF Thermal conductivity of water at the

average core pressure,(Btu/sec./ft./*F) 0

CHNT Total number of channels, heated plus

unheated in the core.
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jard No. tariable Format and Explanation

CARD 11 12F6.2

The number of input cards is equal to

NM/12

FQZ Axial power distribution in the steady

state condition. It does not need to

be normalized because normalization

will be performed in the code. Each

valve should show the relative power

at the mesh point starting from the

lowest point of the fuel plate.

CARD 12 2F8.6

six cards for decay precursors

BI,DLI #i and Xi in Equation 2.5, namely

delayed neutron yield and decay constant

of the ith precursor.

CARD 13 2F10.8

eight cards for delayed photoneutrons

Y,AL Y j and Xi in Equation .2.7, i.e.

the total number of photoneutrons and

the decay constant of group j per fission

of U-235
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Nomenclature to the Computer Code LOFA

Throughout the computer program, the following parameters

are used as defined below:

Parameter

POWER

PRMTR

GIN

GSCR

DZ

HWV=HTK

FQZA(j)

QZF( j)

H( I, c)

Description

An array of hundreds of vectors to show time

steps.

An array of NM vectors for mesh point.

Steady state thermal power, Btu/sec.

Parameter used in fin efficiency =
71(HFIN + WFIN/2
ALk x lFIN

Ste.ady state flow rate, lbm/ft.2/sec.

Scram set flow rate, lbm/ft.2/sec.

Axial mesh distance,ft.

Height of water in the tank above the core

equal to the height of the tankft,

Percentage of axial power produced at mesh

point j, 1/ft.

Axial power generated per unit length at
mesh point j, Btu/ft/sec.

Enthalpy at mesh point j at time IBtu/lbm.

I
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yarameter

TW(IJ)

X(I ,J)

DEN(I ,j)

G(I ,J)

T

QZAV

RENO

HCCA

ETHA

P

QFAV

TIN

TOUT

Description

Wall temperature at mesh point J at

time I,'F).

Steam quality at mesh point J at time I.

Density at mesh point J at time I(lbm/ft.3.)

Flow rate at mesh point J at time I(lbm/ft.2/sec.)

Time passed after scram,(sec.)

Average axial power deposited in the coolant

between two mesh points per unit length,

(Btu/ft./sec.).

Reynold's number.

Convection heat coefficient in steady state

power calculation, (Btu/ft. 2/sec./OF).

Fin effectiveness defined in Equation 3.24.

Effective perimeter of finned fuel plate,

Average power flux deposited in the coolant

between two mesh points, (Btu/ft.2/sec.).

Core inlet coolant temperature, (*C).

Core outlet coolant temperaturo,(0 C).
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Parameter

DTANK(I)

T

DT

HAV(I)

GAV(I)

DAV(I)

PJ

TSAT

QONB

HAVR=HAVP

GAVR=GAVP

DAVR=DAVP

HP(IJ)

GP(IJ)

DENP(I,J)

HTAV

GTAV

DTAV

Description

Containment tank average density,(lbm/ft.3).

Time passed after reactor scram,(sec).

Time interval calculated in subroutine TIME

from flow speed for transient calculation ,(sec.).

Average enthalpy, (Btu/lbm),

flow rate,(lbm/ft.2 /sec.), and

density, (lbm/ft.3)9 respectively, over the

core length at time step I.

Absolute pressure at mesh point J,(psia).

Saturation temperature at mesh point J,(*F).

Heat flux for the onset of nucleation boiling,

Equation 3.20, (Btu/sec./ft.2

Average enthalpy, (Btu/lbm),

flow rate, (lbm/ft.2/sec.), and

density, (ibm/ft.3), respectively over the

length of the core in previous time interval.

Enthalpy, (Btu/lbm),

flow rate, (lbm/ft.2/sec.), and

density, (lbm/ft.3) , respectively at mesh

point J at previous time step I.

Average containment tank enthalpy,(Btu/lbm),

flow rate, (lbm/ft.2/sec.), and

density, (lbm/ft3), respectively.

a"
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Parameter Descrtption

FREQ Frequency of printing interval, computer

calculation will be printed out whenever

this variable becomes equal to PTI,(input).

DTP Time interval calculated in the past time step,

(sec.).

DELT(J) Time interval it takes for flow rate to

sweep the mesh distance J, J-1.

REF Reference number, some large number used in

subroutine TIME for comparison in order to

find the minimum time interval, (sec.).

DTC Minimum time interval it takes for flow to

sweep some mesh distance. This value will

be compared with the input time interval,

(DTS)and the smaller value will be chosen,

(sec.).

FKVO, Total friction coefficient calcula ed for the

FKVR number of natural convection valves open to

the flow for downflow and reverseflow.

AVIN, Total area open to natural convection at

AVOO the top (inlet) and at the bottom (outlet)

of natural convection valves respectively,

(f t.2)0

GDC Down commers flow rate in pump coast down,

(forced flow), (lbm/ft.2 /sec.).
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Parameter Description

PRESS Absolute pressure in pump coastdown at any

time T, (lbf/ft.2).

GDCP Value of GDC in past time interval.,

NC Logic used for natural convection, it is

positive whenever natural convection valves

are open and negative when they are closed.

FFF Forced Flow Factor, a logic which has a

positive value when natural convection flow

is dominant and it is negative when the flow

is forced by a pump.

DPFP Friction pressure drop in leading pipes,

DPFS shroud of the containment tankand down commers

DPFD respectively, (lbf/ft.)2.

DPSP Shock pressure drop due to area changes in

DPSS leading pipes and shroud respectively,(lbf/ftc).

DPAS Spacial accelleration drop to the upper

plenum, (lbf/ft. 2 ).

DPEP Pressure drop due to elevation in leading

DPES pipes and the shroud respectively, (lbf/ft2

PHV Absolute pressure at the top of natural

convection valves, (atmospheric plus

height of water), (lbf/ft. 2 ).

PBAL Pressure due to weight of natural convection

balls, (lbf/ft.2)
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Parameter Description

AABB, Parameters used to calculate the

RADCC upflow in the natural convection valves

right after opening, if there is

any.

GD1, GD2 Calculated valves of flow rate which

might upflow through the natural

convection valves, (lbm/ft.2/sec.)

GV,GD Flow rate departed up into the .

natural convection valve as reverse

flow, and down into the down

commer right after opening, respectively,

(lbm/ft /sec.).

DPV Friction pressure drop in natural

convection valies due to reverse

flow (upflow),(lbf/ft).2

DPDC Total pressure drop in the down

commer as far as core inlet ,

(lbf/ft.)2)

QACT Heat generated due to activated

core material, (Btu/sec.).

QDN Energy reduced by delayed neutrons,

(Btu/sec.).
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Parameter Description

QFP Heat released from fission products

after scram, (Btu/sec.).

Q Total energy produced after the

scram per unit time, (Btu/sec.).

QZT (I,J) Decay power produced at time step

I and mesh point J per unit length

(Btu/ft. sec.).

GHALF, Average flow rate over two mesh

DHALF points, (lbm/ft0 2 /sec.) and(lbm/ft.3)

QZTAV Average decay power deposited in the

coolant per unit length, (Btu/ft./sec).

QFTAV Average effective decay power flux

deposited in the coolant, (-Btu/ft. 2

sec.).

ALFA Dimensionless factor used in transient

enthalpy calculation G x T
~ P x Z

FFR Average friction pressure drop

in the core, (lbf/ft.2).

FSH Shock pressure drop due to area

changes at the inlet and outlet of

the core, (lbf/ft.2)0

FSA Spacial acceleration pressure drop

in the core, (lbf/ft.)2.



Parameter

DEDEN

DFCHY

DH,

DDEN

AAV

AAL

BAV

DD

GG

GGAV

DDAV-

AGRID

DLP(I)

HMIX(I)

Description

Pressure difference between the

down commer and core due to density

difference, (lbf/ft. 2 )0

Pressure difference between the

two legs of the loop because of

density difference in the chimney

and the containment tank,(lbf/ft.2

Enthalpy and density difference

between two succeeding mesh points.

Dimensioless factor used to calculate

flow rate, DDEN + DH

AAV= DHI+ H
DENAV

, sdefined in Equation 3.15.

defined in Equation 3.15.

6, defined in Equation 3,16.

1, defined in Equation 3.16.

j, defined in Equation 3.17.

6, defined in Equation 3.17.

Total core cross sectional flow

area, (ft.2)0

Density in the lower plenum at time

step I, (lbm/ft.3 ).

Mixed containment tank enthalpy at

time step I, (Btu/lbm).

162
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Parameter Description

XTANK(I) Containment tank mixed quality and
DTANK(I) density at time step I,(lbm/ft.3).

AM Total mass flow rate in the core,

(lbm/sec.).

L Variable used for enthalpy and density

calculation in the lower plenum
starting with the beginning of

natural convection,

K Variable used to balance the volume

of hot water entering the tank and
volume of cold water at constant
enthalpy in the down commer ready to

enter the core.

VF(L) Volume of hot water entering the tank

at time step L, (ft.3).

HVF(L) Enthalpy and density of hot water
DVF(L) entering the down commer at time

step L.

TNC Logic used in subroutine TANK, it is

positive if the relatively cold

water in the chimney has all passed

into the core and negative if it
has not yet.

RNF Reynold's number defined for friction

RNH coefficient calculation.
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Variable Description

GF Geometry factor used for friction coe-

fficient calculation, it has a value
of 0 for circular cross sections and

11 for rectangular ones.

F1 Friction coefficient for laminar flow

RNF <2300.

F3 Friction coefficient for transient

flow 4000 < RNF < 51094.

DAVDC Average down commer density,(lbm/ft.3).

DPFD Pressure drop in the down commer

due to friction, (lbf/ft.2 )

DPVL Friction pressure drop in natural

convection valves, (lbf/ft.2).

Cp Constant pressure specific heat,
(Btu/lbm/ F).

VISCH Absolute viscosity, (lbm/sec./ft.).

HCC1 Heat convection coefficient for
HCC2 laminar and turbulent flow respectively,

(Btu/ft.2/sec./*F).



APPENDIX C

Computer Code Listing

Sample Output for Case-i (4 In-Core Valves Open)
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PRINT ON THE FULLUWIN VAbL rMKILMLLT ILLE2OLL

C ****************************************** ************************

C *
C *
C *
C *
C *

COMPUTER CODE 'LOFA'
FOR NATURAL CONVECTION CALCULATION OF HITR-II

DURING LOSS OF FLOW ACCIDENT %,

*

*

*

*

*

C *****************************************************************
DIBENSION H(10S0,50) ,TU(100, 50) ,G(100,50),I (100, 50) ,IA(100)

D ,FQZ A (50) ,FQZ (50),QZF(50) 9, DERI(100,50) ,BI(7) ,DLI (7),DTANK (100),
D GAV(100) ,DAV (100) ,HP(100,50) ,GP (100,50) , DENP (100,50) ,HAV (100),
D DLP(100),QFTAV(100,50),DVF(10000),Y(8) ,AL(8),QONB(50)
COMMON/TS/ITLDLIB1,ROBEFFPOWERFQZAHSATHFGGAM&,P,FENFEXBP
C ,AL,Y
COMON/TI/HDTSDTC
COMMON/FN/DCHHCHDZZLETHAVGVF,TCF
COMMOI/TK/HIN,ACHCHN, AD C,DCLVTANK, STAR T, HFGTKHS AT K,VDC,VCHY
COMMON/PD/HC,DDCDINFKVO,CHYFDAVTSCRGSCRCHNT
COMMON/DK/ DLP,DTA!K
COMMOI/LK/LKDVF, TNC
COMMON/DC/ GAGBGCGDPAPBGINPINTHECPPCDTRSSHTKHV,

C HSUHSLHLP ,HPI,HWV,DSL, DP,DSA,DBL,APASHASHLAENT,
C AUPAVIAVOFKNFKOFKPFKSFKDFKTFKRFKUPNOV

READ(5,510) NMNOVTLPTICHNCDTDTS,ZL,
R THNGPM, HINPIN,THESPVCPP,
R HSATHFGROBEFFGAMAFRVTANK,
R GAGBGCGDPAPB,
R DSLDPDDCDSADBLDCHDCLBP,
R APASHASHLAENTAUPAVIAVO,ACH,
R FKNFKOFKPFKSFKDFENFKVFKR,
R HTK,HV,HC,HSUHSLHLPHPICHYH,
R HCHWFINHFINFEXFKUP,ADCALKRSS,
R HFGTKHSATKVDCVCHYVGVFTCFCHNT
RE AD (5,520) (FQZ (M) ,M=2,NM)
READ(5,530) (BI(N),DLI(N),N=1,6)
READ(5,540) (Y(N),AL(N),N=1,8)
WRITE (6,601)

MAIN0001
fAIN0002
IAIN0003
MAIN0004
AI10005
MAIN0006
MIAINO007
SI IN0008
MAI10009
HAIN0010
MAIN0011
MAIN0012
H AI3N0013
MAIN0014
M1IN0015
M AI0016
fAIl0017
MAIN0018
MAI0019
MAI10020
MAIN0021
AIN0022

MAIN0023
H AIN 0024
MAIN0025
MAIN0026
MAI0027
MAIR0028
MAIN0029
MAIN0030
MAIN0031
fAIN0032
fAIN0033
MAIN0034
MAIN0035
MIN0036



WRITE(6,602)
WRITE(6,603)
WRITE (6,604)
WRITE(6,605)
WRITE(6,606)
WRITE(6,610)NM,NOVTLPTI,CHNCDTDTSZLa

v THBWGPHHINPINTHESPVCPP,
9 HSATRFG,RO,BEFFGAMAFRVTANK,
v GAGBGCGDPAPB,
v DSLDPDDCDSADBLDCHDCLBP,
W APASHIASHLAENTAUPAVIAVO,ACH,
9 FKNFKOFKPFKS,FKD,FEN,FKV,FKR,
W HTKHVHCHSUHSLHLPHPICHYH,
v HCHWFINHFINFEXIFKUPADCALKRSS,
W HFGTKHSATKVDC,tCHYVG,YF,TCFCHNT
WRITE(6,620) (FQZ(M),M=2,NM)
VRITE(6,630) (BI(N),DLI(N),4N=1,6)
WRITE(6,640) (Y(N),AL(N),N=1,8)

510 FORMAT(2I9,6F9.4/7E9.5/7E9.5/6E9.5/8E9.5/8E9.5/8E9.5/
F 8E9.5/8E9. 5/8E9.5)

520 FORMAT (12F6.2)
530 FORMAT(2F8.6)

540 FORMAT(2F10.8)
601 FORAT(' NM,NOV,TLPTICHNCDTDTSZL'/

1 THMWGPM,HIN,PIN,THESPVCPP')
602 FORMAT(' HSATHFG,RO,BEFFGAMAFRVTANK'/

2 ' GA.GBGCGDPAPB@)
603 FOR5AT(' DSLDP,DDCDSA,DBLDCHDCLBP')
604 FORMAT(' APASHASHLAENTAUPAVIAVOACH'/

4 ' FKNFKOFKPFKSFKDFEN,FKVFKR')
605 FORMAT(' HTK, HV,HC,HSU,HSLHLPHPICHYH'/

5 ' HCHWFIN,HFINFEXFKUP,ADCALKRSS')
606 FORMAT(' HFGTKHSATKVDCVCHY,VGVF,TCF,CHNT')

610 FORMAT(2I15.6F15.4/7(3X,E12.5)/7(3X,E12.5)/6(3X,E12.5)/8(3x,E12.5)
F /8(31,E12.5)/8(3X,E12.5)/8(3X,E12.5)/8(3xE12.5)/8(3XE12.5))

620 FORMAT (6(3XE12.5) ,2X,'FQZ')

SAIN0037
MIN0038
51110039

AIN0040
AIN0041
tIIN0042
MAIN0043
MAIN0044
MAIN0045
AIN0046

5AIN0047
MAI0048
AI10049

51110050
maIN0051
5I10052
5AIN0053
MAI00504
MAIN005S
51IN0056
5AN0057
MAIN0058
5IN0059
NAIN0060
IAIN0061
IAIN0062
HAl 0063
MAIN0064
AIN0065

MAIN0066
MAIN0067
MAIN0068
M510 069
MAIN0070
IAIN0071
5I1N0072



630
640

C
C
C

FORMAT (2(3XE12.5) ,2XIpBIDLI)
FORMAT (2(3,E12.5),21,IY,AL')
POWER=THHW*3412.2/3.6
PRHT R=SQRT (2./ (ALK*WFIN) )* (HFIN+WFIN/2.)
GIN=GPN/ (SPV*AP*448. 86)
GSCR=1800. /(SPV*AP*448.86)
PIN=PIN*144.
TNC=-5. 0
TSCR=0.0
DZ=ZL/(NM-2)
HHV=HTK

* NORMALIZATION OF FUEL AXIAL HEAT FLUX DISTRIBUTION *

SUM=-0.5 *(FQZ (2) +FQZ (NH))
DO 1 J=2,NH

1 SUM=SUM+FQZ(J)
DO 23-J=2,N15
FQZA (J) = (FQZ (J)/ (SUH*DZ))*FR/CHN

2 QZF (J) =FQZA (J) *POWER
FQZA(1)=-FQZA (2)
QZF (1) =-QZF (2)

C ******************************************************************

C * STEADY STATE CALCULATIONS *

C ~******** ********************** ***********************************

H (1,1) =H4N

H(2,1)=HIN
H(3,1)=HIN
X(1,1) = (HIN-HSAT) /HFG
1(2,1)=(HIN-HSAT)/HFG
G (1,1)=GIN
G(1,N)=GIN
TW (1,1)=0.0
DEN (1,1) =DENSH (H (1,1),,X (1, 1))
WRITE (6,3)

3 FORMAT(1H1,25X,'BTU/LBM',12X,'O C%,91,LBM/S/FT**2%,91,'LBM/FT**3'

1IN0073
91IN0074
MAIN0075
H AIN0076
RAIN0077
1 110078
AIN0079

ff1110080
HAIN0081
HAIN0082
HAIN0083
1AIN0084
HAIN0085
H1110086
AIN0087

5AIN0088
MAI10089
MAIN0090
MAI10091
HAIN0092
mAIN0093
AIN0094

MAIN0095
MAIN0096
51I0097
MAIN0098
AIN0099
MAIN0100
IAl NO 101
HAIN0102

A:110103
MAIN0104
MAIN0105
MAINO106
1AIN0107
IAIN0108



F /25X,'H(IJ)',11X,'TW(IJ)',10X,'G(IJ)',llX,'DEN(IJ)',
F 91,'X(IJ)I,11X,'FQZA(J))

DO 5 J=2,NB
GCORE=GIN*AP/(CHNT*ACH)
RENO=DCH*GCORE/VISCH (H (1,J-1))
HCCA=0.000053*(RENO**0.8)*(VISCH (H(1,J-1))**0.333)/DCH
PRMT=PRNTR*SQRT(HCCA)
ETHA=0.5+1.5*TANH(PRHT)/PRMT
P=BP*ETHA ,
QZAV=0.5*(QZF(J)+QZF(J-1))+0.5*(GAMA*QZF(J)+GAHA*QZF(J-1))
QFAV=QZAV/(BP*0.5)
H(1,J)=H(1,J-1)+QFAV*DZ/(HCH*GIN)
TW (1,J)= (H (1,J)-68.05) /CP (F(1,J) ) +100.0+QZF (J)/(HCCA*P)
TV (1,J)=(TV (1,J)-32.0)/1.8
X(1,J)= (H(1,J)-HSAT)/HFG
DEN(1,J)=DENSH (H (1,J)tX(1,J))
G (1,J)=GIN
WRITE(6,4) H(1,J),TW(1,J),G(1,J),DEN(1,J),X(1,J),FQZA(J)

4 FORMAT(2X,'INITIAL CONDITIONI,6(5X,E12.5)/)
5 CONTINUE

TIN= (((H(1,2)-68.05)/CP(H(1,2))+100.)-32.)/1.8
TOUT= (((H(1,NN)-68.05)/CP(H(1,NM))+100.)-32.)/1.8
WRITE(6,105) TINTOUT

105 FORMAT (501,'TIN=',E12.5,5X,'TOUT=',E12.5)
DTANK(1)=DEN(1 ,NH)
DTANK (2)=DEN (1 ,NM)
T=0.0
DTP=0.006
I=1
FREQ=l1.
NC=-5
START=-2.0
DIN=1./SPV
GAVR=0.0
HAVR=0. 0
DAVR=0.0

MAIN0109
NAIN0110
ffN0111
MAIN0112
111N0113
MAIINO114
5AIN0115
MAIN0116
MAI0117
NI N0 118
fAIN0119
MAIN0120

AIN0121
f1130122

fAIN0123
HLI NO 124
fAIN0125
5IN0126
NAIN0127
5AIN0128
f1110129

MAIN0130
IAIN0131
HAI10 132
511N0133
MAI0134
AIN0135

HAI0136
NAI0137
1IN0138
hIN0139

MAIN0140
fAIW0141
N 1N0142
MAIN0143
MAIN0144 -b



GO TO 6
6 CONTINUE -

C
C * EVALUATION OF TIME STEP *
C *****************************************************************

CALL TIME(IGDENDT,NM)
IF(DT .LT. 0.0001) GO TO 24

C ******************************************************************
C * CALCULATION OF AVERAGE VALUES . *
C * AND SWITCHING THE CALCULATED VALUES TO PAST DESIGNATIONS *
C * FO LATER CALL . *
C ******* ************************* **********************************

IF(I-1) 7,7,8
7 DO 71 J=1,NM

HAVB=HAVR+H(I,J)
GAVR=GAVR+G(IJ)
DAVR=DAVR+DEN(I,J)
HP(I,J)=H(IvJ)
GP(IJ)=G (1,J)
DENP (IJ)=DEN (1,J)

71 CONTINUE
GAVP= (DZ/(ZL+2.*DZ) ) *GAVR
DAVP= (DZ/(ZL+2.*DZ) ) *DAVfR
HAVP= (DZ/(ZL+2.*DZ) ) *fHlAVR
GPP=GIN
GO TO 10

8 GAVP=GAV(I)
DAVP=DAV(I)
HAVP=HAV(I)
DO 9 J=1,NN
HP(I,J)=H(I,J)
GP,(1,3) =G(IJ)
DENP(IJ)=DEN(I,3)

9 CONTINUE
GO TO 10

10 CONTINUE

1AI30145
MAIN0146
MIN0147
MAIN0148
3AIN0149
HAINO 150
5AN0151
MAIN0152
MAIN0153
AIN0154
MAIN0155
fAIN0156
H IN0157
RAIN0158
5AIN0159
AIN0160

5AIN0161
11110 162
5AIN0163
MAIN0164
HIIAl0165

AN0166
HAIN0167
H AIN 0168
5IN0169
1AIN0170
HAIN0171
MAIN0172
11A NO 173

MAIW0174
MAEN O175
MAIN0176
MAIN0177
MAIN0178
3AI10179
NAl N0180



HAVP=HP(IpNH)
GTAV=GP(I,1N)
DTAY=DAVDC(I,NC) ,
T=T+DT-

C ****** ********************************** ******************* *******
C * TO FIND FORCED FLOW RATE , OPENNING OF NATURAL CONVECTION- *
C * VALVES AND PRESSURE-DROP ALONG THE DOWN-COMMER *
C *************************** ***************************************

CALL DOCO(I,T,NCDTHAVP,GTAVDTAY,GAYPGDCDPTDC,G,FFF)
II=1+1

C ******************************************************************
C * TRANSIENT CALCULATION AND NATURAL CONVECTION FLOW RATE *
C * EVALUATION. *
C ******************************************************************

CALL TRANS(TDT,I,NM,NC,GDCDPTDCHPGPDENPDTPFFF,
T GAVP,DAVPHAVP,H,G,DENXTWQFTAV)
TIN=(((H(I+1,2)-68.05)/CP(H(I+1,2))+100.)-32.0)/1.8
TOUT= (((h(I+1,NH)-68.05)/CP(H(I+1,NH))+100.0)-32.)/1.8

C
C * EVALUATION OF NEW AVERAGE VALUES . *
C ******************************************************************

GAVN=0.0
DAVN=0.0
XAVN=0.0
HAVN=0.0
GAY(1)=GAVP
DAV(1)=DAYP
HAV(1)=HAVP
XAV(1)=0.0
DO 17 J=1,NM
GAVN=GAVN+G(I+11,J)
DAVN=DAVN+DEN (I+1,J)
HAVN=HAVN+H (I+1,J)

17 CONTINUE
DO 18 J=2,NH

18 XAVN=XAYN+X(I+1,J)

HAIN0181
5AIN0182
MKIN0183
511N0184
H AiNO185

AIN0186
RAIN0187
IIAIND0188
MAI10189
1AIN0190

AIN0191
5AIN0192
PAIN0193

AIN0194
IN0195

HAIN0196
5IN0197
HAIN0198

AIN0199
MINO200
1AINO201
HAIN0202
5AIN0203
1AIN0204
MAIN0205
1ATN0206
MAIN0207

1AN0208
MAIN0209
AIN0210

IAIN0211
AIN0212
Ik1110213

MAIN0214
IAIN0215
AIN0216

I



GAY(I+1)= (DZ/ (ZL+2.*DZ)) *GAVN
DAV(I+1)=(DZ/(ZL+2.*DZ)) *DAVN
HAV(I+1)= (DZ/(ZL+2.*DZ)) *HAVN
KAY (I+1)= (DZ/(ZL+1.*DZ)) *XAVN

C ******************************************************************
C * EVALUATION OF ON-SET OF NUCLIATION BOILING *
C

DO 318 J=2,N1
HSATL=HSAT-2.8*(J-2)/(NM-2)
TSAT= (HSATL-68.05) /CP (HSATL) + 100.
TI(I+1 ,J)=TW(1+1,J)*1.8+32.
DTSAT=TW(I+1,J)-TSAT
IF(DTSAT)118,118,218

118 QONB(J)=-0.1E-10
GO TO 318

218 PJ=19.35-0.85*(J-2)/(NH-2)
A=0.00433*(PJ**1. 156)
B=2.3/(PJ**0. 0234)
QOIB(J)=A* (DTSAT**B)
GO TO 318

318 TW(I+1,J)=(TW(I+1,J)-32.)/1.8
RATIO=FREQ/PTI

C ******************************************************************
C * PRINTING OF TRANSIENT VALUES. *
C ****************** ************************************************

IF(RATIO-1.) 16,11,11
11 WRITE(6,12) II,T,DT
12 FORMAT(1H1,2XI4,3X,'T=',F1O.5,10X,'DT=',E12.5)

WRITE(6,13)
13 FORMAT(/91,SBTU/S/FT**2.1',91

F ,'BTU/LBH',12X,'O C',11X,'LBM/S/FT**2',7X,'LBH/FT**36

F ,19XI,'HSAT=194.4 BTU/LBM'/3X,'INCH',81,'QFTAY',12X,
F 'H(I,J),1OXI,'TN(IJ)',10X,'G(IJ)',111,'DEN(I,J)'Ir
F 91,'I(IJ)',111,'QONB(I,J)')
DO 14 J=2,NH
JJ=J-2

1AIN0217
MA1N0218

AI10219
MAIN0220
MAIN0221
HAIN0222
NAIN0223
MkIN0224
HAIl0225
IAIN0226
HAIN0227
1AIN0228
1AII0229
HAlN0230
HAIN0231
11I10232
IIAIN0233
H1110234
5AIN0235
MAIN0236
1AI0 237
IIAIN0238
AIN0239
MAINO240
1IN0241
1AIN0242
HIN0243
1AIN0244
1I1N0245
1AIN0246
AIN0247
AIN0248
HAI0249
1IN0250
HAIN0251
AIN0252



14 NRITE(6,15)JJQFTAV(I+1,J),H(I+1,J),TU(I+1.J),G(I+1,J),DEN(I+1,J)
V ,X(I+1,J),QONB(J)

15 FORMAT (/4X12,7(5X.E12. 5))
VRITE(6,19) II,T,DTIAV(1+1),GAV(I+1),DAV(I+1),TINTOUT

19 FORMAT(321,60('='),181,'HSAT=191.6 BTU/LBM'
F /2XI3,2X,'T=',F7.3,3X,'DT=',E12.5,71,'HAV=',
F E12.5,1I,'GAV=',E12.5,1X,'DAV=',E12.5,1X,'TIN=',E12.5,2X,
F 'TOUT=',E12.5)
FREQ=0.0
GO TO 16

16 FREQ=FREQ+1.
III=1+2

* TO CALCULATE THE CORE INLET ENTHALPY AND DENSITY FOR FUETURE *
* NEEDS: *

CALL TANK(I,NMNCDT,H,G,DEN,1,FFF)
DTP=DT
I=I+1
IF(T-TL) 20,20,999

* TO SAVE MEMORY SPACE AND SPECIFY OLD SPACES TO NEW
* CALCULATIONS :

*

*

C ******************************************************************

20 IF(I-100) 6,21,21
21 I=10

H (9,N+1)=H (99,NM)
DO 22 J=1,NM
H (10,J)=H(100,J)
G(10,J)=G(100,J)
DEN(10,J)=DEN(100,3)

22 CONTINUE
DO 23 J=2,1N
TV (10,J)=TW(100,J)
X (10,J) =1(100,3)

23 CONTINUE

5IN0253
AIN0254

51AIN0255
IAIN0256
5AIN0257
MAIN0258
1AIN0259
IAI10260
MAIN0261
AIN0262

IAIN0263
MAIN0264
N KINO265
RAIN0266
1AIN0267
1AIN0268
MAIN0269
5IN0270
IIN0271
MAIN0272
MkIN0273
fAIN0274
MAIN0275
AIN0276
AIN0277

MAIN0278
IAIN0279
HAIlNO280
IIAIN0281
MAIN0282
MAI10283
MAIN0284
MAIN0285
IAIN0286
MAIN0287
AIN0288

C
C
C
C

C
C
C



IA?(10)=XAV(100)
GAY (10)=GAV (100)
DAV(10)=DAV(100)
H AV (10)=HAV (100)
GO TO 6

24 WRITE(6,25)
25 FORHAT(31,'TIME INTERVAL IS LESS THAN 0.001')

GO TO 999
999 STOP

END
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SUBROUTINE TIME(I,GDENDT,NM)
DIMENSION DET(50),G(100,50),DEN(100,50),H(100,5O)
COMMON/TI/H,DTSDTC
COBON/FN/DCHHCH, DZZL, ETHAVG,VFTCF

C ******************************************************************
C * CALCULATION OF DIFFERENT TIME INTERVALS WHICH TAKES FOR FLOW *
C * TO PASS THE MESH SPACES . *
C ******************************************************************

DO 2 J=2,Nfl
2 DELT(J)=DZ*(DEN(I,J)+DEN(IJ-1))/(G(IJ)+G(IJ-1))

REl=1.E+30
C ******************************************************************

C * EVALUATION OF THE MIB. VALUES FOR TIME INTERVALS . *
C ******************************************************************

DO 4 J=2,NM
IF(DELT(J)-REF) 3,4,4

3 REF=DELT(J)
4 CONTINUE

DTC=REF
C ******************************************************************
C * SELECTION OF THE SMALLER VALUE OF THE MIN. TIME INTERVAL AND *
C * THE SPECIFIED ONE AS INPUT TO THE CODE. *
C *****************************************************************

IF(DTC-DTS) 5,5,6
5 DT=DTC

GO TO 7
6 DT=DTS

GO TO 7
7 RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE DOCO(IT,NCDTHAVPGTAVDTAV,GAVPGDCDPTDCG,FFF)
DIMENSION DAV(100)#,G(100,50)
CONMON/FW/DCH, HCH, DZ ,Z L, ETHA, VG, V F, TCF
COMMON/TK/HINACHCHNADC,DCLVTANK,STARTHFGTKHSATKVDCVCHY
COMHON/PD/HCDDC,DIN,FKVOCHYH,DAVTSCR,GSCR,CHNT
COMMON/DC/ GAGBGCGDPAPBUGINPINTHECPPCDTSRSSHTK,HV,

C HSUHSL, HLP,HPIHWVDSLDPDSADBLAP,ASHASHLAENT,
C AUPAVIAVOFKNFKOFKPFKSFKDFKVFKRFKDP,NOV
ABL0.785*DBL**2.
FKVO=FKV/ (NOV**2.)
FKVR=FKR*((AVI/ADC)**2.)
AVOO=AVO*NOV
AVIN=AVI*NOV
ALFA=AVO/AVI
SPV=1./DIN

C
C * FLOW RATE AND PRESSURE FORCED VALUES AT NF1 AFTER PUMP *
C * COAST-DOWN . *
C ****************************************

GDC=GI N* (G A/ (EXP (GB*T))+GC*T-GD)
PPESS=PIN*(PA*T+1.)/(PB*T+1.)
IF(GDC .LE. 0.0001) GO TO 7
GDCP=GIN* (GA/(EIP (GB* (T-DT)))+GC* (T-DT) -GD)
IF(T-CDT) 20,20,7

20 IF(NC)1,1,30
30 DGG=GDCP-GAVP

IF(DGG)7,8,8
C ******************************************************************

C
C
C

* PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION IN THE SYSTEM FROM NF1 TO THE *
* UPPER PLENUM . *
** ************** *********** ***************************************

1 FFF=+5.0
IF (GDC-GSCR) 21,21,41

21 IF(TSCR)31,31,41
31 TSCR=T
41 CONTINUE
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FRC=FRIC (HAVPGTAV, 2.)
DPFP=HLP*FRC*SPV*(GDC**2.)/(2.*DP*32.2)
DPSP=SPV*(GDC**2.) *((FKN+0. 5*PKO) /32. 2
DPEP=HPI/SPY
DPTP=DPFP+DPS P+DPEP
PRESS= PRES S-DPTP
DPFS=FRC*SPV* (GDC**2.) * (HSU/DSA+HSL/DSL) /64.4
DPSS=SPV* (GDC**2.) * (FKP+FKS+FKD) /64.4
DPES=- (HSU+HSL)/SPV
DPAS=SPV* (GDC**2.) *0. 7761/32.2
DPTS=DPFS+DPSS+DPES+DPAS
PRESS=PRESS-DPTS
PHV=144.*14.7+HWV/SPV
PC=PHV+ (RSS-(1./SPY))*3.14*(DBL**3.)/6.*AVI
DPC=PRESS-PC

C *****************************************************************
C * BALANCING THE PRESSURES TO SEE IF THE VALVES ARE OPENND . *
C ******************************************************************

IF(DPC-10.) 2,2,8
2 NC=+5

C ******************************************************************

C *EVALUATION OF THE REVERSE FLOW IN THE VALVES RIGHT AFTER *
C * OPENNING , IF THERE IS ANY . *
C ******************************************************************

SD=ADC/AVIN
SV=AENT/AVIN
AA= (ALFA+FKVR) *SD**2.+1.
BB=SD*SV* (ALFA+FKVR) *GDC
CC=-((ALFA+FKVR)*SV**2.-1.)*(GDC**2.)+2.*32.2*PHV/SPV
RAD=(BB**2.-AA*CC)
IF(RAD) 5,3,3

3 GD1=(BB+RAD**0.5)/AA
GD2= (BB-RAD**0.5)/AA
IF(GD1 .GE. GDC) GO TO 9
IF(GD1 .GE. 0.0 *AND. GD1 .LT. GDC) GD=GD1
IF(GD1 .GE. GDC .AND. GD2 .LT. GDC) CONTINUE
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PRINT ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES ZS PARTIALLY ILLEGIBLE

IF(GD2 .GE. 0.0 .AND. GD2 .LE. GDC) GD=GD2
GV=GDC*SV-GD*SD
DPV=FKVO*SV* (GV**2.) /64.4
PVO=PRESS-DPV
PP=PVO-PHV
IF(PP) 5,5,4

4 GDC=GD
GO TO 5

5 WRITE(6,6)
6 FORMAT(//3X,'NATURAL CONVECTION VALVE OPENS'/32('****#))

GDC=GDC
GO TO 7

C *****************************************************************

C * DOWN-COMMER PRESSURE DROP CALCULATION FOR NATURAL CONVECTION *
C

7 FFF=-5.0
IF(GTAV ALE. 0.0001) GTAV=0.0001
DPDC=PDROP (IHAVPGTAV ,DTAV,NC,DT)
DPTDC=DPDC
GO TO 11

C
C * DOWN-COMMER PRESSURE DROP EVALUATION FOR FORCED FLOW . *
C ***************************************************************

8 FFF=+5.0
IF(GDC .LE. 0.0001) GDC=0.0001
DPDC=PDROP (IHINGDCDINNCDT)
DPTDC=PRESS-DPDC
IF(DPTDC) 7,7,11

9 WRITE(6,10)
10 FORMAT(3X,'NEGATIVE FLOW')

GO TO 11
11 RETURN

END
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SUBROUTINE TRANS(TDT,I,NMNCGDCDPTDCHPGPDENPDTPFFF,
T GAVP,DAVPHAVPHH,G,DENX,TW,QFTAV)
DIMENSION H(100,50),G(100,50),DEN(100,50),TW(100,50),X(100,50),

D FQZA(50),QZT(100,50),GG(100,50),DD(100,50),GAV(100,50),
D HP(100,50),GP(100,50),DENP(100,50),DTANK(100),DLP(100),
D GT (100,50),BI (7) ,DLI (7) ,QFTAV (100,50),DVF(10000),
D DAV(100),GNC(100,50),IT(8),AL(8)
COMMON/TS/ITLDLI,BI,ROBEFFPOWERFQZA,HSATHFG,GAMA,P,FENFEXBP

C ,AL,Y
COMNON/PD/HCDDCDINFKVOCHYH,DAVTSCRGSCRCHNT
COMMON/TK/HINACHCHNADCDCLVTANKSTART,EHFGTKUSATKVDCVCHY
COMMON/FN/DCH,HCHDZZL,ETHA,VG,VF,TCF
COMMON/DK/ DLPDTANK
COMON/LK/L,K,DVF,TNC
COMMON/DC/ GAGBGC,GDPAPBGIN,PIN,THECPPCDTRSSHTK ,HV,

C HSU,HSLHLPHPIHWV,DSLDPDSADBLAPASHASHLAENT,
C AUPSAVIAVOFKNFKO,FKPFKSFKDFKVFKRFKUPNOV
TSCR=0.0
DTSCR=TSCR+0. 41
IF(T .LT. DTSCR) GO TO 3

C *****************************************************************

C * EVALUATION OF THE DECAY HEAT . *
C *****************************************************************

STI=T-0.9
IF(STI .LT. 0.1) STI=0.1
QACT=0.000341*EXP(-0.0052*STI)
QACT=QACT*POWER
QDN=0.0
IP(STI .GT. 59.) GO TO 2
DO 1 N=1,6

1QDN=QDN+(PI(N)/(RO+BEFF))*EXP (-RO*DLI(N)*STI/(RO+BEFF))
2 CONTINUE

QDN=QDN*POWER*1.153
IF(STI .LE. 10.) QFP=0.06025*(STI**(-0.0639))
IF(STI .GT. 10. .AND. STI .LE. 150.) QFP=0.07655*(STI**(-0.1807))
IF(STI .GT. 150.) QFP=0.1301*(STI**(-0.2834))
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QFP=QFP*POWER
QDPHN=0. 0
DO 102 N=1,8

102 QDPHN=QDPHN+Y (N)*(1.-EXP(-AL(N)*STI))
QDPHN=QDPHN*PO WEB
Q0QACT+QDN+QFP+QDPHN
IF(T .GT. 0.41 .AND. T .LE. 1.0) Q=POWER-(POWER-Q)*(T-0.41)/0.59
GO TO 4

3 Q=POWER
GO TO 4

4 CONTINUE
C ******************************************************************

C *DECAY POWER DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION . *
C ******************************************************************

DO 5 J=2,NM
5 QZT(I+1,J)=FQZA(J)*Q

QZT(I+1,1)=-QZT(I+1,2)
DO 6 J=1,NM
H (IvJ)1=HP(IJ)
G (IJ)=GP(1,3)
DEN (IJ)=DENP (IJ)

6 CONTINUE
IF(I .GT. 1) H(INM+1)=H(I-1,NM)
DTANK(1)=DEN(1,NM)
DTANK(2)=DEN(1,NM)
DO 7 J=2,NM
IF(GAVP-0.0001) 26,26,27

C **************************** **************************************
C * TRANSIENT CALCULATION FOR REVERSED OR NON FLOW , *
C *************************** **********************4*****************

26 JR=NM-J+2
H (I,NM+1) =H (1-1,NM)
H (I+1,NM+1)=H(I,NM)
DEN (I,NM+1)=DEN(I-1,NNM)
G (I,NM+1)=GAVP
QZT (I+1 ,NM+1)=-QZT(I+1 ,NM)
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GHALF=0.5* (G (IJR) +G (I,JR- 1))
DHALF=O.5* (DEN(IJR)+DEN(IJR-1))
QZTAV=0.5*((QZT(I+1,JR)+QZT(I+1,JR-1))+GAMA*(QZT(I+1,JR)+

Q QZT(I+1,JR-1)))
QFTAV (1+ 1,JR)=QZTAV/ (BP*0.5)
ALFA=GHALF*DT/ (DIALF*DZ)
IF(FFF .GT. 0.0) ALFA=ALFA*ADC/(CHNT*ACH)
************************************************ ****t**************

* EXPLICIT - CAUCHY POLYGON METHOD *

H(I+1,JR)=H(1,JR)-ALFA*(H (I,JR+1) -H(I,JR))+2.*DT*(QFTAV(I+1,JR)
H )/(DHALF*HCH)
H(I+lJR)=0.5*(H(I+1,JR)+H(I+1,JR-1))
X (1+1 ,JR)= (H (1+10,JR)- (HSAT-2.8*(JR-2)/(NM-2) ) )/HFG
DEN(I+1,JR)=DENSH(H(I+1,JR),X(I+1,JR))
TWH=(H (I+1,JR)-68.05)/CP(H(I+1,JR))+100.0
IF(FPF .LT. 0.0) TWH=(i(I+1,J1R-1)-68.05)/CP(H(I+1,JR-1))+100.
TW(I+1,J)=TWH+QZT(I+1,JR)/(HCC(H(I+1,JR),GAVP)*P)
TW(I+1,JR)=(TW(I+1,JR)-32.)/1.8
GO TO 7

C
* TRANSIENT CALCULATION FOR UPFLOW IN THE CORE , *

27 GHALF=0.5*(G(IJ)+G(IJ-1))
DHALF=0.5* (DEN(IJ)+DEN(IJ-1))
QZTAV=0.5*((QZT(I+1,J)+QZT(I+1,J-1))+GAMA* (QZT(I+1,J)+

Q QZT(I+lJ-1)))
QFTAV (1+1 ,J) =QZTAV/ (BP*0. 5)
ALFA=GHALF*DT/ (DHALF*DZ)
IF(FFF .GT. 0.0) ALFA=ALFA*ADC/(CHNT*ACH)
****** ************************************************************

* EXPLICIT - CAUCHY POLYGON METHOD *

H(I+1,J)=H(IJ)-ALFA*(H(I,J)-H(IJ-1))+2.*DT*(QFTAV(I+1,J))/
H (DHALF*HCH)
H (I+1,J)=0.5*(H(I+1,J) +H(1+1,J-1))
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X (I+1,J)= (H(I+ 1,J)- (HSAT-2.8* (J-2)/(NM-2)) )/HFG
DEN (I+1,J)=DENSH (H (1+1 ,J),X (I+1,J))
TWH=(H (I+1,J)-68.05)/CP(H (I+1,J) )+100. 0
IF(FTF .LT. 0.0) TWH=(H(I+1,J-1)-68.05)/CP(H(I+1,J-1))+100.
TW(1+1,J)=TWH+QZT(1+1,J)/(HCC(H(I+1,J),GAVP)*P)
TW (I+1,J)= (TW (I+1,J)-32.)/1.8

7 CONTINUE
DEN (I+1 ,1) =DENSH(H(I+1,1) ,X (I+1,1))
IF(FFF .LT. 0.0)GAVPC=GAVP
IF(NC) 17,17,107

107 IF(START) 207,207,307
207 GAVPC=0.0

START=START+4.
GO TO 307

307 CONTINUE
IF(FFF .GT. 0.0) GAVP=GAVP*ADC/(CHNT*ACH)
ANOV=NOV

C *****************************************************************

C * NATURAL CONVECTION FLOW EVALUATION . *
C ******************************************************************

GAVC=GA VP
FFR=ZL*FRIC(HAVP,GAVC,11.)*(GAVC**2.)/(2.*DCH*DAVP)
FSH= (FEN+FEX) * (GAVC**2.) /(2.*DA VP)
FSA=0. 0
DPTC=FFR+FSH+FSA
DFDEN=ZL*(DAVDC(I,NC)-DAVP)*32.2
DFCHY=CHYH* (DAVDC (INC)-DTANK (I)) *32.2
GAVNC=GAVPC+(DT/2. * (HC+.00))*((DFDEN+DFCHY)-(DPTC+DPTDC))
GG (1+1 ,1)=1. 0
DD(I+1,1)=0.0
DO 11 J=2,NNM
DH=H(I1+1,J)-H (1+1,3-1)
IF(DH-0.1)8,9,9

8 DH=H(I+1,2)-H(I+1,NNM)
DDEN=DEN(I+1,2)-DEN(I+1,NM)
GO TO 10
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9 DH=H(I+1,J)-H(I+1,J-1)
DDEN=DEN (I+1 ,J)-DEN (I+1,J-1)
GO TO 10

10 DRDH=DDEN/DH
DENAV=0.5* (DEN (I+1,J) +DEN (I+1,J-1))
AAV=DRDH*DH/DENAV
AAL=(2.+AAV)/ (2.-AAV)
BAV=2.O*DRDH*QFTAV (I+1 ,J) *DZ/ (DENAV* (2.-AAV))
GG (1+1 ,J)f=AAL*GG (1+1,J-1)

11 DD(I+1,J)=AAL*DD(I+1,J-1) +BAV
GGAV=0. 0
DDAY=0.0
GGS=-0.5*GG(I+1,NM)
DDS=-0.5*DD (I+1,NM)
DO 12 J=2,NM
GGAV=GGAV+GG (1+1 ,J)

12 DDAV=DDAV+DD(1+1,J)
GGAV= (DZ/(ZL+2.*DZ) ) * (GGAV+GGS)
DDAV= (DZ/ (ZL+2.*DZ) ) * (DDAV+DDS)
GNC (1+1 ,1) = (1./GGAV) * (GAVNC-DDAV)
DO 14 J=2,NNM
GNC(I+1,J)=GG(I+lJ)*GNC(I+1,1)+DD(I+1,J)

14 CONTINUE
DO 15 J=1,NM

15 IF(GNC(I+1,J) .LE. 0.0001) GNC(It1,J)=0.0001
GO TO 16

16 IF(FFF) 19,19,17
17 DO 18 J=1,NM
18 G(I+1,J)=GDC

GO TO 21
19 DO 20 J=1,NN
20 G(I+1,J)=GNC(I+1,J)

GAVPC=GAVNC
GO TO 21

21 RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE TANK(INMNCDTrh,G,DEN,X,FFF)
DIMENSION H(100,50),HMIX(100),DEN(100,50),DAV(100),HVF(10000),

D DVF(10000),XTANK(100),DTANK(100),DLP(100),X(100,50),G(100,50),
D VF (10000)
COMMON/PD/HC,DDCDINFKVOCHYHDAVTSCRGSCRCHNT
COMMON/TK/HIN,ACHCHNADCDCLVTANKSTARTHFGTKHSATKVDCVCHY
COMMON/DK/ DLPDTANK
COMMON/LK/L,K,DVFTNC
COMMON/DC/ GAGBGCGDPAPBGINPINTHECPPCDTRSSJTKHV,

C HSUHSLHLPHPIHWVDSLDPDSADBLAPASHASHLAENT,
C AUPAVIAVOFKNFKOFKPFKSFKDFKVFKRFKUPNOV
IF(I .GE. 99) 199=100
IF(I.GE. 99) I=9
I1=I+2
VSH=ASH*HSU+ASHL*HSL
VDCS=VDC+VCHY+VSH
AGRID=CHNT*ACH
IF (FFF) 9, 1,1

C *****************************************************************

C * EVALUATION OF THE TANK MIXED PROPERTIES DURING PUMP *
C * COAST-DOWN . *
C *****************************************************************

1 IF(III-10)2,2,,4
2 DO 3 N=1,III

H(N,l1)=HIN
DLP(N)=DIN
HNIX (N)=H (1,NM)
XTANK (N)=X(1,NM)

3 DTANK(N)=DEN(1,NM)
GO TO 8

4 IF(III-100) 5,5,7
5 DO 6 N=10,III

H(N, 1)=HIN
DIP(N)=DIN
XTANK(N)=X(1m,NM)
HNIX (N)=H (1,NM)
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6 DTANK (N) =DEN(1*,NM)
GO TO 8

7 H (11,1)1=HIN
DlP(11)=DIN
fTANK (11)=(1,NN)
HNIX (11)=H (1 ,NM)
DTANK (11)=DEN(1,NM)
GO TO 8

8 M=1
L=0
K=1
IF(I .LT. 99) 199=0
VFT=0.0
GO TO 25

C ******************** ******************************************

C * EVALUATION OF TRANSFERING COLD WATER FROM D. C. TO THE LOWER *
C * PLENUM ATER . C. VALVES ARE OPENNED . *
C ******sar0 *****************************************************

9 L=L+1
1fIT (9) =HMI1(99)
DTANK (9)=DTANK (99)
A=G(I+ ,WS)*AGRID
VIP (L) =G (I+1,NN)*AGRID*DT/DEN (1+1 ,NM)
HMIX (I+1)=.0NIX(I) +(All* DT/(DTANK (I) *VTANK))*(H (I+1, NM) -HMIX (I))
XTANK (1+1) = (HIX (1+1) -HSATK) /HFGTK
DTANK (1+1)=DENSH (HMIY (1+ 1) ,XTANK(1+1))
HVF(L)=H31 (1+1)
DVF(L)=DTAffK(I+1)
VFT=VFT+VF(L)
IF(VPT-VDCS)11,11,14

C ************************ ******************************************

C * COLD WATER IS STILL MOVING DOWN . *
C *********************** *******************************************

11 H(I+2,1)=(VFT/VDCS)*(HVF(K)-HIN)+HIN
DLP (1+2) = (VFT/VDCS) * (DTANK (K) -DIN) +DIN
TNC=-0.5
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TANK0070
TANK0071
TANK0072



GO TO 25
C ******************************************************************
C * TANK HOT WATER REACHES THE LOWER PLENUM . *
C ******************************************************************

14 IF(M-1) 15,15,17
15 H(I+2,1)=HVF(K)

DLP (I+2) =DTANK (K)
TNC=+5.0
M=N+1

K=K+1
K(1=1
VFLK=0.0
GO TO 25

17 VFV=0.7*VF(K-1)
TNC=+5.0
IF(VF(L)-VFV) 19,21,21

C ************************ ***************** ******* ************ ******

C * THE VOLUME ENTERRED THE TANK IS LESS THAN THE HOT WATER *
C * VOLUME ENTERING THE CORE AT CONSTANT TEMP. . *
C ****************************************************************

19 IF(K1-1)119,119,219
119 VFK1=VF(K-111

HVFK1=HVF (K-1)
DVFK1=DVF (K-1)
GO TO 219

219 VFLK=VFLK+VF(L)
IF (VFLK-VFK1)319,419,419

319 K=K1+1
VFT=VFT
H(I+2,1)=HVFK1
DLP(1+2)=DVFK1
GO TO 25

419 K1=1
VFT=VFT-VFK1

H(I+2,1)=HVF(K)
DLP(I+2)=DVF(K)

TANKO073
TANK0074
TANK0075
TANK0076
TANK0077
TANK0078
TANK0079
TANK0080
TANK0081
TANK0082
TANK0083
TANK0084
TANK0085
TANK0086
TANK0087
TANK0088
TANK0089
TANK0090
TANK0091
TANK0092
TANK0093
TANK0094
TANK0095
TANK0096
TANK0097
TANK0098
TANK0099
TANK0100
TANK0101
TANK0102
TANK0103
TANK0104
TANK0105
TANK0106
TANK0107
TANK0108



K=K+1
GO TO 25

C
C * THE VOLUME ENTERED THE TANK IS EQUAL TO OR LARGER THAN THE *
C * VOLUME ENTERING THE CORE AT CONSTANT TEMP. . *
C *******************************************************************

21 VFT=VFT-VF(K-1)
H (I+2,1)=HVP (K)
DLP(1+2)=DVF(K)
K=K+1
GO TO 25

25 IF(I .LF. 9 .AND. 199 .GE. 100) 1=99
RETURN
END

TANK0109
TANK0110
TANKO 111
TANK0112
TANK0113
TANKO 114
TANK0115
TANKO 116
TANKO 117
TANKO 118
TANK0119
TANK0120
TANKO121
TANK0122



FUNCTION FRIC (HFGAVP,GF)
DIMENSION DAV(100)
COMMON/PD/HC,DDCDINFKVOCHYHDAVTSCRGSCR,CHNT
COMMON/FN/DCHHCHCDZZLETHAVGVFTCF
IF(GF-5.) 1,1,2

C *************************** ***************************************
C * FRICTION FACTOR CALCULATION FOR CIRCULAR CROSS SECTION *
C ************************ ******************************************

1 RNF=GAVP*DDC/VISCH (HF)
F1=64./RNF
GO TO 3

C ******************************************************************
C * FRICTION FACTOR CALCULATION FOR RECTANGULAR CROSS SECTION. *
C *****************************************************************

2 RNF=GAVP*DCH/VISCH (HF)
FI=91.5/RNF
GO TO 3

3 F3=0.3164/(RNF**O.25)
IF (RNF .LT. 2300.) FRIC=F1
IF(RNF .GE. 2300. .AND. RNF .LT. 4000.) FRIC=F1+((F3-F1)/(4000.-

C 2300.))* (RNF-2300.)
IF(RNF.GE. 4000. AND. RNF .LT. 51094.) FRIC=F3
IF(RNF .GE. 51094.) FRIC=0.184/(RNF**0.2)
RETURN
END

FRICOO01
FRIC0002
FRIC0003
FRIC0004
FRIC0005
FRIC0006
FRIC0007
FRIC0008
FRIC0009
FRIC0010
FRIC0011
FRIC0012
FRIC0013
FRIC0014
FRIC0015
FRIC0016
FRIC0017
FRIC0018
FRIC0019
FRIC0020
FRIC0021
FRIC0022
FRIC0023
FRIC0024
FRIC0025

Co



FUNCTION DAVDC (INC)
DIMENSION DLP(100) ,DTANK (100) ,DAV(100) ,DVF (10000)
COMMON/PD/HCDDCDINFKVO,CHYHDAVTSCRGSCRCHNT
COMHON/DK/ DLPDTANK
COMMON/LK/LK, DVFTNC
DLP(1)=1./0.0161
IF(NC) 1,1,2

1 DAVDC=DIN
GO TO 5

2 DAVDC=0.5*(DTANK(I)+DLP(I))
GO TO 5

5 RETURN
END

DVDC0001
DVDC0002
DVDC0003
DVDC0004
DVDC0005
DVDC0006
DVDC0007
DVDC0008
DVDC0009
DVDC0010
DVDC0011
DVDC0012
DVDC0013



FUNCTION PDROP(I,HAVPGTAVDTAV,NC,DT)
DIMENSION DAV(100)
COMMON/PD/HCDDCDINFKVO,CHYHDAYTSCRGSCRCHNT
COMMON/TK/HINACHCHNADCDCLVTANKSTARTHFGTKHSATKVDCVCHY
COMMON/FN/DCHHCHDZZLETHAVGVFTCF
COMMON/DC/ GAGBGCGDPAPBGINPINTHECPPCDTRSSHTKHV,

C HSUHSL,HLPHPI,HWVDSLDPDSA,DBL,APASHASHLAENT,
C AUPAVI,AVOFKNFKOFKPFKS,FKD,FKVFKRFKUPNOV
IF(NC) 1,2,2
DPFD=(FRIC(HINGTAV,2.)/DTAV)*(GTAV**2.)*(HC+30.*DDC)/2.0
DPTD=DPFD
GO TO 4

2 DENS=DAVDC (INC)
ANOV=NOV
GDC= (CHNT*ACH*GTAV)/(ADC*ANOV/4.0)
DPFD=(FRIr (HAYP,GDC,2.)/DENS)*(GDC**2.)* (HC+30O.*DDC)/(2.0*DDC)
DPVL=FKVO* (GDC**2.) /(2.O0*DENS)
DPUP=(1.-FKUP*NOV*AVO/AUP) * (GDC**2.)/ (2.*DENS)
DPTD=DPFD+DPVL+DPUP
GO TO 4

4 PDROP=DPTD
RETURN
END

PDOP0001
PDOP0002
PDOP0003
PDOP0004
PDOP0005
PDOP0006
PDOP0007
PIDOP0008
PDOP0009
PDOP0010
PDOP0011
PDOP0012
PDOP0013
PDOP0014
PDOP0015
PDOP0016
PDOP0017
PDOP0018
PDOP0019
PDOP0020
PDOP0021
PDO20022
PDOP0023



FUNCTION CP(HCP)
IF((HCP .LT. 68.05) CP=0.9976
IF(HCP .GE. 68.05 .AND. HCP .LT. 117.95)

I CP=0.9976+0. 00004* (HCP-68.05)
IF(HCP .GE. 117.95 .AND. HCP .LT. 168.05)
I CP=0.9996+0.0001*(HCP-117.95)
IF(HCP .GE. 168.05 .AND. HCP .LT. 218.52)
I CP=1.0047+0.00019*(HCP-168.05)

IF(HCP .GE. 218.52 .AND. HCP .LT. 269.61)
I CP=1.0142+0.00029*(HCP-218.52)

IF(HCP .GE. 269.61) CP=1.0289+0.00048*(HCP-269.61)
RETURN
END

CPCP0001
CPCP0002
CPCP0003
CPCPO004
CPCP0005
CPCP0006
CPCP0007
CPCP0008
CPCPO009
CPCP0010
CPCP0011
CPCP0012
CPCP0013

-Mob



FUNCTION VISCH(HV)
IF(HV .LE. 65.)

1 VISCH=(4.3E-04)-(0.1E-06)*(HV-65.)
IF(HV .GT. 65. .AND. HV .LE. 120.)
2 VISCH=(4.6E-04)-(3.27E-06)*(HV-65.)
I7(H .GT. 120..AND. HV .LE. 175.)

3 VISCH=(2.8E-04)-(1.81E-06)*(HV-120.)
IF(HV .GT. 175.)

4 VISCH=(1.8E-04)-(0.29E-06)*(HV-175.)
RETURN
END

VIsc001
VISCO002
VISCO003
yISC0004
visc0005
VISCO006
VISCO007
VISC0008
VISC0009
VIscoolo
isc0011

R)-



FUNCTION DENSH (HD,ID)
COHHON/FN/DCHHCHDZZLETHAVGVFTCF
IF(HD-194.4) 3,3,1

3 DENSH=62.5-O.O0167* (HD- 18.06)
GO TO 2

1 VH=XD*VG+ (1.-XD) *VF
DENSH=1./VH
GO TO 2

.2 RETURN
END

DENS0001
DENS0002
DESS0003
DENS0004
DENS0005
DENS0006
DENS0007
DENS0008
DENS0009
DENSO010

-I



FUNCTION HCC(H%,GH)
COMMON/FN/DCHHCHDZZLETHAVG,VFTCF
VISC=VISCH(HH)
RNH=GH*DCH/TISC
IF(XNH-2300.) 3,1,1

3 HCC=7.0*TCF/DCH
GO TO 2

1 HCC1=7. O*TCF/DCH
HCC2=0O. 023* (GH**O. 8) * (CP (HH) **0. 33) * (TCF**0. 66)/((DCH**0.2)* (ISC

C **0.47))
IF (RNH-4000.) 4,5,5

4 HCC=HCC1+((HCC2-HCC1)/(4000.-2300.))*(RNH-2300.)
GO TO 2

5 HCC=HCC2
GO TO 2

2 RETURN
END

HCCH0001
HCCH0002
HCCE0003
HCCHOO04
HCCHOOO5
HCCH0006
HCCBO007
HCCH0008
HCCE0009
HCCB0010
HCCH0011
HCCH0012
HCCE0013
HCCE0014
HCCHOO15
HCCH0016
HCCHOO17



PRINT ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES IS PARTIALLY ILLEGIBLE

JF ,t;Csit TL@PT I, CHNCDT LCTSZL -
TI-PbGP9"1!N, PVvTHE , S PV CPP
IHSAT.tEFG.RC.BEEFGAMAFR.VTANL.
GASP ,GCGC.PA,PE
DSLDF ,DDCDSAhDOLDCHDCL."P
AP.AS1-,ASHLAFNT,AUPAVI,AVOACH
FINFICPFKPFKSFKl.FENFKVFKP
HTK,.M,HC.FISU,1-SLHLP.-Pl ,CHYH
YCHh, F-l .1-IualEXs rKuPAC(sLK & -RS-___

HFGTKSATKVcCVCHtY,vG,VrTCF,CHNT
25 4 iec.Cco.-0 50.CCCC 322.CCCO .7.71C _ 0.1CCC _1.9166

0.5GCCOE+C 0.20CCor04 0.72C5CE+O2 C.732C0E4C2 C.4CCCOE+C2 0.l61CGE-01 0.12COCE+01
0.19 4OE+C3- O.96260E+C3 0.3?CCE-01 C.1eeCoE-C2c 0.5CCCOE-01 0.12650E+01-0 .10120E+03
0.22t30E+CI O.1CCC0ECO 0.22S3CE-01 C.12FICE+01 0.48CCOE+CO 0.2CC0E401
C.2C4JE4COX. Q.6250CE+C.......A.13CCOE*C.0-C.58550t+C Q.23960E+V0 O.734C0E-C2 0.550CCE+CL.. 3S67CE.CO
0.3C65OE4CO C.364R0E+01 0.1193CF+C1 C.35550E+CC C.22C60E401 0.206C0E-01 0.491CCE-01 0.141COE-C2
O.311JCoE+c i0.115oF+01 O.P4CCCE+CO -C.1CCCfE4CC__ C.4CE+CO ---0.105COE+O1 C.19C4CE+03 C.5E7PCE+C2
O.tCO(E+C1 O.I0CCTE401 0.235CCE+01 C.4CCC0r401 0.225C0E+01 0.24CCOE.+02 0.L5CCGE+02 .25CCCE+CL
0.4CCLOS-C2 0.P33CCE-C3 0.83!CCE-03 C.ICCCOE+Cl-- 0.CCO0 E+01- 0.31CCOE4C0 0.2486CE-01 -C.49330E+C3
O.95390E+C3 0.19040E0f 0.9170E+CQ C.6C37CE4C1 0.20C90E+02 0.1680CE-CI 0.1090CE-03 C.4C5C0E*C3
S C .1Z4C0t+CZ.. 0.150CE-L .6o500r+L CS.5COE+C L S..5S2COE+C l .5RSCCrtCL.FZ
0.372COE+CI C.54CCCE+01 0.5LCC0E+1 C.465C0E+01 0.425OE+01 0.3HCCO(+01 FCZ
0.355COE*CI 0.14C20E+0 0.1318C0E+01LC.33CCOE+Ol O.I12COE+01 0.285COE401 FCZ
C.255C3E+CI 0.21500E+r11 O.I8CC0E+1 C.185COE+CI C.24CGCE+Cl C.33CCOE+01 FCZ
0.215CCE-C3 C.I24CCE-01 01s011 -L..

0.142(OE-C2 C.3C50C-CI 81,0LI
--- 0.1274JE-CZ C.I1CE+Ca2P1,0LI

C.I5EAU(-CZ C.30ICF+rC "I&CLI
0.T4frCOE-C3 C.1l4CCE+C1 891VCL I
0.27300E-C3 0.3O1OCE+01 PiULI
0.19EC3'-C2 C.2770CE+CC-- V,1AL
0.d95C0s-C3 0.1690CE-C1 YeAL
Q.L7CCr)E-C O.A8ICCE-0 2YfAL
0.814CGE-C4 0.1500CF-02 YAL
C.501COr-r4 C.420cr-C3 Y,1AL
0.565C0E-C4 C.117CCE-03 YAL
0O.78CO0E -C a.437a0E-C--4 '-Y 1-AL------
C.25CCOE-C5 0.361COE-05 YAL

I



PTU/LOl 0 C LP/S/FI*02 L!W/FT**3
p1'IJ) TWbI1,9J) G(1fJ) DENIT,J) X(Ii) itAFCZA(J)

INITIAL COPCITICN C.72C5CE402 C.69679E*02 C.0207E+03 0.6159AE+02 -C.127C8E+C0 C.59422E-C2

INiTIAL CCNCITI(N 0.75039E02 C.i96L7E+C2 C.90207E4('3 0.61548E+02 -0.12397E4C0 C.35941E-02

INITIAL CQNCITICN C.77C73E+02 0.57l31F+02 C.50207E+C3 0.61514E+2C -C.12l86E+CC C.28592E-02

INITiAL CCNCITICN 0.7eR6E*02 0.57675E+02 C.90207+03 0.614e4E+02 -0.12CCOE+00 0.28273F-02

INITIAL CONCITICN O.RC643+02 0.58621E+C2 O.90Z07E+C3 0.61455E02 -0.11815E+00 C.2E365E-C2

INITIAL CCNCITICN C.82417E+02 C.Se45CE+02 r.9C207E+03 0.61425E+02 -0.11631E+CO 0.28225E-02

INITIL CONCITICN C.8416CE*C2 0.59939E+02 C.90207E+03 0.61396E+02 b .11450E+c 0.27411E-02

INITIAIL CCNCITICh. 0.85830E+02 0.60049E+02 C.SG207E+C3 0.61368E+02 -0.1l276E+00 0.25877E-02

INITIL CCNCITIEN C.87417E02 C.60165E+02 0.0207EC3 0.61342E+02 -0.11113E+00 C.2444CE-02

INITIAL CCNCITIEN 0.86872F402 0.5989lE+02 C.AC207E+03 0.61117E+02 -0.10961E+00 C.222R35-02

INITIAL CCNCITICN 0.92CPE*02 0.59674E+02 C.9C207E+03 0.61295E+02 -0.10822E+00 0.2C3E6E-02

INITiAL CONCITICN C.41417E402 C.5928EE+C2 - 0.90207E+03 0.61275E+02 -0.10696E+00 C.18210E-02

INITIAL CGNCITICN C.92521F+02 C.5q304E+02 0.902057E03 0.61257E+02 -0.10582E+00 0.17012E-02

INITIAL CCNCITICN 0.13565E402 0.59517E+102 0.90201F+03 0.61239E+02 -0.10473E+00 0.16293E-02

INITIAL CCNCITICN C.945R8E402 0.60007E+02 0.90207E+03 0.61222E+02 -0.10367E+CO 0.16197E-C2

INITIAL CCNCITICN 0.95586E402 0.60357E+02 0.90207E+03 f.612G5E+02 -0.10263E+CC 0.15814E-02

INITIAL CGNCITICN 0.96550E02 0.60469E+02 0.90207E*03 0.61109E+02 -0.10163E+C0 0.14951E-02

INITIAL CCNfITICN C.97447202 0.60350F+02 0.90207F+C3 0.61174E+02 -0.lCO7CE+00 C.13657E-02

INITIAL CONCITIEN 0.9P258E+02 0.60125E+02 0.90207E+03 0.61161E+02 -0.59857E-Cl 0.1222CE-02

1I ."ITIAL CCNCITICN 0.98964E02 0.59631E+02 0.90207E+03 0.61149E+02 -C.99124E-Cl .1C303E-C2

INITIAL CCNCITICA 0.99557E+02 0.59191E+02 0.90237E+01 0.61139E+02 -C.98508E-01 C.86258E-C3

INITIAL CONCITICN C.ICCIOE403 0.59593E02 C.90201E+C3 0.61130E+02 -0.97938E-01 0.88654E-03

INITIAL CCNCITICN 0.10074E401 0.61121E+02 C.50207E+03 0.61119E+02 -0.9727SE-01 C.iY501E-CZ

INITIAL CCNCITICN C.1016CE+03 0.63512E+02 0.50207E03 C.611C5E+02 -C.96386E-01 3.15814E-02

TINa 0.40C05E+02 TOUTs 0.564365+C2

a'-N



51 T= 0.29C01

BTU/S/FT+*2. BTU/LB C C LBM/S/FT**2 LBI/FT**3 FSAT=194.4 BTU/LeM
I&CH _.LAVII. I Lk.LJ_._____I__ 1 1 , J) ._EL .JJ .LL J ___________.CONS (I. Ji

0 0.0 0.72C50E+C2 0.57646eEC2 0.84916E+C3 0.61598E+02. -0.1270E+CQ -O.1CCCCEE-10

- 0.12941E+03 0.76132E+C2 _.. .0.52792E+2 O.84916E+03 0.61530E+02 -0.12271E+00 - -0..1CCOOE-10

2 n u8lEa2 28n s.Ec.+c2 .-. 3221EEE*c2 z .n4916E+0E3 0..6484E.+0 -0..1971E+0 -0..C CCCE-l..

3 0.777C9E+O2 a.81257E+CZ -. O 53297E+02Z 0.84916E+03 0.6144 3E +02 -0.11703E+C0 -0.1CCOGE-10

4 C.76864E402 - - C.83178E+C 2 0.54596E+02 0.84916E+C3 0.61403E.+02 -0.11439E+C0 - O.1CCCCE-10

S D. .o6ITS02t n . 1956+ C 2 0 .55824AE2 .C.+A 3 4 916E.+C3. 0 . 61362E.+02 -0 4J115IE+ .-. CCO.E-_I C.

6-- 0.75458E+02 O.857OE+CZ 0.5t843E+02 . 0.54916E+03 0.61322E+02 .-O.10916E+O0 -C.ICCOOE-10O.

- . 0.72312E+02 .C90e44E+C2.- 0.57612E+02--0.84916E+03_ -. 0.61285E+0?-l 010667E+CG -0.1CCCCE-10

__ 0.58280E+0i 1.92qeE+C2s.5e34SEtC2.L -.54916E+03 A.61Z49 +Q2 -.Q.0432t+0_ -C.1CCC0rE-rQ1 Q

9- - 0 .634 C3E+02 0.94S79E+CZ 2 - o .58812E+02. 0.84916E403 0 .61215F +0 2 - -0-. 1 C212E+0 0 - a.LCCOCE-10

0 .57876E+020.I 6EOi .96193E+CZ _ 0.55256E+02 - 0.84916E+03 0.61185E+0_2 - 9).LCC11E+CO -0 .LCCOCE-10

-11 052348E+2 0.98431E+C2. 0...5l5CE+02- (.4916E+0x.3 .Q.115Rr.r+02. -. 952RE-_O -0.1CC0CE-1.0

12 0.41796E+02 3.9q24E+C2 0.6CO28E+02 0.84ql6E+03 0.61133E+02 -0.966nfE-CI - _ -0.X'CCE-10 -

13 0.45lq5E .02 C.10133E+C3 0.60593F+07 0.N4916E+03 0.61109E+02. _ -0.9501RE-G1 -C.LCCCCE-10

14 je.4 .9+_02 0._jn27-l-E+CLOL3OAEtC2.....e49t16E+C3 _0.61C86E+02 -0.93465E- 1 -0.lCCCCE-1Q

15-, .43439E+02 C.10406E+C3 0.61929E+02 0.84916E+03 0.61C64E+02-__ -0.q1934E-01 -C.IC CCCE-10

16- 0.41748E+02 0.10Q36E+C3 C.e2401E+02 0.84915E+03 -- '.61042E+02 _-O.9C459E-01 -O.lCCCCE-10

-L7 Q038022E+02 C,,1065_6f+C3 0. T27-41+02 0.8.4916+.03. 22+2 -QSCaEr- -.1CCCCErLC.

15 0.35116E+02 0.10765E+C3 -0.6293CE+C2 0.84916E+C3 0.61C04E.+02 _--- -0.87826E-C1 -0 .1CCCCE-C-

19 O.30563E+02 C.1OESS'C3. 0.A2949E+02 0.84916E+03 0.6Cq8iE02 __-0. 86722E-01 - -0.LCCCCE-10

0.25606E1ZS._538E+C3 O.629_8E+C2 O.84916E+03 o.60q75r+02 -O.85780E-I -0.1CCCCE-IC

21;z _ 0.2335E+02 C.11C1+C3EC 0.63403E+02_ ___O.84916E+03 0.60963E+02 -0.849C2E-C1 ___-Co.1CCCCE-10

22 -0.21637E+O2 C.11C95F+C3- f.64529E+O2 .____ 0.84916E+03_ 0.60949E+02_ -0.83896E-C1_ -O.LOCCE-10

- 2f3D J.3f E6lE+02 . C.CJ 209EtC3 0. 23t E02 _ 0.84916E03 O.6093CE+O2 -Q.C_25S_ E-Qd C.1CCOCE-1C
z===s==2i=3 r PSATI,91.6 PTU/LB

5L-T o 0.290 . u T 0.5Q727E-02 TINNAVO.4COC556E.ZETCa2u.496E_03_DA a0.61204E+02_TIN=_0.4CCC5E+02_TOUT-_C.62261E+C2
-b

07a 0.59727E-02



11 Ts 0.59817 OT= C.!6987E-02

BTU/S/FT**2. BTU/L"M C C LOM/S/FT**2 LBM/FT**3 HSAT=194.4 BTU/LBM
IHNHOFT v7I,. fIJI _. CLI.,Ji DENLLJL. ).1Alt..JI CCNeI.aJ.)-

0 0.0 0.72C50.+C 2 0 .5261CE#02.. . f74LE+033 0.61598E+O2 -0 .12709E+00 -0. ICCCCE-C -

. - 0.97662E+02 0.752CBE+C2 O.45421E+02 O.79481E+03 0.61546F02 .- 0.12367E+CO -0.1CCCCE-10

2WO .66A99 E+0 f 0 .r72+L A2 S.2n4E0 2 0-7nA4D1E.03 a.hI 4CAE+2 _2 _ Z-0.2093E+ ___ ..LCC CE-40r

3 - C.58647E+02 C.eDC50E+C2Z -0.5C375E2 OZ . O79481E+03. 0.61465E+02- -0.11839E+00 -0.1CCCCE-10

4. 0.50C9E+02. 0 . 82360E C2___ . 62eE+02 0.794elE+03 0.614261+02 -0.11586E+00 -0 .10 CC0E-10-

5 fl0.79559Et02 S 84665EtC2 f-5229L+02...&7948LE +Q3. . 6138.8 .+02 _-030.U334E+CO -_0.1-CCCCE-10. I

6 .0.56978E+02. C.86535E+CZ - 0.53874E+02 0.79481E+0 3 - 0.61350E+02 ---- 0 .1086E+C0 -0.1CCOCE-10

7a , 0.m54A573+402____ .8.E+C -.0.54729E+02 - __ .79481E403 -0.6131 3E+0 2 -0.1C846E+00 -C.lICCCCE-10-

8.A .51530 E:+Z 0..ll 79E+C2!0.5543E4+C2 0.1.9481E+C3. 0.6 1279E 0Z -0 .10620E+CQ-.0. 1CC00E10

9 ..0..47850E+0Z.-C.-93C86 E+.C2 0. 56136E+02- .79481E+03 . 0.6 1241F2+02--0.0C409E+C0 --C.1 CCCCE-1C

_____10 .43678E+QZ. A.94 E10E+ C2___0.56583 E+0 2 0.19481E03 0 .61218E*+02 -.0. 1C2l7E+00~ _-0.-.ICCOCE-10

11I 03195 C7 E2 2 C..6D_3I .E+.C2 C 571CI 3E*C 2 4..7548 1E403 0.61193E Q2-. ..a&4.6Et-C+_0 -0 .CCCCE-1Q..

12 0.36071E402 g.7683E+C2 -t.51576E+C2 0.7401E+03 0.6117CE+02 -0.98936E-01 -0.1CCCOE-10

13. 0.341CUE+02 0.98E94E+C2 0.58092E+02 - 0.79481E+03 0.61150E+02 - -0.9 '553E-01 -, -0.1CCCCE-10

1. 0@.33274E+02 ___l.kCflFE+C3 0 7.15E E+C' Q2O7i9481E+03 0.61131E+02 -0._9626En-C.1 -0.I OCOCE-10

15 0.327e3E+02 - C.1oO5E+C3 0.59167E+02 0.19481E+03 f.61114E+02 __ -Q.95C60E-CL -0 .1CCCCE-1C

16. 0.3157E+02- C.IO2CCE+C3 O.5951.7E+02 - 0.79481E+03 0.61098F+02 _ -0,93947E-Cl -C.1CCCOE-10 -

17 .0.29299Es0 .02-- C.IO.8EC3Et..Q Q.5E723E+.2_._.794 81E.03 Q.6JC84E+0LQ zQ-0.9Z955E-01 _ -_0 .1CCQCE-1C

i o.265c1E 2 C.10354E+C3 0.59832E+02 0.79481E+03 0.61013E+02 -0.92098E-01 -C.ICCCCE-10

19 O.23Ce6E+02 0.104O9E#C3 0.59771E+02 - .7948lE+03 _ 0.6lnb3E+02 -0.939E-C -O.1CCCCE-1C

Z. 0.1935E+02.10449C30 55673F+020.7908794E+030. 061CSIE+02 -0.9C852E-01 -C.lCCCCE-O

21lC. 17913E*02 0.10482E+C3-. S0.59896E+02 _- 0. 794P1E03 0 .61051E+02. -0.9 C388E-0 1 -0 .XCCCOE-10

22 0.20958E+02 .0.10522E+C3 0.6C614E+02 0.79481E+03 0.61C44E+02 u-0.89842E-01 -C.1CCCCE-10

21 0.2 19. -'E+it02 - (.L d Q 1C 4 .17 64 + 2 -- _. Vq4 8 1+-0 3--Q.11 C3 4 . 2- =-! j 9045E 0 . I C C C E - I
= SAT=191.6 BTU/LI

11 Ts 0.599 DT 0.56987E-02 HAV 0.93043E+02 CAVp0,794P0E+03_ DAVsn.61248EtO2_TIZ =_1t.C005E+02_ TGUT C.588C6E4C2

-s

_o



BTL/S/FT**2. T7U/LBM C C LBMIS/FT**2 LBM/FT**3 HSAT=194.4 BTU/LBM
IScJCS.E Af1 Hfl. _._ ..ATIs.il _ . _G-flI-.JL__-D.E N 1JNIJ .Jt I(L CNC tE_(f.J

C 0.0 .172C50F+C2 0.46350E+02 0.73827E+03 l.61598E+02 -0.12708E+CO -0.ICCOOE-10

1 0.41624E+02 -. _ C.73577E+ C2 .44672E+02 0.73827E+03 . - 0.61573E+02 -0.12536E400 -.- 0.1CCCCE-IC

2 0.28E42E.+120..7A43EEC1.44516CE+.E27 0382.E+0i 0.6155E+ -".243E+r -Q.lC.CCCEl10.

3 0.24955E+C2 0.75eC4E+C2 _0.44964E*02 0.73827E+03 0.61539E+02 -- 0.12301E+C0 -C.1CCCCE-10

- -O.4723E102 ... _..76571E+C2. 0.AI502E+02. .0.73827E+03 ___0.61523E+02----0.l2l88E+00 -C.ICCCCE-10.

- 5 02A_02E.+02 0.. 7715&E+ C274E2E+02 0.7-27E+ 0..61506E*0Z1 -04.. 2073EC0 _-0.1CCCaCE-t G_

6 - .24294E*02 C.78532E*CZ 0.46472E+02 0.73827E+03 0..61490E402- -0.1195qE+00. -0.1CCCCE-10 --

7 O.23259E+02 O.19491E# C2 0.46835E+02 0.73627E+03 0 .6I1474E402. -0.11846E+CC -0.1CCCE1C

_____--L ___0.21962E+02 - C.8015E+ C2t A..47192E+02 0.173827EE*03-- O.61459E+0 2 -. 0.11739E+C0 -. C.CCCCE-10

9 ___ .20394E+02 0 .1296E+-C2 0.47451E+02 0.73827E+03 0.61444E+0 2 -0.11634E+00 *-0.1CCOCE-10

.- l 0.18616E+02 0.82123!#CZ _ 1.4706 E+ 2 0.1 3827E+0 3 E03 0.6143CE+2 -0.1l535E+C0 --0.LCCOCE-10

S 11 0.1t 16838E+02. .. E2.E97E+Cs 0Io4909E+ 2 0 .7382E+0 3 .Q.61417 E+0Z .0.144ZE+C0 -0.LCCCCE-1C.

_ 2 0.15374E+02 C.83626E+C2. 0.4I7TE+C2 0.73e27E+03 0.61405E+02 -0.11354E+C0 -O.ICCCCE-10

13 0.14537E+02 0.84!35E+C2 _ 0 .4E5C3E+02 0.73827E+03 - 0.61393E+02Z -O.l267E+C0_ -0.1CCCCE-1C

14!R .1U .81E+0a a.._5.CafEt.A2t_ __eoEt2 0a .73827E +Q.3 0.61381tE.+0 2 -0-.11182 E C 0 _-a C C C C E-10

15__ . 0.13972E+02 0o.85742E*C2 ____0.S22eE402 = _ O.73827E+003__ 0.6137CE+02 ___-z0.11
0 9

.6E+C0 -0 .1CCCCE-lC

4- _0.0134ZE+02 C.86 434E+C2 0.4952E+02 0.73827E+03 - __ 0.61358E+02 -0.11011E+C r-C.1CCCCE-10-

17_ 0.12 E0L.0..1C.E+. . _7.45757E+0Z Ze.73827C+03 0.61347tE02 -.Q.10930E+ 0 -0.1CCCCErl0

1- C.11295E+02 C.87729E+C2- 0.49580+02 0.73827E+03 0.61337E+02 -0.1C852E400 -- C.1CCCCE-10

19 0.98307E*01 0.e83lfE*C2 0.5CC86ECC2 0.13927E+03 0.61327Ef+n2_ -0.11779E+CO _-0.1CCCCE-10

2 .00Z 262E-01 .8_.E3E_C2L- 0.5CZCE.+02......tl3827Et03 0 .61319EtO2L ..zC711EtCO 0. 1CCCCE-1t

21 0.76345E+01 0.P9349E+C2__0.5C516E+02 0.73827E*03 0.6l3G9E+02 __ -0.1C645E+C0 -0.1CC00E-10

22 0.e8e5E+01L C.89s10E+C2__ .__0.51C88E02 0.713827E+03 0.613CCE+02 -0.1C575E+C0__ -0.10COCE-1C

23 . os.zI922E+02 a.0Di.7EtC2L0 ,51elS+2. __0d_73I2E+Q3 0.6l2eiE+02__ -.i49ZE+C -0.1CCCE-10--
HSAT=IS1.6 ETU/LU

--- 1_ 0.930 .- UT= 0.69C69E-02 - HAV_0.62152E+02 GAV* 0.73827E+03 DAYS 0.6143GE+02_TIN=_ 0.4C005E+*CZjUT= C.50317E+C2

N-

61 Tm O.93034 D7w 0.f90LNE-02



21 Ta 1.2E893 Dis 0.14937E-02

BTU/S/FT**2. BTU/LIP C C LeP/S/FT**2 LPF/FT**3 tSAT=194.4 UTL/LeM
H(ICH FTLEJ) ThUVH(.1-1T.t..ICl . DENLL.JJJA X(LJI CCNUXJ tL..

c C.o 0.72C5E+C2 .- 0.A4447E+02 0.61956E+03 - D.61598E2 -. 278E+CG -O.1 CCCCE-1C-

1 O.27521E+02 0.73137E+ C2 o.4!3l1E+a2 - - D.67956E4C3 - O.6158CE+02 -0.12582E+CO. --- O.1CCOCE-10

2 .-lR'qI79flZ .7P17F+C n. 431 9QF6 n?&Q 56IEf +O=-16156BEIe2 -08L .13293EC+ -.- CCCCE-10

3-. O.16527E+02.OZ0.7453E*C2.0. . 434' 9E402- O.67956E+03 0O.61557E+02 -0.12412E.+00 -0.1CCOOE-10

E -. A ____ 0.16347E+02-__. C.75176E+CL 0.43861E02 0."67956Et03. 0..61546EO.__ -_9..12332E+C0C ---u,'.lCC0CE-10--.

S9 .16333tE02._..O- .5E22EtC2 L .A42 5E+02 .0.6795.6.E+ 0.6L535E+D2 -.. 22.Z53E+ Q -4.1CCC0E-_10

6 .. 16056E+02___.0.7646CE*C2 _ 0..444. 5E+02 0.67956 E+tO3.O .61525EO2.- _- O.12174E +00. -0 .. ICCCOE-10

_7 0C.15379+02..1-. 77C77E+C __._0..47ZCEC2 0 .167956E+0C3 0.61514E+02 r-0.12097E+00 .1C C00 E-1Q.

a D 0 1452E.+.02 0 .11E-76E1_C a.Ai9 q E 4n2_7_ n_ .61956 E+- 0 3 50.4 EZC 0..2022 FE + 0 - -r0 . IC C C C E -. 10_

90 .13484E+02 .78262E+C7 fl.4'.106Et0t2 -. 67956Et+0 3 0.614.95E+0 2 -O.11949E+00- 0.ICCOCE-10_

C 0.123C9E+02. o.78 e47F+C2L_____0.427E+02 O 0.67956E+03 -0,61485+02--.O..1875E.CC - 0.1CCCCE-10-

11 0 -.1LA33E+02 31A55E+C2. 54.LE2. E 23.614715E+r02Q- 1180E+G -. CCCOE-.10_

12 0.1015E+02 a.eo116E+C2.O.4574OE+02 -O.67956E+03 0.6I464E+02 -0.1171SE+CO _-,1CCCCE-10

13 0.961171+01 C.8OE67E+C2- .A46102E+02- 0.67956E+03. 0.61451F+02 -0.11628+00- -O.lCC0CCOCE-10

14 0.9376tEE 01O0.81J33E+C2A . .4i5 7E+Q2 . ..6Th9_E ,01 O 61437E+_02 -0.11524E+C0 -C. ICCCCE-10

15 C.92363E+01 - -C.82742E+C2 0.47101E+02 0.67956E*03 0.6142CEa+02. -0.114C8E+C0O -Q.LCCCCE-10

16 - O.88787E+01 0.83F69E+C2 0.47661E+02 0.67956E+03_ 0.61401E+02 _--0.11278E+CQ _-_0.lCCCCE-1C

1170 82564E+_01wO .85C0E+Ct4_ 424Z.E+02A .67956E03 0.6138CE+02t 0._J13E+C___-0.1CCCCE-10

18 - 0.746eIE+01 0.6416EC2Z0.4872E+0 2 0. 67956E+03 _ 0.61358E+02 _-0.1098E+00 I-0.ICCCCE-10

19 0.65CCOE+01 0.877_7E+C2_0.4S4q3E+02_0.67q56E+03- 0.61336 E+0Z2 -- 0.lC83iE+00 -0.ICCOOE-10

S0S_ . 2.5628E+01 . -0.8918fE+ C2O _C0.5Cl4FE02 0 .6.7956 E+0 3--_ O.61312E+92 -Q.1067E+Q -0.lCCCCE-IC__

21 O.5047E40L - .--C90612E+CZ- 0.5C954EC2- o.67956E+03 _ 0.61288E+02. -O.1C514E+CQ __ -0.CCCCE-L&

22 O.5'1?E+O1 0.52C89E+CZ _0.595E+0 2 O.61956E+03 0.61264E+02 -O.1348E400 -O.ICCC C E-lC

23 4 ..f 83E+Ota.2193A.E C2LD EQt 6 .l796E+O3 O.61236E+02 -O.10115E+CO -0.ICCCCE-l
-21-.Toe28 D07493 2- HASC3E As-016%56E+AV-0*6153F2 p.4C0=f=zrs 1SAILS1 .6 BU/LB

2t1 T . 1.269 0 T= O.4937E9Z H A t 0..C1_A3E ZGXAV _O,67 56E+03. DA9=O0.6l453F+O21ThjN=__A.COO E_+2 _TCUT __.52014E+C2

N N

0_



71 Ta 1.689312 DT= 0.P2686E-02

BTU/S/FT**2. BTU/LPS C C LBM/S/FT**2 LRV/FT**3 HSATl944 BTU/LeM
IAr &.OPIAV NH I 10-I) ThI, ,J) _,. _ _Ccf"'t I .ltlL

O 0.0 0.72CSOE+C2 . 0.4449CE+02 . 0.6171CC+03- O.61598E+02 - -O.12108EOC -O.ICCCOE-10

-- 1----0.552LEO2 .7316.EC O..4332LE02.--.6177OE403 .0.61580E+2 -. 12580E+00 -O.1CCCE-10

- Z....1737.E+0..0.3-S.3E+1i2t-.0-4222na3C2cn LEE.02 .a"1770Ea .A61567E.+n -0-124+8E+f... -l C0CE.&-.

-. 15325E+02 C.74584E*C2... - .43530E+02 .. 61770E+03 0.61556E+02 - -O.12407E+C0 -0.1CCCCE-1O.-

4E7 E .E h0...1770E+03 __0.61545E+02 __-O.12325E+00 -O.1CCC'E-O.

O 0015146rt:07f a.5Z .2S.E+42.-0.E4 0LE.+2.a6U70E+03 - 0.61534E+02--0.1224AE+t-0.0 - .CCG1E-.

-&-O0.4E9EO2.. .-.-O.76!49E+C2 O.4545E402 0.61770E4030 0.61523E020 -0.12165EC0 -0.1CCOE-1

7 0.1426IE+02 . 0.7169E*C2 0..44771E+402- 0.6177OE+03 0O.61513E+02-.-O.12C88E+0O .- -O.1CCOCE-1O

l8. 0.L346E.402..O.7153CEC2..O.&986EA 2 -0.6177CE+03 O..61503E+02. .-012014E+O. -C..CCOE-10

9 O-.125C42+02 0.78296E+C2Z 0.4512E+#02 0.61770E+03- O.6l494E+02 -O .11945E+CC.-a .1CCCaE-10a

LO O.LL414E402 0.7879lE+C2-- O.45257E+02 0.61170E+C3 0.61486E+02.---O.I18 1E+O -C .LC CC C E-l

1t __0. 10324E402 C.19t3SE+C2 034S..45E+L2. O..6i7iEtOO.61478E+2 -0..IZZEC.0O -Q.ICCCCE-AC.

12 O.94261E+01 0.79646E+CZ . 0.45482E+02 0 .6177CE403 0.61472E+02 -0.1176IE+CQ -0.LCCCQE-10

13 ..C.89131E+01 0.80C32E+C2..- a0.45642E+02 0.61770E+03 0.61465E.02._-O.11714E+C00 -0.ICCCCE-10O

14S . E.I86331C+. C2Z .0.4_5A2+ESZ2....S13C+Q3 0..I4_5E+ft. -A .66 3E+CO ._Jk4C C00E-..0

15 0.56eE+01 C.R017eE+C2 A.46C1 E+02 . O.6l770E+03 0 .61453E+02 -0 .11612E+G O -C.1CCOCE-1Q_

O.82334E0L1 0.81133E+C2 0.4E152E+O2.- 0.6177CE4C3 ___ 0.61447E02_ -O.i1562E+Ca. -o.1CCOE-10

- _17 0..765.6 3E01 .0 C-AEtCAE+C2 n. Ae6240EO2 .O,6LIIOE+O3 O.61441EOt2 -- ,.15.15E+C0 -0.1CCCE-1IC

a-. 0.69253E+01 oC.81162E+C2 2- -0.430CCE+02 0.61770E+3 _ 0.61436E+02 -- 0 o.11471E+00O -0.1CC0OE-10

19 G.60216E+01 -C.ZC21E+CZ -. 46U3CAOtE+0 2_ O.617E+OEO3 ___ 9.61432E+0 2 -. ,11412E+C9 __-0.1 CCCCE-1C

2C 0.5Q6F7a0t i 22J +C2 m.4QC2E+026 .1J770E+3 Q.612E +Q2 -.192EsO -0.1 CCC E-l9..

2L.O .6810E+OL~ C.8Z3ECZO.443C E+f2 __ O.611TOE+O3 __O.61A25C+02 -O.11363E+CO _ -C.IC CCCE- LC -

22-. 0.545C5E+01L - .Z73FC2 S.4151E+02 -O.61F70E+03-__ _0.61421E+02_ -g-Q.ll326E+00 -0.10CCOE-10

23 0.731CE.+01 C.P2PEfy+C2 C.4l21ME+2 Z.0e6117_0E.3 0,61416E+02 -0.112E+CO -0.1CCC.E-1O.
tu = 2t -HSA5=191.6 PTU/LB

- fl TA.683 C T= O.82686E __ E+2_JjVA.-49tE.t6A1O76EI7 C DAK_0._61491E 02TNAC.4CC5EO02_ TCUT C.46091E+C2

0



31 T- 2.11642 DTu O.52!32E-02

BTU/S/FT*02. RTU/LrP C C LBM/S/FT**2 LOP/FT*3 ISAT=194.4 BTU/LeJ
.- "CIf. FIA y HAIUL T--IkLIsJI (-19JIJENtIt1&.0X.LJJ.) _CCND(BIJL

C C 0.0 0.72C50E+C2 - -0.44597E+02 0.55283C+03- .61598E+02.. , -O.l27CAE+CO --O.1CCCCE-1O

1 O.23921E402 C.73213E+C2 0.43419E+02.- O.55283C03 0.6157qE#02. -O.12574E+CO -C.lCCCCE-1C

2 .CE+r74nftr n.llh4311E4n2. f.. .+ . .5AL66E+02 -f.12479E+00 0.lCCGELft

3 O.14364E+02 C.74ICLE+C2 O.43645E+02 O.55283E+03 O.61554E+02 . -0.12394E+00 -O.1CCCCE-1C

4 -O .142CIE+02 0.7539CE+C2-O.031E+02O-0552 .43+O3O 61543E+02. -Q.1231OE+OO -O.CCCOFE-10

-c-.jtj96E+02 Lc.-76CafC EkC2 A-.443_ E4t.2. 0.552.83E-+3 Ot1531E t02 O1-0226E.C C.1CCGCC

- 6 O.13956F*02 0.76753F+C2 0.44706E+02 O.55283E+03 0.61520E402 ____ -0.12143E+CO -O.1CCCOE-1O

-9 .13367E+02 O O.?74C0E+C2U-- - O.44944E402Z _ .552P3E+3 ln.6150 9E+02z -0.1Z2C64E400 __-C .lCCCOE-1C

e__0_1262_OZ61E24Ot ___ _8Co9r+C2 0.51.71E.+02 Q.55283E+03 0..61499Et02 -O.11988E+CO -0.1C COCE-10

-9C-.1720EOZO1S5875E+C2 .- .O.4!318E+02 _____ O.55283E+03 _ ._O.61489E+02 -O.11916E4CO -0.ICCCCE-10

1C 0.1069e4'+02 O. 79ZCQOE+CZ 0.4545eE+02 0.55283E+03 0.6148 1E #0Z -0.11850E+CQ -0.1CCCCE-10

11 O.95 704Ei 1........Q.f515EtC2Q0_f5ls+ 2 Q%.552836+O3 Q.6 1.473E+tQZ -0.11.789E4j1CCO -0.1C COCE-I

12 0.88350E1-- 0.9lS79E+C2 0.45695E+02 0.55283E403 -- O.6146E+02 -0.11732E+CC -C.1CCCCE--10

13 0.83542(C01- 0,.R'379E+CZ 0.4!E62E+02 * 0.55283E403 - 0.61459E+02 -0.11678E+C0 -O.ICCCCE-1O

14 0.81498E+OL. 0.oR06qE.C2 _ O.4601GE.+02 _0.55283E+03_ 0.61453E+02 -0.11625E+CC_ -CLCCCCE-10

15 0.80296E+01 0.1155E.+C2 0.46254E402 0.55283E+03 0.61446E+02 -0. i1572E400C -O.1C CCCE-1C

16. 0.71171E*01 0.81526EC2 .- 0*.46394 E+0 2 0.55283E*03 -0.6144 CE+02 -0.11521E+CO -O.ICCCCE-10

117...a717?E+01.8IE13E 3+CL 2.. 49CE+02 Q.55283E+03 Q.61A34E 02S___-O.l1472E4C0 -_4.1CCCCE-I&.

18 0.6491E+01 0.82194rc 0.46560E+C2 0.55263E+03 O.61429E+02 . -0.11427E+CO - O.1CCCCE-IC

19 0.56496E+01, 0.92481E#C2 - .O.4576E+C2 _ _O.552P3E403 O.61424E402 9-0.11384EC0 -_0.iCCCCE-IC

2C -0.4740+rL#01---0.239E+C2 - 0.46594E02_ 0.55283E+03..A.6142CE+02 -Q.11345E+CO. _-0.ICCCCE-1&C

21-- 0.43874E+01j 0.8598E+CZ 0.4E55E OZ 0.55283E+03 O.61416E+02__-zO.11305C+CO ____-O.LCCOCE-lC

22 - o.5mo7E+k - 0.8332'E+C2 -- 0.47129E+OZ -- 0.55283E+03 0.6141CE+02 -0.11259E+CO -0.1CCCCE-1C

- 23.0.68 516 . _0.336ZEC 2 . 7_43 3ELC 2 -552.e3E+C3 .61A403EO+ 0 -0 J-Cu-E+0__._-C.1CCCCE-10
HSATzl s.6 BTU/L

31 Tz 2.116 - CT= 0.92332E-02 KHAV= a.*F8o2E+02_GAVt 0.55282E+03 DAV=.0.61485E+02 TINr j,4C-O5E+02 TCUTa C.46522E+C
8M

-

BM0



BTU/S/FT**2. BTU/LM c C LOB/S/FT*@2 LBP/FT+*3 HSAT=194.4 8IL/Le
IJtflCM QEFT T AV.I. JI -- TkthI..L.- eL.JL --- EA t.J XLAJJ - CCteltJ.

C C.o . 0.72CSE+C2 . 0.448ieE02 0.4271E+03 0.61598E+02 . -0.127ICE+0 -C.lCCCCE-1C

I - 0.225COE402 O.733OZE+C2 0.436CCE0Z 0.48271E+3 0.61577E+02, -.-- 0.12565E+00 -0.lCCCCE-1C

2 ...L0.5320EO02 l .74153 +C2f _..fltLE_02l i .402tE+03_. 0.61563EtO2 -0.12E64EACt.. -Q1CCCCE1..

3 . O.13511E+02 0.74502E+C2 0.43859E+02 .48211E+03 0.61551E+02 -0.12374E+C0 -O.ICCCCE-10

z- --- 4.-0 13364E+02 _ O.15743EtC2Z..0.D4Z73E+07 0..427IE+03 0.61538E+02 . -0.12284EC0 -c.1CCCCE-10---

5 0. L33E+0.2 0.76382E+C2 82EEC2 -0A-4.4 6thC2 -.-4a 782711r.03 .0.51526t+02 0 t1295E+CC_-_0.1CCOOE-10.

6 O.13127E*02 0.1?IC8E+C2 -- 0.45CCCE+02.-O48271E+03 0.615l4E+Q2 . - .1217E4CO -0.lCCCCE-10

- 7~. 0.12573E+02 0.77E02EC2 0.45259EC

8 s .ei 2Eoz ____C.74SIE+C2. 0.845C5 E+02

- 9 - .11Q24E0Z C.9C64ECZ0.4566AE+CZ2

0.48271E+C3

-o.48271E403

0.48271E+03

0.61502E+02 -0.12C22E+CO 0.1CCCCE-10.____

- .0.61491E402 -0.9Ellg +00o -.1CCCCE-1C

0.61481E+02_-0.11865E+CO,0-0.0C-0-..CE-10-

IC - 0.10063E+02 o.79I6E+ C2 0.4;5821E+02 0.48271E+03 0.61472E+02. -0.11795E+CQ -0.1CCCCE-IC -

-1-1u., e.9Lnlriow c.A0l5M+C2 0.-5925 E +02-.-0.48271E+C3 0.61464E+02 -Q.IT3E Q-O.C COCE-10

12.- 0.831C!E+01 0C.80O569E+C2 0.46C81E+02 - .48271E*03 0.61456E+l2 -0.11671E+CO -C.1CCCCE-1C

13- 0 .7858ECE+01 a. eos97E+C2 0.46261E+C2 0.48271E+03 0.61449E+02 --Oo.11614 E+C0 -0 .1CCCCE-10

14 0.j6 L58E41l C-o-e L4 14E+ C 2 0litE+t-024 0.48Z7jE+AQ 0.6142E02z-.195-.E4CC -CJCrCCE-IC__

15 O.75527E401 - C .8I24F+C2 0.4E680E+C2 0.48271E+03 0.61435E+02 O-0,115C3EC _ -0.ICCCCE-10_

-16 0.72527E+0L.. C.82218E+C2 O.34CE83CE+02 0.48271E03 __0.61429E+02 -0.11449E+C 0 -0.1CCCCE-10

17 0.6 9J 01 0.8283EtCZ a0.A6930Ek02 - .48271E+C3 0.62E+0_92A - 0C113G9E+-100.CCCE-1O

18 o.6155E C.2 12+2~ O.U4 CC E+Q2 0.48271E40Z 0.61417E02 -DC.11352E+C0 -C. ICCCCE-1C

19 0.53140E+01 0.83196E+CZ .0..41C08+02 - 0.4 27lE+CI 0.61412E+02 -0.1131OE4CO _ -0.CCcE-IC

2__.44566E-+01 -0.93.3A3EC2 0.47C9 E+02 0.48271E403 _ 0.6140 8 E+02 -Om 11273E+Co -C.ICCCCE-1C_

I.O.41268E+01 _0.8365CE+CZ 9.A7146E+02 0.4271E03_ 0.61405E+02 _-0.11237E+CQ-- -0.1CCCCE-1C

-22- 0.48052E+01-- 0.8306E+C2 - 0.47494E+02 0.48271E+03 C1.614C6E402 -0.1119E+.tO -C.ICCCCE-10

:AA_ .4_ 0.o42452E+ZZ2Qs.4tUf L+_A a.0i427E.+ 3 Q.61395E*+02 -0z1115CE+CC -0.1CCCCE-10
HSAT=11.6 ETU/LI

.81 Ts -2.610 DT=0.i0567E-1. HA -P.7-264E+02_GAV=_0.4827E+.03 DAV an.6147lE+027 TJN_ 0.4C005E+02 TCUT- C.467SSE+C2

IA

C

81Ta 2.filI7 DT= O.lO567E-01



41 Ta 3.17849 DI0 0.12524E-01

BTU/S/FT*2. BTU/LPM C C LBP/S/FT**2 LP/FT**3 SATa194.4 eTU/I
INC&... FQJA Tt _________, JII .r-Ttt1J- GIADEN 11L-J J X LJ) C0o( IJl

C 0.0 .072C.50E+C2Z_. 0.4519PE+02 0.40617E+03-_. 0.61598C02 -0.12708E +CO _-0.1CCCCE-1I

I 0.21t86E402 0.73447E+C2 0.43908E+02 0.40677E+03 0.61575E+02 -0.12550F4C0 -0.1CCC0E-1

2 n."4426E-0Z7.74n96E+C fl.43 92 11fl2 0.4061+0t(.815 25tE+l -0d245E+O .- C .100CE-1I

0.12722E+0Z _. C.75230E+r2 .044218E+020 0.40677E+03 -0 .6545E.02 -0.12339E4C0 -C.ICCCCE-1

4 0.12584E402 0.76C55E+CZ 0.44678E2. 0.4067E+C3-.- 0.61531E+02 -- 0.12241E4C0- -0.1CCCOE-1l

5 0 .1253Et02 0.hEtC2a 0.45116E+ 2 t.A4677JEQ03 0.615185Et02 -0.2143EtC -0.ICCCCE-I

6. .1230E02. 0.77e85E+C2 0.4541EC2 - .4D677E+03 0.61504E+02 -.12047E+0C -.ICCOCE-1l

7 0.11839E+02 0.78456E+C2 0.45780E+02.. 0.40677E403 O.61491E+02 --- 0. 11954E+CO -O.1CCOCE-1

- _ 0.1U179E+02-.f...91 e3EtC2 0.ALG5LEiC2D 406n E+aCs .kI 41902 -.66E E+.4.-iCCCCE-I

9 0.103BCE+02 0.79956E4CZ. 0.46242E+02 0.40677E403 0.61468E+02 -0.11783E+CC -C.1CCGCE-I4

10 0.94752E+01.. -0.PO46PE +C2 - 0.4e416E+02 'J.40677E+03 0.61458E+02 -0.11707E+C0 -0.1CCOCE-1I

11 _ 0.e951C3E01. ...1C2OE+ . 0t-I51E+02 -0-406E77E03 - Qr614'49E_+0L2 -0.1637E+C0 -0 1CCCCE-1I

12 0.78251E+01 0.81521E+C2 0.46712E+02 0.40617E*03 0.6144CE402 -n,.11572E+CO --C.CZCCCE-1I

13 0.73qqzE+oI -C.8194 E+C2- 0.46911E+02- 0.40677E+03 0.61432E+02 -0.llllE.+CC - -C.lCCCCE-14

14 0..721e2E+01_ 0.82453E+C2-i....57E0L 0._406)-03 0.61 25EtO2 -o.11450E+30 -0.ICCCCE-1

15 C.71118E+01 C.82506E+C2 0.47374E+C2 0.40677E+03 _ __ O.61 4 17E+02 _-01391E0
0  -_0.1CCCCE-1

16 0.68350E+01 0.63339E+C2 0.41540E+02 0.40677E+03 0.6141CE+02 .__ -. 11331E+CO -0.1CCOCE-1l

-17 .63559EOLC ,J4EC2SAAI 6S3E+C2 _ 0.406lE+03 0.6J403E+2 -.J125EtCQ -0.1CLCCE-l'

18 0.57490E+01 1841JCE+C2 0.47731E+C2 0.401771-+03 0.61397E+02 _ -0.1122E+C0 -0.1GCCCF-1

19 0.5003PE'01..- C.84410E+C2 0.417743E+02 0,40677E+03 0.61392E+02 _-o.11IF4E+CC - -O.1CCCOE-1

-_ _ 2C Q.42C53E+01L -0 .866EC2 .07E UAC5E+C.2S0.40611E+03_0 0.6U6&EL3.+.2 -.A1L44E+O -0.ICCCCE-I

21 0.3fl59E+01 C.84503E+C2 - 0.47895E+02 0.40677E+03 0.61384E+02 --0.1101E+C0 -C.CCCCE-1

22 0.45247E401 0.851e1E+C? - .4E268E+02 0.40617E+03 0.6137E*C2 - _-0.l066E+CO -0.ICCCE-1

3___-_ 0.60.6e6sE 0tS-.fl5!6DtC2 0.4ta36E+.CS .06JJE03 ...Q.6113E!0? -041CI4E._ -C.ICCCCS-1
SSSATx19l.6 ETU

41 To 3.1178 .7 0.12524E-01 VAv=0,8C062(+02 GAJY0.40677E+03 OAVz0.61464Et02jTN1 Q.4C0C5E402.17CUTs C.47522E

0 -

0

0

C

0~~~

0

C
/LM

0a



91 Ts 3.882C0 DT= C.15906E-01

BTU/S/FT**2. RTU/LPP C .C.LM/S/FT**2 LBM/FT**3 FSAT=194.4 B1U/LeM
ITCH__ F7AW H jAI TbILi-Jl _G(1_ I DENI,XD (cJ1 . . CChE( I..

0. 0.0 A.72C50E+C2- - 0.4A9524E+Q2 0.3lq45E+03 0.61598E+02 - .L27CeE+CQ -0.ICCOCE-10

I 0.19869E+02 0.13113E+C2_ 0.4441E2.0.31945E+03 0 .61571E402- -0.12522E+CO -0 .CCCCE-l0

2 013529EA?2. .74I Et1fEC20 0. 4.AA-CEE+P.31945E+.3. .f .61552C+02 -0..2393E+C0 -CC0E I0 E--.L

3 ...O.11931E+02 .75E32E+C2 0.44879E+02 0.31945E+03 0 .61535E+02- -0.121?E+O0 -C.lCC0CE-1C

4 0.1180IE+02 0..6 10 E+CZ 0.45422E+O2 0.31945E+03 -O.61519E+02. -0.12163E*C0 _-0.1 OCOOE-10_

l.T17SI9E t2 .I4F+C2 0.45941E4O2 +a-31945E +0D3 0.6150 3E02 -0. 2CA9E+C_ -Q.1CCCCE-._..

6 0 .lX5T2E*2 C.7873' E+C2 0.430e4E*C2 0 .31945E+03 _Q.6I487E+02 -O.11937E+00 -0.1CCOE-10

I .0.1IC2E+C2 ig5CE+.C2tz-. O.A734E+O-.2 0.31945E+03 0.61471E+02 -0.11830E+CO -0.1CCCCE-1C_

1- 6 --Qt. .I12e43E+0.2 _____.ErC8t+C2 n .EE 4E02__ ...e31945E*03 O.61457F+02 -Q.ZS1728E CO -0.ICCOCE- 10

9 0.91346E+01 Cs.913C0E+C2 0.41291E+02 - 0.31945E+03 0.61444E+02 - .11632E+C0 -C.ICCCE-10-

C 0.88859E+CI C.82IE+Ct 0 .45 2E+02_ 0. 31945E+01 0.61432E+02 -O.11546E+CO -O.lCCCCE-10

___ 0u -O.80373E+01 C.8e265E+C2.0.4651E+02- 0.31945E.03 - O.61421E02 -O.11466E+CC -C.1CCCCE-10.

L2. 0.733E4E+01. C.83251E+C2. ___.O.47859E+02 - O.31945E+03 -- 0.61411E+02 -0.11393E+00- -0.ICCCCE-10

13 0.6939qcE+01 C.E3E02E+C2 0.EiEO93E+02 0.31945E+03 0.61402E12- -0.11323T.+CO __ -C.I1CCCE-IC

14 0.6E7A'DE01 A).8.3 _tCL2Q0.!0379E 9t2 .31945E+03 .613q-3EG2 -0 . 11254 E+CQ -O..IC CCOOE.-_._

15 C.66695E+01 0.84E64E+C2 0.4E632E+02 0.31945E+03 0.61384E+02- -0,11167E+CO -C.1CCCCE-1C-

16 0.64C!9E+01 0.85366E+C2 0.48827C+02 0.31945E+03 0.61376E*C2 - -0.11122E+C- - -C.LCCOCE-10

17 0.5C6E . ot_.I5E360CE+E960.2 0.31945E40t3- '.61368E02 -A11C61E4C0 -0d.CCCE-10

1E 0.53915E+0I 0.86246E+C2 0.49054E+02 0.31945E403 0.61361E+02- -. 11C&ECC -- 0.1CC0CE-I0

19 0.46926E+)l C.86EO1EC2 . 0.4S07CE+02 0.31945E+O3 0.61355E+02 -0.1Q056E+CO -0.1CCOCE-10

2C 0.39438t+ol L.as6-93E+C2 m00 t76 t 1945E03 0.4135CE 2_ -0.1C9i3EtC0 -C.1CCCOE-10.

= -- _2I 0.36442E*01- 0.87160E+C2-__0.45243E+0 A0.31945E+03 _.61346E+02 -0.10873E+CO - -C.1CCCCE-10

22 0.42433E+01 0.3746E+C2t 0.49665402 0.31945E+03 0.61341E+02 -0.1C827E+CO -C.1CCCCE-10_

73 _f.591OEO. .1513 513Ct 0L...11.02 ..31945E+03 Q.61333Ej0 -E.1069E+CP_ -C1CCCCE-1C
HSAT=191.6 ETU/LE

91 .T* 3.882 DT- 0.159C6E-01_ . .HAVa 0.815C8E+02_CAV= 0.31945E+03 DAV= 0.6144C402 TiNt_0.4CC5E+C2 TCUT= C.AEe3CE+C2

NATURAL CCNVECTICN VALVE CPENS

P0-
C



51 T= 5.602CC 07= 0.1CCCOE400

BTU/S/FI**2. BTU/LSi! C C LBP/S/FT**2 LOK/FT*03 HSAT194.4 E8T/LEM
AILLrH.. EAAYl A H.JJ IhILJI__. G 1.JI . DEhNUl_X UoJ L CCNB(1,JJ).

C .0.0 0.72111EC2 .. 0.68653E+02 0.78968E+01- 0.61597E+02.- -0.127CIE+CC -C.lCCCCE-10

I 0.17505E.02 0.84604E+C2 0.57343E402 . 0.8696E+01 0.61385E+02 -0.11391E+00 -0.CCCOE-10

- ilq . -..9 2 f-32C3 E_+C_._ _..f6949El2 ____J..n85ELIf -,l612-AE_+02 - ,CA-78E+Ct - IC CC CE-1t.

3 0.10512E+02 0.I C9eE+C3 . 0.65423E+02 0.78341E+01 0.61115E+02 -0.96A51E-CL -0.ICCCCE-10

4 _.0.1037E+02 -- 0.1053E+C ___0.6975E02 O..78176E+01 .O 0.60989E+02 -_ 0. e8679E-01O -0.1CCCCE-10

5 0A2J3E9E402_ 0..1158t E-+C3 02-78154n2.-0m.-780I11E+01 0.60E67E +02 -_,80938E-Clz-i .ICCC E-1 C

6 C.10213E+02 . .12270E+C3 - C.1551E+02. 0.77869E+01 0.60753E+C2 -0.73716E-CV -0.ICCCCE-10

7 0.918117 E01 0.12 E 69 E4C3 0. E8C 59 3E+0 2 0.77738E+01LO 0652E+02.__ -0.61361E-Cl -0.1CC0CE-lC

S.92363E+0I.L C.13366E+C3 e.83212E+02 0- 17629E+0----.D.60569E02 -0.62075E-CL-_-C.1CCCCE-10

9 0.85766E401 - O.13746E4C3 .0 .84914E+02 0.77546E4 01 0.60506E+0_2 -0.59003E-O0L -0.1CC0CE-10.

IC .0.829E401 C a.14C02E+C3 0.tEC84E+02 0.7749CE+01 0.60463E02 -0.55216E-01. -C.ICCCCE-1C

AL 0.70512E+01 _ f.139EC3 .E6456E+02 0.77459+0l_ .0.6C44CE+02- .53667E-CL,-0.CCCCE-1C.

12 0.64654+01 0.14175E+C3 0.86634E+02 0.77450E401 0.60434E402 -.- 0.53169E-Cl -C.lCCCCE-1C

13 O.61136E.01 0. 4140E+C3 0.8485E+02. _0.78587E+C1 - 0.6C44CE02. -0.53407E-C1 -0.1CCGOE-10

14 OAS9640E+O 0 .. I C6 E+ a . 2 4 6E+ 02 _O.19 7 J0F 0 1-0._6 045 3E+ 2 - a. _4101E-C _ _ --. Ic c cC E-LC

15 0.58761E+01 0.1355E+C3 - 0.85626E+02 0.809IlE0l-- - 0.60471E+C2 ___-0.55078E-Cl_ -0.ICCCCE-1C

16 0.56474E+01 .13e22E+C3 _- 0.84626E+02 0.82098E+01 II. 0.60493402 .- 0.56322E-C1 -0.1CCCCE-LC

- -___ -L7 -0.52515E+01---_Z-.13662E+.tC.3 a_.e3276EC+tO2 O.833_02E+01__ 0.C652CE+t0t-0.5735REP-CL -0.1CCClQ-10

is 0.475CIE+0l C.13474E+C3 0.e1702E402 0.R4523E401 0.60551E+02 -0.596P5E-Cl -0.ICCCCE-IC

- 9 0.41344E01 0.13256E+C3 .C.71743E+02...D .e5762E+Cl __ 0.60588C+02 -0.61829E-01 -0.lCCOE-10

- 2C 0. 0.34746E401 C.13C07E4C5. 0377731E+0&Z_..0.87C18E401 _ 0.60629E+02 -0Q.E284E-C1 _-C.CCCCE-1C.

-21_- 0.32107E*01.. C.12759E+C3 .0.7t475E+02 0.88292E+01- 0.6C671E+C2 r-0.66734E-CL - O.lCCC0E-10

22 C.373e5E+01 C.12569E+C3 0.76375E+02 - 0.89584E+01 0.60702E+02 -. 68579E-Cl - C.1CCCCE-l0 -

21 0.5DI_0A+0I Zc.S91 2 C3 .0.AC4t0Z S.9C893E0L .60715E+? -. _251-z:.1CCC0E-10-
hStAT711.6 ETU/LE

51_.Ta 5.602_ _CTT= 0.I0000OE+C AuQ.12261EtO3GAV=50.8t898E+0L_0DAV0.60754E+0Z T 1_.4C039E402 TCUT= C.69365E+C2
3M



11 T 10.43512 O= O.1CCCOE400

BTU/S/rT**:. BTU/LCP C C LRV/S/FT**2 LBI/FT**3 PSAT=194.4 ETU/LeM
IALCH .1 .QFjA h-" ,.) 7 kI,.0il a L,. n FA K ,.j x f I . J3 CGKEAB IJl

C 0.0 C.72955E4C2 0.63473E+02 0 .11237E+02 O.61583E+02 -0.12614ECO -O.1CCCCE-1O

- .t.. O.l38lE+O2~ .._C.B E+C2 -.54225E+Ot 0.11209E+02 - -0.61433E+02 -0.11664E+C0 -0.ICCOCE-10

7 n.a44eA4F1 t.E tC tC La.IfI2nuaI 19+aEo 2L.la9EoIC02L-. C5+ L -A CCCE-LC

3 0.93327E+01 . t
.3158E+C2 0.55779E+CZ. 0.11173E+02 0.61236E+02 -0.1C415E.+C -0.1CCCOE-10

S -A. 0.82421E+1 -- C.99B313E+CZ Oo.62907E+0Z__ 0.11155E+02 _ .0.61143E .O2 -0.98255E-01 -3.ICCCCE-10

In nnq1 t Lnn&Fn4 crI flA.qmlFfl, (Lni1nAFnofl. flCAtr5flr+f -fOlq325F-tl -n.trnEo-10

- 6 .80957E401 C.11C43E+CS 3 .0.6731E402 0.11121E402

r- 1.--7.-0.t7540E+01 _-_C.11575E+C3.____ .11213E+0t __ 0.11105E+02-

8R--.73216E. 0L. 0-G2 80E +C3- .s361E.0 2- 0.11 C89E+02

0.60957E+02 -0.86460E-C1 -0.1CCCCE-IC

-o.6OE69E+.0Z -0.e086E-01 - -O.lCCOCE-10

4.s60 784E+ 02.....0-0. 75432 E- ,0 . -..-1 C C C.CE-I'

9 O.679fl!+01 C.12552E+C3 0.75591E+02 0.11075E+02 0.60705E+02. -O.7C403E-CI -0.1C CCCE-10

-a .620CE0L 0.12S86E+C3 0.77467E+02 -.- 0.11061E402 0.60633E402 -0.65770E-01-- -C.iCCCCE-ic

11-u..6 563E+01.3C.1381E+C3.7-9039 EL+.A2.IA9E402. 0.60567E+Cf2 -, 61536E-Cl- D..1CCCCE-.1

12 0.51252E+l1 O.13145E4C3 l.08C7621+02 .11038E+02 - .60506E+02-2 -,.57628E-Cl -0.lCCCCE-LC.

13 O.4:462E+01. C.C92E+C3 - 0.0244E*02 O.110Z7E+02 o.6o44eE+az2 -O.53899E-01 - C.LCCCCE-1C.

A40 U 2E. E9 . .a14433E+.C3 Q,8E 4 36.S F+QZ ..S.1 [O1E2 O .60391E_+0L -O.5O3 E1 -- _, IC C CCE-_O

15 0.4650E+O1 -C.14771F+C3 .0.86096E+02 0.11C06E402 0.60335E+02 _0.466O2E-CL_ -*0.LCCCCE-10

16 0.44767E+01 0.l5CqLE+C3- O.1623E+02 0.10996E402 0.602RCE.+02. -0.43076E-C1 -O.lCCCCE-10

17 0.41629E+.01 E.15406E+C3... -H.02752E-CL. O .C CC CE-10

18 0.37654E401 0.15E89E+C3 O-.SCO17CE+0 2 0.107S8E*02 - 0.60182E+02 -0.36688E-CI -C.ICCCCEf-C

-.- 032773E+0L- C. L940E+C3 --- .9C 89 1+2 0.10970E+02 0 .6014CE+02 -0.3 3949E-CI I -C.1CCGE-10

2Qt .25?3.E+QL]._ a .115E+C3 0.9E1631E+0 Q.1C964EI02 _i60103E+0 -. l156PE-0L1 -.1CCCCE10-

Z1O.25451E QL C.16363E+C3 _ .s929171E+0_ _0.095E'+O2 0.6D6gE+02 -O.29299E-01 -0 .LCCCCE-1C

22- 0.29635E401_ a.16eCOE+C1 0.5C49E+02 _ 0.10950E+02 - .6 '20E+02 -- 0.2671qE-tj -0.1CCCCE-1C
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-APPENDIX D

TWO PHASE FLOW ANALYSIS

D.1 Friction Coef ficient

D.2 Void Fraction

D.3 Boiling Criteria
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APPENDIX D

TWO PHASE FLOW

D.1 Ftiction-Coeffidient

Due to small dimensions of flow channels, one dimensional uniform

velocity can be assumed for the coolant in upward motion. Mesh point

calculation showed that considering the density variation along the fuel

plate, the variation in fluid velocity is negligibly small. Therefore,

one can consider constant but not equal velocities for vapour and liquid.

The maximum pressure in the lower plenum in the case of pump coast-

down and nacural convection, which is the probable case for boiling to

occur, is about 19.5 psia. This means that in the case of boiling, steam

bubbles are free to have relative velocity with respect to the liquid,

therefore, the Separated Flow Model could be applied, whereas at high

pressures that vapour and liquid could not have any relative velocity,

the Homogeneous Model is a better assumption,

With theseassumptions, Lockhart-Martinelle Correlation (Ref, D,)

could be used as the first step:

fco ( 2 f G (l"x)v )/D]4 (Dl)
frictionff

where

4 =lI+ C/X + 1/X2  (D.2)

and C is a constant of fluid conditions (turbulent or viscous) and
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X = dP/dz) /dP/dz) is the ratio of liquid phase to vapour phase

friction pressure gradient assuming each one

is flowing alone in the channel

G total mass flow rate per unit area

X mass quality

D hydraulic diameter

Vf liquid volume density, and

f liquid friction coefficient

For laminar flow in rectangular channels f = C(GD/)n

therefore

X = [fG2 (lx)2Vf/D]/[fgG2X2Vg/D] = (1-X)2Vf/X 2Vgf
f .g 9gf g f g

Since

ff/fg = C(GD(l-x)/f)-n/C(GDx/Pg)-n n n

X = (V/Vg) (1f/Pg)n((1 X)/x) 2-n (D.3)

Because of the relative velocity between vapour and liquid, Chisholm

(Ref. .2) corrected the L.M. method by allowing for the interfacial

shear force between the phases9 He also used Equation D.2 to introduce

the influence of mass velocity on * (Ref. D.3). A most convenient

general expression (Ref D.4) for the coefficient C, used by Collier

(Ref. D.5) is:

C = [A + (C2 VfgVf) 0,5 05 + (V / 05

(D.4)
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where X = (22-n - 2)/2

and for smooth tube of G < 1.47 x 106 Clbm/hr ft=2 C2=1.47x106/G

n = 1 for laminar flow

n = 0.25 for transition region

D.2 Void Fraction

Lockhart and Martinelli suggested the following correlation for

void fraction as a function of pressure for separated flow model:

= (1 + X0 ,8)-0,378 (D.5)

The the slip ratio can be found from the general equation:

S = (x/9(/Vx))f((-c/c)(vg/vf) (D,6)

where as defined before

X = (Vf/Vg) (lif/Pg)n( (Nx)/x) 2-n

D,3 Boiling Criteria

Following a pump coast down, the decay energy released into the coolant

will increase the enthalpy to a point that may exceed the saturation

enthalpy, and therefore Saturated Pool Boiling occurs. If the heat flux

is large enough, Subcooled Pool Boiling may occur, even though the

enthalpy is below saturation. These can be shown on the characteristic

curve of pool boiling; surface heat flux versus wall temperature.



AB natural convection

B'C nucleate boiling

CD transition boiling

DE film boiling

ONB onset of nucleate
boiling

CHF critical heat flux

H

4--)
C6
(D

0u
(t

CHF
C E

D

B' ONB
AB

Log(Wall Temp.)

In the natural convection region, the liquid is at or below the satu-

ration temperature, therefore, in this region fluid can be treated as a

single phase liquid and in the case of convection, natural convection

formulas can be applied correctly.

In the nucleate boiling region, the surface temperature increases slowly

for a large increase in surface heat flux. Several equations are known for

this condition, but the Rohsenow Correlation (Ref. D.6) gives a conservative

results for pressures around atmospheric:

T = T + C (pH /k)[(q"/p H ) /(a/g(p - P )) 1033
w sat sf f fg f fg g

where

a is surface tension, lb/ft

H is the latent enthalpy, Btu/lbm

q" surface heat flux, Btu/ft2 hr

p dyn. viscosity, lb/ft hr

k thermal conductivity, Btu/hr ft OF and

Csf surface fluid constant, conservatively taken to be 0.013

(D.7)
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Critical Heat Flux

High increase in surface heat flux will result in a sudden drop in

heat transfer coefficient which causes a surface termperature surge, that

usually ends up to melt the heating surface.

Several equations are offerred for pool boiling crisis, but only two of

them are taken here and the most conservative result should be used.

Rohsenow and Griffith (Ref. D.7) obtained the following correlation for

the critical heat flax

q"= 143 Hfg P((- P )/P )0.6 (g/g 0) 0.25 (D.8)

where

p is the mass density lbm/ft3

H latent enthalpy Btu/lbm, and

q" Btu/hr ft2
c

The other equation is for low velocity convection, obtained by Mcbeth

(Ref. D.8):

6 -0.1 60.51q"/10 =0.00633 H De (G/10 ) (1 - x ) (D.9)
c fg exit

which is valid over the range of

P = 15 to 2000 psia

G/106 = 0,1 to 7.7 lb/hr ft2

De = 0.1 to 0.94 in ; equivalent wetted diameter

L=6 to 123 in ; length of heated chamber

and x = negative to positive ; quality.
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APPENDIX E

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

NOTE : Thermocouple Positions are Desoribe in Table 4.1
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Table E-J

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ( 0 C)

STEADY STATEPOWER OF 2.5 MWth FOR 3 hrs.

T15_ i ]no 15 19 8 10 11 12 13J 14
Time

V

Thermocouple no. 8 is the same as 9 for the other T-ables

so

0.0 .448 54.4 52.0 53.0 45.8 48.0 44.8 44.0

3.0 48.2

43.0 61.8

60.0 66.7

80.0 68.2

110.0 65.2

120.0 49,0

130.0 41.2

150.0 42.2

160.0 38*7

190.0 38.5

235.0 50.8

265.0 61.8

346.0 54.4

347.0 43.5

348.0 41.0

348.5 38.5

349.5 38.4

350.0 38.4

352.0 60.2
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Table E-2

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ( 0 C)

STEADY STATE POVIER OF 3.0 MWth FOR hrs, (ru-)

TIC
no 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Time

S.
0.0 38.8 40.8 33.3 39.5
11.0 4993
20.0 52.0

27.0 43.3
32.0 35.8

50.0 40.5

56.0 36.0

68.0 62.4

75.0 58.8

83.0 -38.5

90.0 36.4

95.0 38.3

115.0 57.5

122.0 53.5
min.

2.5 3608

3.5 36.0

4.0 54.0

4.5 50.8

5.5 3692

7.8

IL
-. W w

- J.-_-____%_,



Table E-'2 Cont.,

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ( C)

STEAfV STATE POWER OF 3.0 Mth FOR 3hrs. (run #3)
A A .-- W -

T/C
no 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Time
8.5 50.5

9*5 36.8

12.0 36.8

12.1 53.2

12.5 50.7

13.5 37.3

15.5 37e3

16.5 53.3

17.0 50.8

221
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Table E- 3
STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE M

STEADY STATE POWER OF 3.5

rze
T /n 6 110 111H2u L2 .I 6

s.

0.0

25.0

30.0

33.0

42.0

48.0

55.0

70.0

75.0

93.0

105.0

133.0

142.0

150.0

miA6 5.0

3.5

4.0

4.5

5.0

7.5

EASUREMENTS ( 0 C)

MWth FOR 6.0 hrs .i7 min

40.2 41.3

69.0

63.3

58.5

55.8

132.J 32.6

35.8

38*5

36.6

39.3

60.5

54.6

52.5

41.9

45.0

44.0

45.5

40.5

38.5

3705

37.3

36.8

1 ________ 3. ________ ________

35.4

35.8



Table E-3 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS C

STEADY STATE POWER OF 3.5 MIth FOR 6.0

T/C 16fj10'1 1 _1_ 1
[Time1.2

min.

10.0

12.0

12.5

14.0

15.0

16.5

17.5

18.0

20.0

21.0

21.5

22.0

22.5

25.0

26.0

27.0

40.0

40.5

42.0

43.0

53.0

54.4

54.8

119.3

11 2.5

112.5I ________ I _________I ________ I. ________ ________

223

0 C )

hrs.,

3743
37.5

37.o8

38.0

37.3

38.5

38.5

40.9

38.5

38*6

35.5

359

52.0

52.0

53.0

37 min.
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Table E-4

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS *C)

STEADY STATE POWER OF 40 blWth FOR 10.0_mins.

T/CI [71 10 111112113116
LIiIeII 11

S.
0.0

25.0

30.0

40.0

45.0

50.0

60.0

75.0

85.0

95.0

110.0

115.0

125.0

1.30.0

150.0

155.0

160.0

170.0

180.0

190.0

45.3

55.5

44.4 46*6

71.3

64.3

60.0

56.8

85.8 36.8

42.3

40.0

40.8

40.8

39.8

45.8

46.3

43.1

40.5

39.5

38.5

39.0

-1-1 al_ _ _ _ __I_ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

51.8

35.8

62.4

57.8

55.5
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Table E-4 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS C 0 C)

STEADY STATE POIER OF 4.0 MWth FOR 1C0 -

TIC
no 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Time

mins.

3.4 38.1

5.0 53.3

5.6 52.8

6.0 .55.0

7.s- 38.9

8.5 37.5

9.5 34.8

14.5 37.4

14.8 52.0

15.2 52.5

15.5 54.0

15.9 38.5

16.7 37.0

17*2 33.9

17.7 82.3

19.7 51.8

20.0 52.0

20.4 54.0

21.0 38.6

21.3 36.6



Table E-5

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE I

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.0

MEASUREMENTS (0 C)

MWth FOR 11.5 hrs.

T/C 11
no__ 10 1112 113116

s.

0.0

13.0

17.0

20.0

25.0

28.0

34.0

38-.0

43.0

47.0

50.0

65.0

75.0

82.0

90.0

100.0

105.0

112.0

120.0

125.0

50.8 49.8 52.3

73.3

78.3

73.8

70.5

68.5

152.8 42.5

44.3

55.5

45.5

46.8

47.3

46.3

49.0

50.5

53.3

49.0

48.0

46.3

45.8

a -aaW_____

226

43.0 83.0

66.0

64.8



Table E-5 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS (0 C)

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.0 MWth FOR 11.5 hr's.

T/C
no. 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Time

3016000 46.5

170.0 45.5

190.0 65.8

200.0 62.8

210.0 63.0

230.0 455

250.0 41.5

280.0 148.5

290.0 78.3

310.0 45.5

360.0 65.3

370.0 62.3

380.0 47.0

390.0 45.8

510.0 46.3

530.0 62.5

550.0 62.5

570.0 65.3

585.0 143.3

610.0 48.8
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Table E-5 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS V C)

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.0 MWth FOR 11.5__hrs,

T/C
no 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Time

S.
610.0 48.8

640.0 46.6

660.0 43.3

680.0 72.8

700.0 63.0

730.0 63.3

760.0 66.0

790.0 140,0

820.0 5e.

850.0 47.3

870.0 .44.3

900.0 70.5
910.0 63.5

930.0 47.5
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Table E-6

STARTUP. INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ( 0 C)

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4-5 MWth FOR 3.25 hrs.

TIC no 161 710 11 12 13 16
TimeI I__________

s.
0.0

12,0

14.0

180

22.0

30.0

40.0

45.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

90.0

100.0

10500

110.0

150.0

160.0

170.0

190.0

44.8 1 43.5 46.3

75.4

68.o

65.3

63.0

152.5 35.0

38.3

38

39.3

38.3

45.8

44.3

46*6

47.8

48.8

45.5

44.5

-42.8

42.0

40.3

38.3

- - -- & r

83 8

I I71

61.0

58.3
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Table I

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.5

E>6 Cont.

MEASUREMENTS ( OC)

MVth FOR 3.25

T/C
no 6 7 91 10 11 12 13 16

Time

210.0

225.0

230.0

240.0

250.0

270.0

285.0

300.0

320.0

350.0

360.0

365.0

375.0

380.0

385.0

400.0

410.0

425.0

430.0

450.0

57.3

56..8

5605

6005

59.8

57.5

5702

60.5

149.0

146*9

39.0

40.5

40.3

41.2

36.0

36.4

37.3

78.2

76.0

56.3 1
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Table E-6 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS C 0 c)

STEADY STATEPOWER OF 4.5 MWth FOR 3.25 hrs.

Sno 6 7 '9 10 11 12 13 16
Tim

455.0 142.5

460.0 42.0

470.6 42.0

480.0 .38.3

490.0 72,3

515.0 57.5-

525.0 57.5

530.O 60.3

540.0 139.8

545.0 43.3

555.0 42.8

560.0 39.0

570.0 70o0

580.0 . 42.5

9



Table E-

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.9

MEASUREMENTS ( C)

MWth FOR 10.0 mins.

f Nime 4 /C j 6o 1 0 11 1 2 13 13
LIm~~ TI H 1

s.
000

9.0

11.0

14.0

.20.0

26.0

35.0

43.0

51.0

56.0

60.0

70.0

75.0

85.0

90.0

95.0

100.0

104.0

128.0

131.0

50H.3 49.0

63.5

62.0

40.0

42.8

43.8

43.8

459.0

51.8

76.8

70.3

64.5

66.5

63.0

43.0 55.5

"I_____I_ _ _ _ _I_ __ _ _ __________
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51.5

46o8

47.5

49.3

52.3

47.8

47.3

45.5

4498
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Table E-7 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ( OC)

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.9 MWth FOR 10.0 mins.

TIC
T*no 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Time
mins.

5.7 39.0

6.0 57.3

8.6 58.0

8.65 58.0

8.7 60.5

8.8 99.3

8.9 43.3

9.0 42.5

9.2 39*8

9.3 56.0

10.5 58.3

10.6 .58.3

10.75 60.5

10.95 97.8

11.1 44.8

11.3 43.5

11.5 40.0

12.0 55.3

12.5 43.3

1 3 .5 1 .1 .11 4 4 .5 1 1_1_ -



Table E-7 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS (0 C)

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.9 MWth FOR 10.0 mins.

T/C 1[ *1
no 6 1 7 910 1 21'.- 1

T ime___ IIII11
S.A

134.0

135.0

137.0

140.0

146.0

.150.0

152.0

154.0

156.0

158.0

160.0

163.0

164.0

170.0

270.0
mins.

4.8

5.0

5.2

5.4

5.5

58.8

57.8

I,

58.8

58.0

60.8

60.3

103.0

102.8

101.0

44.3

44.0

44.0

43.8

42.8

42.5

42.8

39.5

39.0

- U - ____________________ U - _________ -

234

59.5

58*8
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Table E-8

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ( 0 C)

STEADY STATE POWIER OF 4.83 M1ith FOR 18 hrs.

T/C
noe 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Ti-me
-

-- Ago__T__-L-__ ______ ____ ____ - _____ ___ I __ k__

4
S.

0.0 51.8 51.3 53.5 179.0 41.3 51. 43.5 95.8

6.0 48.0

9.0 49.0

11.0 50.5

15.0 43.0

23.0 78.0

27.0 54.4

32.0 44.8

37.0 81.6

4340 51.0

50.0 46.3

55.0 . 76.5

60.0 71.3

65.0 70.8

70.0 49.0

77.0 47*5

90.0 72.3

98.0 68.5

103.0 68.5

108 42.0

- I
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Table E-8 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS C 0 C)

STEADY STATE POWER OF 4.83 MI'th FOR 18 hirs.

no 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16
TSe

a-

IL
- _________ I _________ t A.________ I _________

I - I mr dor

pmmm

S.

115.0 47.0

120.0 46.8 46.8

122.0 45.8

130.0 46.2

140.0 68.8

145.0 66.3

180.0 92.0

188.0 41.5

200.0- 46.0

210.0 46.5

230.0 125.0

235.0 67.3

250.0 65.5

255.0 65.3

265.0 90.0

27090 40.3

270.0 46.3
300.0 46.8

310.0 173.5

315.0 67.5
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Table E-8 Cont.

STARTUP INCORE TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS ( 0 C)

STEADY STATE POIER OF 4.83 MWth FOR 18 hrs. _____

T/C
no 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 16

Time

S.
330.0 64.8

335.0 64.5

340.0 46.8

400.0 86.3

.405.0 36.6

415.0 47.8'

430.0 49.3

450.0 169.5

455.0 68.0

465.0 65.3

475.0 65.5

min.15.2 81.8

15.3 458

15.5 49.0

15.75 52.0

15.8 164.8

16.0 69.0

16.2 66.5

16.3 66.5

16.5 ,49.3
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